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Abstract
OFDM has become an important issue within the optical field during the last two decades.
For this reason, for a better understanding of the impact from transmitter and receiver, the
full system (modulator and demodulator) has been implemented using Matlab.
The different components of the transmitter and receiver have been coded in a modular
way. Thus, the different parts of the transmitter are the sequence generator, the amplitude
and phase modulator (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM), the OFDM modulator and the
optical up-converter. While the parts of the receiver are the optical down-converter, the
OFDM demodulator, the amplitude and phase demodulator (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and
64QAM) and the estimator of sequences. Besides, there are two modules to analyse the
system, one to measure the EVM and another one to calculate the BER using the Monte
Carlo method. Finally, the channel can be noiseless of with AWGN.
The analysed factors that influence the modulation and demodulation are the constella-
tion calculation (mainly 16QAM and 64QAM), the ADC of the receiver (number of quanti-
zation bits) and the optical up and down conversion (the rate between the input electrical
signal to the optical up-converter and Vpi). These parameters introduce an error that affects
the performance of the full modulation and demodulation. The simulations has been done
with a bit sequence with a length around 262.000 bits. The results were analysed from mul-
tiple simulations, studying individually the different parameters.
To summarize, the ADC is the parameter that affects most the system introducing errors.
For a BPSK and QPSK modulation, 4 quantization bits are enough to get a very good result.
For a 16QAM, 5 quantization bits are required. Finally, for a 64QAM, 6 quantization bits
are necessary. In addition, the optical conversion practically doesn’t affect to the BPSK
and QPSK modulation, but the introduced error is more relevant for the 16QAM and very
important for the 64QAM. The constellation calculation also affect the system (in a slighter
way) due to the limited number of bits, with a longer sequence this error can be mitigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 State of art
During the first half of the 20th century, the telegraphy, telephone and radio networks have
been used for telecommunications but no optical communication systems. Nevertheless, dur-
ing the last part of the 20th century, the electrical-based systems reached the maximum
capacity and reach. A typical coaxial transport system with a rate of 200 Mb/s needs to be
regenerated every 1 km, that is very costly. This one was one of the reasons to study the
lightwave communication systems, that increases the data rate drastically. Next step was
the invention of a laser able to create a coherent source for the transmitter. Then, the point
was to find the medium to transmit the ligthwave. The optical fiber was the chosen option
but due to the impurities of the fiber, the losses were too high. In 1971, Corning reached
10dB/km losses for optical fiber, and currently, a loss of 0.2 dB/km is the standard value for
single-mode fiber.
Optical systems needed to regenerate the signal every 100 km or less. In the late 1980s
and early 1990s, coherent detection was created and it enhanced the transmission distance.
However, with the invention of optical amplifiers, the coherent detection systems were left
out and a massive number of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) signals could be con-
veyed over thousands of kilometers.
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By the early 1990s, single-channel systems had a capacity of 10 Gb/s. With the use of
amplified and WDM systems, by 2003, 40Gb/s per channel WDM system was commercially
deployed. Recent research demonstrates transmissions of 21.7 Tb/s and the limit of 100 Tb/s
has been overcome [1] [2].
One important topic to understand the growth ot the fiber optic is the appearance of
commercial Internet. Due to the use of the masive WDM optical amplified systems during
the late 1990s and early 2000s, it gave rise to a much higher bandwidth for telecom systems.
Internet traffic increased due to the burst of many new applications such as YouTube or
IPTV, that have required higher and higher bandwidth. Everything suggest that Internet
traffic will continue raising in the future.
The concept of OFDM was introduced by Chang in 1966 [5]. Firstly, OFDM was devel-
oped with military interests due to the lack of broadband applications for OFDM and the
complex electronic circuits required boy OFDM. In the 1990s, the very large-scaled integrated
(VLSI) CMOS chips facilitated the manufacturing of these systems. In 1995, OFDM was
adopted as the European DAB standard, the European DVB, WIFI, WIMAX, ADSL and
LTE.
The application of OFDM to optical communications happened later and scantly com-
pared with the RF systems, although the same acronym of OFDM has been used from
"Optical Frequency Division Multiplexing". The first paper about optical OFDM was re-
ported in 1996 by Pan and Green [3]. Nevertheless, the main advantage of OFDM is its
robustness against optical channel dispersion was recognised by Dixon et al [4]. in 2001 when
they proposed the use of OFDM to combat modal dispersion in multimode fiber (MMF).
1.2 Objectives
The main objective of this project is to analyse the impact of the full system during the
OFDM modulation. The system has some sensible points that can affect negatively the
modulation and demodulation. One of these critical process is the Analog to Digital Con-
version at the receiver, because the number of quantization bits defines the number of levels
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for the digitalization. Another important aspect is the optical up conversion, because this
process is not linear and the signal may be distorted and also affect to the correct demodula-
tion. The other aspect that has been studied is the constellation calculation at the receiver,
that affects mainly to the 16QAM and 64QAM modulations. The error due to these process
have been also analysed taking into account the number of subcarriers.
The used tools to measure the error are the EVM and the BER (using the Monte Carlo
method).
1.3 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is organized in different chapters. Firstly, we can read in Chapter 2 the theoretical
aspects of OFDM and optical conversion. Chapter 3 contains the structure of the OFDM
simulation tool, with a detailed explanation of the different modules. Chapter 4 includes he
most relevant simulations and the results. The conclusions and future lines are explained
in Chapter 5. Besides, in Appendixes we can see the analysis of the different transmitted
signals, some more studies related with the error introduced by the system and the used code




2.1 Mathematical Formulation of an OFDM Signal
The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a class of Multi-carrier Mod-
ulation (MCM), that is to say, the information is sent using a set of carriers with different














1, (0 < t ≤ Ts)
0, (t ≤ 0, t > Ts)
(2.3)
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Where cki is the ith information symbol at the kth subcarrier, sk is the waveform for the
kth subcarrier, Nsc is the number of subcarriers, fk is the frequency of the subcarrier, Ts is
the symbol period and
∏
(t) is the pulse shaping function.
The received signal must be multiplied by each used subcarrier in modulation (changing
the complex phase). It can be seen in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Conceptual diagram for a multicarrier modulation system. [6]
The time domain representation of the subcarriers is:
Figure 2.2: An example of OFDM subcarriers in time domain.
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Where r(t) is the received time domain signal. The classical MCM uses non overlapped
signals. It is a disadvantage because MCM systems require excessive bandwidth. On the
contrary, OFDM employs overlapped orthogonal signal sets. The orthogonality is due to the















pi(fk − fl)Ts (2.5)
It can be seen that if the condition
fk − fl = m 1
Ts
(2.6)
is satisfied, the two subcarriers are orthogonal to each other (Figure 2.3). It means that
the symbols can be recovered by using OFDM without intercarrier interference (ICI).
Figure 2.3: Example of OFDM subcarriers in the frequency domain.
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As we can see in Figure 2.2, the length of a symbol is Ts, that is the inverse of f0, the
first subcarrier from 2.3, then, we can define the total bandwidth of a OFDM transmission
as BW = (n+ 1) · f0 = (n+ 1) · 1Ts , where n is the number of subcarriers.
2.2 OFDM transmitter and receiver
The structure of a OFDM transmitter and receiver are shown in Figure 2.4:
Figure 2.4: a) Diagram for OFDM transmitter. b) Diagram for OFDM receiver. [6]
Roughly, the transmitter changes from serial to parallel, then, it applies the IDFT, adds
a cyclic prefix, converts the parallel to serial and finally it converts the signal from digital
to analog (Figure 2.4, a). The receiver performs the reverse process. Firstly, it converts the
analog signal to digital. Then, it removes the cyclic prefix and converts the received signal
from serial to parallel, applies the DFT, guesses the received sequence and finally, it converts
the signal to serial.
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2.2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform Implementation of OFDM
The OFDM modulation can be implemented by using the Inverse Discrete Fourier Trans-
formation (IDFT) and the demodulation with the Discrete Fourier Transformation (DFT).
To demonstrate it, we must assume that we sample s(t) at every interval of Ts/N , the mth


























N = F−1{ck} (2.9)
where F−1 is the IDFT and m [1, N ].
Taking into account Eq. (2.8), the value of the transmitted OFDM signal s(t) is a N-
point IDFT (discrete) of the symbol ck and the received symbol c′k = F{rm} a N-point DFT
(discrete) of the receive sampled signal. For this reason, a OFDM system that uses the
DFT/IDFT needs a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to convert the discrete value of Sm
to a continuous analog value of s(t) that is transmitted, and a analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) to sample the continuous received signal r(t).
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2.2.2 Cyclic Prefix for OFDM
The cyclic prefix is like a band guard but instead of leaving it empty, the last part of the
symbol is "copied" and "pasted" before the symbol (Figure 2.5).It is used to prevent the
Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) and the Inter Carrier Interference (ICI). It is done by the
transmitter.
Figure 2.5: The time domain OFDM symbol with cyclic prefix. [6]
In a channel with multipath propagation, each echo may take different ways to arrive to
the receiver. This effect doesn’t affect the demodulation if the duration of the cyclic prefix
is longer than the echoes (Figure 2.6). It avoids the ISI and allows the linear convolution of
a multipath channel to be modelled as circular convolution.
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Figure 2.6: OFDM signals (a) without cyclic prefix at the transmitter, (b) without cyclic
prefix at the receiver, (c) with cyclic prefix at the transmitter, and (d) with cyclic prefix at
the receiver. [6]
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2.2.3 Digital-to-Analog Conversion (DAC)
A digital-to-analog conversion is the process of converting a digital sequence into a analog
signal (voltage,current of electric charge). The DAC is required to transmit any digital signal,
the digital signal would be recovered using an analog-to-digital converter.
Figure 2.7: a) Digital signal. b) the equivalent analog signal to the digital signal (a).
The ideal DAC converts every sample (Figure 2.7 (a)) in a sequence of rectangular pulses
(Figure 2.7).
2.2.4 Analog-to-Digital Conversion (ADC)
Analog-to-digital conversion is composed of two main process: sampling and quantization
[17].
The sampling operation consist in measuring the value of a continuous signal every T
seconds, that is called sampling interval (Ts). The sampling frequency is the inverse of the
sampling interval (fs = 1Ts ). The digitalized signal is obtained from joining these samples.
In the uniform quantization, the input voltage range is divided in n equal intervals of size
∆. If the input voltage falls in the interval ith, the output voltage will be the ith step of the
converter.
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An example of analog-to-digital conversion is shown in Figure 2.8:
Figure 2.8: Analog signal (blue) and the transfer function of a ADC (red).
In this example, if the input voltage level is around -0.4 V, the output signal will has
-0.4667 V.
The problem of the analog-to-digital conversion is the error due to the steps of the con-
verter, it is named quantization error. With higher number of steps, logically, the quantiza-
tion error is lower.
2.3 Optical OFDM
2.3.1 Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM)
The Mach-Zehnder Modulator (MZM) consist of an optical waveguide with an input laser
and two parallel paths (Figure 2.9). The input signal is divided by the two branches and
they are added again. An electric field may be applied in each branch, if it is done, the light
propagation is slower and each path may be out of phase and consequently the addition is
destructive or if they are in phase, the addition is constructive. This behaviour allows the
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modulation of the laser [9].
Figure 2.9: Conceptual diagram of a Mach-Zehnder Modulator.
The electric field (φU(t) and φL(t)) is achieved by applying a voltage to each electrode









The input electric field is defined as:
Ein(t) = E0e
jωt (2.12)
It is the electric field of the local laser, where ω is the frequency of the laser.
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Where we can see the influence of the electrodes to modulate the input signal. Taking




















Where s(t) is the electric signal with the information. The module of the transfer function
of a MZM can be represented as:
Figure 2.10: Module of the transfer function of a MZM.
The main disadvantage of a MZM is that the transfer function is not linear, and conse-
quently, if we use the full range (from −Vpi to Vpi), the signal will be distorted and after the
OFDM demodulation, the symbols are shifted and consequently, the the obtained sequence
could have errors.
2.3.2 I/Q Modulator
The I/Q modulator takes advantage of the orthogonality between a sine and a cosine. The
simplest structure of a I/Q modulator is a local laser with two Match-Zehnder Modulators
in parallel, but one of them with a pi/2 phase shift (Figure 2.11). Both signals are added to
get the optical modulated signal.
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Figure 2.11: Conceptual diagram of a I/Q Modulator [10].
The main advantage of the I/Q modulator is the robustness against the rotation of the
transmitted symbols (it adds a dimension to the signal).
Mathematically, the formula that describes the behaviour of the I/Q modulation is the
sum of two sines (one per MZM) but one of them with a pi/2 phase shift. The shifted


















Where the first term is in phase and the second one in quadrature.
2.3.3 Coherent detection
Coherent receivers can linearly down-convert an optical signal to a baseband electrical sig-
nal by using homodyne or heterodyne detection. It has several advantages against direct
detection:
- The frequency resolution at the baseband stage or at the intermediate frequency (IF)
is very high.
- A coherent receiver could have higher sensitivity than a direct system because of the
use of phase detection.
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- The Coherent detection allows the quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) because
the phase can be detected.
A coherent receiver detects the product of electric fields of the modulated signal and
the continuous-wave of a Local Oscillator (LO). The received optical signal coming from the
transmitter can be written as
ES(t) = AS(t)e
jωSt (2.16)
Where AS(t) is the complex amplitude and ωS is the angular frequency. The field of the LO
can be described as
EL(t) = AL(t)e
jωLt (2.17)
where AL is the complex amplitude and ωL is the angular frequency of the LO.
Coherent receivers usually use balanced detection to maximize the signal photocurrent
and suppress the DC component. The receiver uses a 3 dB optical coupler that adds a pi/2
phase shift to the received signal field or to the LO field between the two ports (Figure 2.12).
Figure 2.12: Configuration of the coherent receiver [9].
The electric fields incident on the lower and upper photodiodes are describes as [11]








(ES − EL) (2.19)
















− |AS(t)||AL|cos(ωIF + θS(t)− θL(t))
]
(2.21)
where ωIF is given by ωIF = ωS − ωL and θS(t) and θL(t) are phases of the transmitted
signal and LO, respectively. The responsitivity of the photodiode is R.
The balanced detector output is given as
I(t) = I1(t)− I2(t) = 2R|AS(t)||AL|cos(ωIF t+ θ(t)) (2.22)
where θ is θS(t)− θL(t).
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2.3.4 Phase-diversity Homodyne Receiver
Homodyne detection refers to the case where ωIF = 0 (the LO and the received signal have
the same frequency). Then, the photodiode current becomes
I(t) = 2R|AS(t)||AL|cos(θ(t)) (2.23)
Equation 2.23 only gives the cosine component (the in-phase component with respect to
the LO phase) and the sine component (the quadrature component) cannot be detected. For
this reason, a 90o optical hybrid (Figure 2.13) is required to extract the full information of
the signal complex amplitude.
Figure 2.13: Configuration of the phase-diversity homodyne receiver [9].
With another optical LO, with a phase shift of 90o, the homodyne receiver can detect
both IQ components of the signal light. With a 90a optical hybrid, the outputs of the receiver
are E1, E2, E3 and E4 from the inputs ES and EL as [11]
















(ES − jEL). (2.27)
The output photocurrent from balanced photodetectors are written as
II(t) = II1(t)− II2(t) = R|AS(t)||AL|cos(θ(t)), (2.28)
IQ(t) = IIQ1(t)− IQ2(t) = R|AS(t)||AL|sin(θ(t)), (2.29)
This kind of receiver is called the "phase-diversity homodyne receiver" because the am-
plitude |As| can be determine independently of the phase noise from the sine and cosine
components of the complex amplitude.
Chapter 3
Optical OFDM simulation tool
The OFDM system has been simulated using Matlab. It has been done with different mod-
ules. Each module implements every complex function to reuse easily the different parts
of the code (Appendix D). Firstly, I developed an analog OFDM to delve into the OFDM
performance. After that, I implemented the digital OFDM, I compared it with the analog
system and I measured the impact of the ADC and the optical up-conversion in our system.
In this chapter, I explain the implementation of the digital OFDM, the analysis tools and
the main structure of each module.
3.1 Main script
The main script includes the full OFDM and optical system. The different functions are exe-
cuted sequentially. The name is OFDM_v2 (Figure 3.1) (Appendix D.22). Firstly, it defines
the required variables and a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence (PRBS). Then, it executes
the different functions that simulate the OFDM and optical modulation and demodulation
and the error calculation. It also includes a AWGN channel if it is required by the system
analysis.
34
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Figure 3.1: OFDM_v2 main structure (the inner blocks are other Matlab functions with the
task in brackets).
The defined variables to generate the sequence and the OFDM system (all the numerical
variables must be power of two due to the use of the IFFT and FFT) are:
- The bits sequence size.
- Samples per symbol (to simulate the analog signal).
- FFT size (number of subcarriers).
- Phase and amplitude modulation type (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM).
- Digital levels of the ADC.
- Cyclic prefix duration (in seconds).
- Frequency sampling (in Hertz).
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The variables related with the optical components are:
- Kind of modulator (MZM or I/Q).
- Vpi of the modulator.
- Maximum input of the I/Q modulator.
- Responsivity of the phase-diversity homodyne receiver.
- Amplitude of the local laser at the receiver.
- Laser frequency of the receiver (zero if it is homodyne).
The PRBS is generated with a defined length (previously mentioned) using some modules
from Optilux [13]. The generated sequence is a De Bruijn sequence (DBS), that is to say,
a pseudo random binary sequence with an additional zero added to the longest sequence of
zeros.
Later, the module OFDMmod_v2 (Appendix D.26) applies a phase and amplitude mod-
ulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM) to the digital sequence, an OFDM modulation,
and finally, the resulting sequence is converted from digital to analog signal (DAC) that will
be up-converted to an optical signal. In brief, this function performs the OFDM (this process
will be explained further on).
The next function is OpticalMod (Appendix D.28). It can attenuate the electrical signal
generated by the module OFDMmod_v2 and performs an up-conversion to this signal. There
are two different modulators, the MZM or the I/Q. The optical signal will be transmitted
through a channel.
The down-conversion is performed by OpticalDem (Appendix D.27). It also amplify the
signal if it has been previously attenuated by OpticalMod. The equivalent real devices is a
Phase-diversity Homodyne Receiver.
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Finally, OFDMdem_v2 (Appendix D.24) recover the signal applying a ADC, a OFDM
demodulation and a phase and amplitude demodulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM).
The modules ErrorVectorMagnitude (Appendix D.12) and MonteCarlo (Appendix D.19)
return the Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) and the Bit Error Rate (BER) respectively (the
EVM and BER of each subcarrier and the total values).
3.2 OFDM modulator
The full OFDM modulation is implemented by OFDMmod_v2. The module has been strictly
design following the OFDM diagram shown before in Figure 2.4.
Figure 3.2: OFDMmod_v2 main structure (the inner blocks are other Matlab functions with
the task in brackets).
The input parameters are:
- input : PRBS binary pattern that will be modulated.
- IFFTsize: IFFT size, it determines the number of subcarriers.
- samplesPerSymbol : number of samples per symbol (number of subcarriers).
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- modType: amplitude and phase modulation type (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM).
- cyclicDuration: cyclic duration in time (seconds).
- fs :frequency sampling.
The output parameters are:
- sendedSignal : the OFDM analog signal, it will be up-converted to optical.
- modSignal : the phase and amplitude modulated sequence (before the OFDM modula-
tion).
3.2.1 Amplitude and phase modulation
First of all, the function modulationChooser (Appendix D.18) implement the amplitude and
phase modulation, there are three different possibilities:
• Binary Phase-shift keying [14]:
It uses two phases witch are separated by pi. The symbols are positioned on the real
axis. BPSK is the most robust modulation against noise or distortion, but it is only
able to modulate 1 bit/symbol. The main trouble of this modulation is the phase-shift
introduced by the channel.
Figure 3.3: Constellation diagram for BPSK.
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The symbol energy used during the simulation has been normalized to simplify the
interpretation of the results.
• Quadrature phase-shift keying [14]:
The constellation of a QPSK has four equispaced symbols around a circle. It can
encode two bits/symbol. This modulation doubles the data rate compared with a
BPSK, maintaining the same bandwidth of the signal.
Figure 3.4: Constellation diagram for QPSK with Gray coding.
The bits allocation in the constellation follows a Gray distribution to minimize the
BER due to noise or any distortion. The symbol energy has been normalized.
• 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation [15]:
The constellation of a 16QAM has sixteen equispaced symbols with three different
energy levels. It can encode four bits/symbol. This modulation multiplies by four the
data rate of a BPSK with the same bandwidth.
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Figure 3.5: Constellation diagram for 16QAM with Gray coding.
Like the QPSK, the 16QAM uses a Gray coding to reduce the BER due to noise or any
distortion.
• 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation [15]:
The constellation of a 64QAM modulation has sixty-four equispaced symbols with six
different energy levels. It can encode six bits/symbol. This modulation multiplies by
six the data rate of a BPSK with the same bandwidth.
Figure 3.6: Constellation diagram for 64QAM with Gray coding.
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Like the QPSK, the 64QAM uses a Gray coding to reduce the BER due to noise or any
distortion.
3.2.2 Full OFDM modulation
The OFDM modulation is implemented by OFDMmod_v2.
After the phase and amplitude modulation, the pattern is converted from serial to parallel
sequences(one per subcarrier). The module applies the IDFT to the parallel signal (explained
in Section 2.2.1).
Next step is the addition of a cyclic prefix, the duration of it is defined by a parameter,
the value must be chosen depending on the channel conditions. This is done by the func-
tion AddCyclicPrefixDigital (Appendix D.2), firstly calculating the equivalent number of bits
of the cyclic prefix taking into account the frequency sampling and adding the prefix sequence.
The last step implemented is the DAC by the function DigitalToAnalog (Appendix D.11).
3.3 Optical Up and Down Conversion
3.3.1 Optical up conversion
The module OpticalMod up converts the electrical analog signal to the optical domain. It
accesses to another three modules (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: OpticalMod’s structure (the inner blocks are other Matlab functions with the
task in brackets).
The functionAttenuator (Appendix D.6) establishes a maximum level that can be achieved
by the electrical input signal that will be up converted. It is done to avoid the distortion
produced by the optical converter ( Figure 2.10). The attenuation is linear and ideal.
The electrical signal is modulated by using external functions (MZM (Appendix D.20) or
IQmodulator) (Appendix D.17). The Mach-Zehnder Modulator can only be used for a BPSK
modulation, for this reason, I used the I/Q modulator. The MZM may be used for a better
understanding of the up conversion.
The resulting signal must cross a channel that could be ideal, AWGN or any other con-
dition.
3.3.2 Optical down conversion
The optical down conversion is implemented by the module OpticalMod. It is a straightfor-
ward function, that includes also the amplification of the signal if it is required.
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Figure 3.8: OpticalDem’s structure (the inner blocks are other Matlab functions with the
task in brackets).
The function CoherentReceiver (Appendix D.10) detects the amplitude of the real and
imaginary parts of the signal optical signal and the module Amplifier (Appendix D.3) am-
plifies it.
3.4 Channel
The channel can be set up depending on the analysis that we want. First of all, the tests
have been focused on the distortion due to the optical up conversion and due to the analog
to digital conversion independently. So, the channel was ideal.
The next step is determining the effect of the noise. To this end, the chosen noise is
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with the Matlab function awgn, that add a AWGN
to a signal with a particular SNR.
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3.5 Full OFDM demodulator
The module OFDMdem_v2 performs the OFDM demodulation and also the phase and
amplitude demodulation. It follows the scheme from Figure 2.4.
Figure 3.9: OFDMdem_v2’s structure (the inner blocks are other Matlab functions with the
task in brackets).
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3.5.1 OFDM demodulator
The analog electrical signal down converted by the coherent receiver must be sampled to apply
the OFDM demodulation and afterwards the phase and amplitude demodulation. Besides,
the sampled signal must be quantified to simulate an ADC. The sampling and quantization
is done by the module AnalogToDigital (Appendix D.4).
Each analog symbol has several samples. During this project, I have predefined this value
as 16. The module saves the eighth sample of each symbol to get a digital sequence. This
pattern must be quantized and the number of levels to do it is a power of two.
During the simulations, I have optimized the module AnalogToDigital. Firstly the ADC
converter has a fixed range from the minimum to the maximum values. It was not the
most effective way to convert the signal, because the values of the signal were not uniformly
distributed, and also depending on the kind of amplitude and phase modulation (BPSK,
QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM) the distribution of the real and the imaginary parts changes
(Appendix A).
We can see an example of distribution of the received signal in Figure 3.10 and the
corresponding analog to digital conversion with 3 quantization bits. A we can observe, the
distribution of the received signal is not uniform and if we do not want to waste resources,
one possibility is to quantify in a shorter range as in Figure 3.10 the green quantization,
with a higher quantization resolution in this shorter range using the same number ob bits.
The process to do it is to calculate the Standard Deviation (SD) and define the quantization
range like a multiple of the SD, like in this case from -2xSD to 2xSD. With this new range,
we can get a better BER using the same number of bits.
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Figure 3.10: Example of distribution for a received signal and the scheme of the equivalent
DAC process with 3 quantization bits (the minimum to maximum DAC coloured in red and
the optimized quantization in green)
Later, the cyclic prefix is removed and converted from serial to parallel to apply the FFT.
It is the inverse process of the OFDM modulation. Now, the sequence must be verify to get
the bit pattern. There are three modules to do it, one for each kind of phase and amplitude
modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM). It is done in parallel (Figure 2.4). The
resulting demodulated signal is finally converted from parallel to serial.
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3.5.2 Detector
After the OFDM demodulation, we have an amplitude and phase modulated signal that must
be demodulated to get the bits sequence. As we have mentioned before, it is done by one of
three different modules depending on the modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM).
The operation is the same for all of them just changing the constellation.
Firstly, the modules calculate the mean power received by each subcarrier, it is done by
summing the power of all symbols and dividing by the number of symbols (per subcarrier).
The formula that describes the power of a symbol is:
Ps = (RE{s})2 + (IM{s})2 (3.1)
Where RE{s} and IM{s} are the real and the imaginary part of a symbol, respectively.
With the mean power, the modules estimate A (Figure 3.11) for each subcarrier, that is
the unit used to "draw" the ideal constellation at the receiver, it is said, the amplitude used
for the real and imaginary part to locate the symbols. For example:
Figure 3.11: Ideal constellation diagram for a 16QAM.
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Afterwards, the modules find the minimum distance between each received symbol and
the symbols that form the ideal constellation at the receiver (using A). The formula used to
calculate the distance between two symbols is:
Ds1−s2 =
√
(RE{s1} −RE{s1})2 + (IM{s1} − IM{s1})2 (3.2)
The closer ideal symbol is the estimated transmitted symbol. It will be choose as the
correct one (and the assigned bit).
The A value is different depending on the modulation:
- Binary Phase-shift keying (Appendix D.9):
For a BPSK modulation, A = Pmean. An example of BPSK constellation (each subcar-
rier has a different one) at the receiver:
Figure 3.12: BPSK constellation at the receiver (received symbols in blue and the calculated
ideal constellation in red).
As mentioned above, the bits sequence is estimated calculating the distance between
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received symbols and the ideal ones. The corresponding bits are assigned taking into
account the TX constellation (Figure 3.3).
- Quadrature phase-shift keying (Appendix D.33):
For a QPSK modulation, A =
√
Pmean/2. It is different to the assigned value to the
BPSK because we want to maintain the energy per symbol . An example of QPSK
constellation (each subcarrier has a different one) at the receiver:
Figure 3.13: QPSK constellation at the receiver (received symbols in blue and the calculated
ideal constellation in red).
The bits are allocated taking into account the Gray distribution shown in Figure 3.4.
- 16 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (Appendix D.14):
For a 16QAM modulation, A =
√
Pmean/10. Now, not as with the previous constella-
tions, there are three different energy levels (the higher one has the same energy than
a BPSK or QPSK symbol). An example of 16QAM constellation (each subcarrier has
a different one) at the receiver is:
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Figure 3.14: 16QAM constellation at the receiver (received symbols in blue and the calculated
ideal constellation in red).
The bits sequence is estimated taking into account the Gray distribution for a 16QAM
shown in Figure 3.5.
- 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (Appendix D.15): For a 64QAM modulation,
A =
√
Pmean/42. There are three different energy levels (the higher one has the same
energy than a BPSK or QPSK symbol). An example of 64QAM constellation at the
receiver is:
Figure 3.15: 644QAM constellation at the receiver (received symbols in blue and the calcu-
lated ideal constellation in red).
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The bits sequence is estimated taking into account the Gray distribution for a 64QAM
shown in Figure 3.6.
3.6 Data analysis
Another important part of the code, is the code related with the data analysis to measure
the effectiveness of each step, from the bit pattern creation to the bit sequence estimation
by the demodulator. For this purpose, two modules has been created, one to calculate the
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) and the Bit Error Rate (BER).
3.6.1 Error Vector Magnitude
The Error Vector Magnitude (EVM) can be measured after the OFDM demodulation, with
a digital sequence modulated in amplitude and phase (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM).
This error appears when the signal is distorted during the process, noise or any other modi-
fication due to the channel.
The EVM is the distance between the received symbol and the corresponding "perfect
symbol at the receiver" . The sequence of "perfect symbols at the receiver" is the original
sequence at the transmitter but changing the value A (explained before) to adapt it to the
level at the receiver. On the one hand, we have the received sequence. On the other hand,
we have the scaled sequence at the transmitter. The different between these two sequences
provides us the EVM of each symbol [16].
The module ErrorVectorMagnitude continue calculating the mean EVM of each subcar-
rier and the total mean EVM (EVM). But the EVM cannot be compared with the EVM
of the system with different conditions (for example, with another modulation). To be able
to compare it, the EVM has been divided by the mean power to normalize the EVM to
obtain the EVM for a signal with an unitary power. It has been done for each subcarriers
and for the total mean EVM. Another possible normalization could be respect to the symbol
distance (this normalization is directly related with the BER).
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3.6.2 Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo is a computational algorithm [18] to calculate the probability of an event. The
method consists on simulating a system a large number of times to draw conclusions about
the behaviour of it. In our case, we want to measure the BER, so, we must simulate our
system with a PRBS large enough to consider the BER for this sequence representative of
the full system.
The main limitation of this method is the computational cost. So, we must try to find a
PRBS size large enough but taking into account the required time for each simulation.
The module MonteCarlo estimates the BER using the Monte Carlo method. It calculates
the total BER and the BER of each subcarrier. It only needs the PRBS pattern and the
demodulated binary sequence by the receiver. The module compares these two sequences
and counts the number of different bits (a different bit is an error).




To analyse the full-system, I have performed some simulations to calculate the error due to
the estimation of the constellation at the receiver, the analog to digital conversion and the
optical up and down conversion. These effects are analysed independently, to understand the
contribution of each one. Depending on the case, I focused on the EVM and/or BER.
4.1 Error due to the constellation calculation
At the receiver, a constellation is created to find out the transmitted symbols and conse-
quently the bits sequence. It is performed calculating the mean power per symbol. Assum-
ing a transmission with an ideal ADC and without optical conversion, if I use the BPSK
or QPSK, I have no problem because these modulations only have one energy level for all
the possible symbols. If there is not any noise or distortion (as I have supposed), the mean
power will be always the same, regardless of the number of symbols. On the other hand, the
16QAM and 64QAM has more than one energy level to code the different symbols. It can be
a problem because depending on the number of symbols, if it is too small, the mean power
may change due to the casuistic and consistently the EVM and BER. This error change the
constellation and the position of all symbols.
The mean power is calculated for each subcarrier. So, if I use a bit pattern of 262176 bits
for a 64QAM with 16 subcarriers. The amount of symbol transmitted by each subcarrier is
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2731 symbols (2731 symbols/subcarrier= 262176 bits/(6 bits/symbol)/(16 subcarriers)), but
if I use 4 subcarriers, each one transmits 10924 symbols. So, if the length of the bits pattern
is fixed, for a higher number of subcarriers,the error is also higher.
The 16QAM uses 4 bits per symbol and the 64QAM 6 bits per symbol. If I use a fixed
length of the bit pattern and the same number of subcarriers, a 16QAM subcarrier will trans-
mit 1.5 times the number of transmitted symbols by a 64QAM. If affects to the power mean
calculation.
The other aspect that affect to the calculation of the mean power is the number of bits
of the generated pattern. The longer the pattern is, the more accurate the mean power must
become and consequently closer to the theoretical value.
To study the contribution of the constellation calculation to the EVM, I have simulated
the transmission of a bits pattern with these fixed conditions (Table 4.1):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns




Table 4.1: Characteristics of the scenario to calculate the EVM due to the constellation
calculation.
As I described before, if the length of the bits pattern is fixed, the number of subcarriers
affects to the EVM. For this reason, the simulations has been performed for 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128 and 256 subcarriers:
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Figure 4.1: EVM due to the Constellation Calculation.
We can see in Figure 4.1 the EVM/Pmean for the BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM.
As mentioned before, the EVM is completely null for the BPSK and QPSK cases. While
for the 16QAM, it is roughly constant and less than 0.005 EVM/Pmean from 4 subcarriers
(22subcarriers) to 64 subcarriers (26subcarriers). For a higher number of subcarriers, this
value increase, but moderately. On the other hand, in the case of 64QAM, the error is higher
and it grows up faster than for 16QAM. For example, for 256 subcarriers (28 subcarriers), the
EVM/Pmean of the 16QAM is around 0.008, but for the 64QAM it is around 0.027, more
than 3 times higher.
This error cannot be avoided. But it can be mitigated with the use of longer bits pat-
tern.So, it will be present during the rest of simulations for 16QAM and 64QAM related with
the ADC and the optical conversion.
4.2 Error due to the Analog to Digital Conversion
An ADC introduces an error due to de digitalization of the analog signal. Of course, with
less number of quantization levels, the error is higher (EVM and BER). But it is not the only
factor that may affects it.
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Another important issue is the range covered by the ADC, as we can see in Appendix A,
the distribution of the real and the imaginary parts of the analog signals are not uniform,
and also it changes depending on the modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM). Ini-
tially, I though about a range from the minimum to maximum values of the analog signal,
but if our resources are limited (number of quantization bits), why should I spend resources
covering some values that are not usual? Besides, a high peak noise would disable an ADC
with a range from the minimum to the maximum values. For this reason, I decided to change
the range covered by the ADC according to the Standard Deviation (as explained above in
Section 3.5.1 and in Figure 3.10), to find an optimum value for each modulation. Besides, I
analysed the effect of the number of subcarriers.
To analyse the error due to de ADC, firstly I have simulated the system without optical
conversion and a noiseless channel, measuring the EVM. Secondly, I have simulated the sys-
tem without the optical conversion but with a noisy channel. Taking into account the results,
I chose the optimum number of levels of the ADC, that is, the number of bits that the ADC
must use and I observed the behaviour of the system with different number of subcarriers.
Figure 4.2: BER of the system with an ideal ADC and optical conversion. It defines the
maximum BER achievable by the full system.
The noise level for each modulation has been decided taking into consideration the BER
of the system with an ideal ADC and optical conversion (Figure 4.2). The chosen SNR is
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the one for BER = 1 · 10−6. The SNR of each modulation is:
- BPSK: SNR= 10.4 dB
- QPSK: SNR= 13.4 dB.
- 16QAM: SNR= 20.6 dB.
- 64QAM: SNR= 27 dB.
As we can see in Figure 4.2, the SNR curves behave as expected, with a higher robustness
of the BPSK and QPSK against noise due to the higher distance between symbols.If the goal
is a BER < 1 ·10−3 [17], the SNR for a BPSK must be at least 6.5 dB, for a QPSK, it should
be 9.8 dB, for a 16QM, it must be 17 dB and for a 64QAM, the SNR should be at least 22.5dB.
4.2.1 ADC of a BPSK signal
The first simulation scenario has these fixed conditions (Table 4.2):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel Noiseless
Table 4.2: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a BPSK signal.
Furthermore, the number of quantization bits changed from 2 to 8 and the range of the
ADC from ±SD to ±6SD. The curve (Figure 4.3) show us the optimum values for our ADC.
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Figure 4.3: EVM/Pmean of the BPSK simulation without noise for different number of
quantization bits.
As we can see in Figure 4.3, 2 quantization bits are not enough to get an acceptable EVM.
3 quantization bits shows a really better result, and from 4 to 8 bits, the curves are quite
similar. Of course with higher number of bits the behaviour is better, but the enhance is not
so pronounced. According to the range, for 3 quantization bits, a range from -2SD to 2SD
looks the best one, but to ensure, we must look around to the Figure 4.4, that shows the
BER of the same scenario but with a received signal with 10.4 dB SNR.
Figure 4.4: BER of a BPSK simulation with 10.4 dB SNR at the received for different number
of quantization bits and ADC ranges.
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We can observe in Figure 4.4 that with 3 or 4 quantization bits we get an acceptable
result with a BER lower than 1 · 10−3. For 3 quantization bits, the optimum range is 2 · SD
and for 4 bits, a range 3 · SD is the best option. These curves are very interesting, because
the best range are 2 · SD and 3 · SD respectively, that is lower than the maximum and
minimum values of the transmitted signal. For this reason, An ADC with 4 quantization bits
and an optimum range of 3 · SD is better than a ADC with 4 quantization bits but with a
range from minimum to maximum, as shown in Figure 4.5. If our goal is to achieve at least
a BER lower than 1 · 10−3, the ideal ADC reaches it at 6.6 dB SNR, the optimized ADC
with 4 quantization bits at 7 dB SNR and the ADC with a range from the minimum to the
maximum values do it at 8 dB SNR. We have achieved a result very close to the ideal one
and comparing it with the ADC from minimum to maximum, this value has enhanced 1 dB.
Finally, the use of 4 bits supposes an improvement of 1.3 dB (instead of 3).
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the BER between the ideal ADC, the ADC with 4 quantization
bits and a range of 3 SD, the ADC with 4 quantization bits and a range from minimum
to maximum and the ADC with 3 quantization bits and a range of 2 SD using a BPSK
modulation.
Finally, I simulated a scenario with these characteristics (Table 4.3):
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Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel 10.4 dB SNR
Quantization bits 4
Subcarriers 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256
Variable range SD, 2xSD, 3xSD, 4xSD, 5xSD and 6xSD
Table 4.3: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a BPSK signal and different number
of subcarriers.
The purpose of this part is to understand the contribution of changing the number of sub-
carriers (Figure 4.6). Comparing this simulation with the previous one, the difference is that
the number of subcarriers is variable and the quantization bits has been set to 4. The results
are very similar from 8 to 256 subcarriers, with the lower BER (1 · 10−5) at a range of 3 ·SD.
However, for 4 subcarriers, the lower BER is at 2 · SD (1 · 10−5). The most important con-
clusion that we can draw is that the number of subcarriers do not affect the BER significantly.
4.2.2 ADC of a QPSK signal
The used method to analyse the ADC for a QPSK signal is the same one that for the BPSK
and it can be see in Appendix B.1. The optimal result for this modulation is 4 quantization
bits with a range of 3 · SD. To understand the optimization, we must compare it with the
ideal case, the ADC with a range from minimum to maximum and with the optimum ADC
using 3 quantization bits (Figure 4.7).
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Figure 4.6: BER of a simulation with 10.4 dB SNR at the received for different number of
subcarriers and ADC range and a BPSK transmitted signal.
Figure 4.7: Comparison of the BER between the ideal ADC, the ADC with 4 quantization
bits and a range of 2 SD, the ADC with 4 quantization bits and a range from minimum to
maximum using a QPSK modulation and the ADC with 3 quantization bits and a range of
2 SD.
As before, the optimized ADC is an improvement comparing it with the ADC with a
range from minimum to maximum. The BER goal is 1 · 10−3, the necessary SNR to achieve
this level for the ideal case is around 9.8 dB, for the optimizes ADC it is 10 dB and for the
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ADC with the range from minimum to maximum it is 11 dB. The optimized case is very close
to the ideal case (0.2 dB) and it is an improvement of 1 dB compared with the non-optimized
case. Comparing the optimized case for 4 quantization bits and the optimized ADC using 3
bits, it supposes an improvement of 1.6 dB.
4.2.3 ADC of a 16QAM signal
The method used to analyse the ADC is the same one that for the BPSK and it can be see
in Appendix B.2. The optimal result for this modulation is the use of 5 quantization bits
and a range of 3 · SD. To understand the optimization, we must compare it with the ideal
case, the ADC with a range from minimum to maximum (Figure 4.8) and with the use of
less quantization bits.
Figure 4.8: Comparison of the BER between the ideal ADC, the ADC with 5 quantization
bits and a range of 3 SD, the ADC with 5 quantization bits and a range from minimum to
maximum using a 16QAM modulation and the optimized cases using 3 and 4 quantization
bits.
The ideal curve is the best one, as expected, with a SNR of 16.8 dB for a BER = 1 ·10−3.
The separation between the ideal and the non-optimized cases is around 1.4 dB (from 16.8
dB to 18.2 dB). The optimized ADC is between these two values, with a SNR = 17.6 dB.
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It means an improvement of 0.6 dB comparing with the non-optimized case and it is 0.8
dB higher than the ideal converter. The ADC using 4 quantization bits has a BER floor
around BER = 2 · 10−4 at 25 dB SNR, for this reason, it is not an useful option because the
BER would not be never better than BER = 2 · 10−4 even if the channel has a very good
SNR, for example 40 dB SNR. As expected, the 3 quantization bits case has a BER floor (at
BER = 2 · 10−2). The BER floor is so high that the use of 3 quantization bits is not enough
to get an acceptable result in no case.
4.2.4 ADC of a 64QAM signal
The method used to analyse the ADC is the same one that for the BPSK and it can be see in
Appendix B.3. The optimal result for this modulation is the use of 6 quantization bits and
a range of 4 · SD. To understand the optimization, we must compare it with the ideal case
and the ADC with a range from minimum to maximum (Figure 4.9). Besides, we analysed
the optimum cases with 5, 4 and 3 quantization bits.
Figure 4.9: Comparison of the BER between the ideal ADC, the ADC with 6 quantization
bits and a range of 3 SD and the ADC with 6 quantization bits and a range from mini-
mum to maximum and the optimized cases for 3, 4 and 5 quantization bits using a 64QAM
modulation.
This case is very interesting because the optimized ADC is practically the same than
the non optimized one because as we can see in Figures A.7 and A.8 and in Appendix A.4,
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the best range for the ADC is practically from minimum to maximum. For these cases,
the goal (BER = 1 · 10−3) is achieved at SNR of 23.5 dB. They are 1 dB higher than the
ideal case. In addition, the curve that represents the ADC with 5 quantization bits achieves
BER = 1 · 10−3 at a SNR of 27 dB, it is 3.5 dB higher than for 6 quantization bits. But
the most outstanding are the BER floor at BER = 6 · 10−4 for 5 quantization bits, the BER
floor at BER = 2 · 10−2 for 4 quantization bits and the BER floor at BER = 1 · 10−1 for 3
quantization bits. It means that 3 and 4 quantization bits are not enough to implement the
ADC. 5 bits has a not very good performance, it reach the goal of a BER < 1 · 10−3 but the
problem is that the BER floor is too high. The optimal case is the use of 6 quantization bits.
The problem is that the transmission speed (from 20 GHz to 100 GHz) does not allow 6
quantization bits. Nowadays, this maximum is around 5 bits, as we can observe in Figure
4.10. So, although for the 64QAM, an ADC with 6 quantization bits is the best option, it is
not reliable presently.
Figure 4.10: Comparison of current Effective Number Of Bits (ENOB) in black, the situation
in 1990 and 2000 are coloured in red and green respectively. [19]
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4.2.5 Comparison of all modulations
To conclude the analysis of the error due to the ADC, we need to compare the different
modulations. To do this, first we must make a list with the optimum modulations:
- BPSK: 4 quantization bits and a range of ±3SD.
- QPSK: 4 quantization bits and a range of ±2SD.
- 16QAM: 5 quantization bits and a range of ±3SD.
- 64QAM: 6 quantization bits and a range of ±4SD.
The first parameter that is studied is the EVM vs SNR. As we can observe in Figure
4.11, the levels for the BPSK and QPSK are almost identical and from 0 to 20 dB the curves
behave as expected but from 20 dB the are reversed due to the use of higher number of bits
for more complex modulations. It means that for SNR higher than 20 dB, the noise due to
the analog to digital conversion is more relevant than the channel noise.
Figure 4.11: Comparison of the EVM between the optimized ADC for each modulation.
For the analysis of the BER vs SNR, the case of 64QAM with 5 quantization bits and a
range of ±4SD is also included. It has been done because 5 quantization bits is the current
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limit for the ADC. We can see the results in Figure 4.12. As previously stated, the aim is to
achieve at list a BER of 1 · 10−3, taking it into account, the BPSK should be used up to 7
dB, the QPSK from 10 to 17.6 dB, the 16QAM from 17.6 to 23.5 dB and the 64QAM from
23.5 dB. The use of 5 quantization bits for the 64QAM modulation is not feasible because it
has a limit in 6 · 10−3.
Figure 4.12: Comparison of the BER between the optimized ADC for each modulation.
4.3 Error due to the optical conversion
As we have seen in section 2.3.1, the use of a MZM to up convert the electric signal into
an optical one produce a distortion. It is not linear and it depends on the amplitude of the
signal. As the distribution of the signal is different for each modulation (Appendix A), we
must study them separately.
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4.3.1 Optical conversion of a BPSK signal
The analysed parameters for each modulation are the EVM for a noiseless channel, BER vs
SNR and EVM vs SNR. The characteristics of the scenario for the first simulation are (Table
4.4):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
ADC ideal
Channel noiseless
Table 4.4: OFDM characteristics for the optical conversion of a BPSK signal.
The parameters related with the optical up and down conversion are (Table 4.5):





Table 4.5: Optical characteristics for the optical conversion of a BPSK signal.
The only parameter that changes is the proportion between the maximum input signal
and Vpi. We can observe the results in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: EVM/Pmean of the BPSK simulation without noise for the optical up and down
conversion.
Figure 4.13 shows that the EVM is higher for a higher Vmax/Vpi. The error is not very
high for all the cases, for a Vmax/Vpi = 1, the EVM/Pmean is equal to 0.022. The main
feature that we can observe is that for a Vmax/Vpi > 0.6 the curve grows faster than before.
It happens because this is the most distorting range of a MZM (used for the I/Q modulator).
The second test was the BER vs SNR. We can see in Figure 4.14 the case of the ideal
conversion (red and dotted curve) and the cases for different input amplitudes. The main
conclusion that we can draw is that the optical up and down conversion has not any effect for
the BPSK transmission. It happen because this modulation has not symbols with different
energy levels.
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Figure 4.14: BER vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a BPSK signal (red and dotted line for the ideal case).
4.3.2 Optical conversion of a QPSK signal
In this section, we analysed the BER vs SNR of a QPSK transmission. The EVM for a
noiseless channel and the EVM vs SNR are explained in Appendix C.2.
We can see in Figure 4.15 the case of the ideal conversion (red and dotted curve) and the
cases for different input amplitudes. The main conclusion that we can draw is that the optical
up and down conversion has not any effect for the QPSK transmission. It happen because
this modulation has not symbols with different energy levels (neither in the real and imagi-
nary part), it make the signal more robust against the distortion due to the optical conversion.
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Figure 4.15: BER vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a BPSK signal (red and dotted line for the ideal case).
4.3.3 Optical conversion of a 16QAM signal
In this section, we analysed the BER vs SNR of a 16QAM transmission. The EVM for a
noiseless channel and the EVM vs SNR are explained in Appendix C.3.
We can see in Figure 4.16 the case of the ideal conversion (red and dotted curve) and
the cases for different input amplitudes. We can deduce that because there are symbols with
different energy levels, the distortion affect to de intermediate symbols to the cases with
higher V max/V pi, more specifically to V max/V pi > 0.8, not like for BPSK or QPSK.
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Figure 4.16: BER vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a 16QAM signal (red and dotted line for the ideal case).
4.3.4 Optical conversion of a 64QAM signal
In this section, we analysed the BER vs SNR of a 64QAM transmission. The EVM for a
noiseless channel and the EVM vs SNR are explained in Appendix C.4.
We can observe in Figure 4.17 the case of the ideal conversion (red and dotted curve)
and the cases for different input amplitudes. Figure 4.17 shows that for a V max/V pi > 0.8
(it can also be observe in Figure C.6)the distortion is so high for this modulation that there
are BER floor levels (7 · 10−5 for 0.8V max/V pi and 7 · 1−3 for 1V max/V pi) that cannot be
never enhanced. For the rest of the cases, the curves are very similar to the ideal one. It is
the only modulation with BER floors mainly due to the proximity of the symbols.
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Figure 4.17: BER vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a 64QAM signal (red and dotted line for the ideal case).
4.3.5 Comparison of all modulations
For each modulation, the conclusions are different, for this reason, we must compare them.
Figure 4.18 shows that the EVM is higher for a bigger V max/V pi as expected and the in-
fluence of this effect is higher for more complex modulations but with one exception, the
64QAM has a better behaviour than the 16QAM in spite of the BER is higher for the 64QM
than for the 16QAM. It happens because the transmitted signals of the 16QAM are more
spread and consequently, the distortion affects to a more quantity of symbols than for the
64QAM case (Figures A.5, A.6, A.7 and A.8). At V max/V pi < 0.4, these curves invert this
situation because of the error due to the constellation of the different modulations (Section
labelConstCalc).
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of the EVM of all the modulations (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and
64QAM) for an optical up and down conversion and a noiseless channel.
For the BPSK and QPSK, there are no problem of using the range of V max/V pi > 0.6,
it does not affect to the correct performance of the system although it increments the EVM
it is not enough to introduce incorrect symbols. However, as 16QAM and 64QAM are more
sensible to the distortion due to the proximity of the symbols, a V max/V pi < 0.6 is recom-
mendable for these modulations, specially for the 64QAM.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and future lines
After analysing all the different parameters, the parameter that introduces a higher error is
the ADC. The converter is very sensible to the number of quantization bits (with a higher
number of them, the error is logically lower). And also the kind of modulation is important
in this aspect. To mitigate the error, the ADC has been optimized changing the range
of the ADC (Figure 3.10), but the effect of this optimization is lower for more complex
constellations. For the 16QAM case, the error is a bit better and for the 64QAM the error is
practically the same than in the not optimized case. The BER goal is 1 · 10−3, it its achieved
by the different modulations with these characteristics:
- BPSK: with 4 quantization bits and a range of 3 SD (Figure 4.5). The ideal ADC
reaches the BER of 1·10−3 at 6.6 dB, and the optimized one at 7 dB. The non optimized
case (with 4 quantization bits also) achieves it at 8 dB. For 3 bits, the optimized case
reaches the BER goal at 8.5 dB.
- QPSK: with 4 quantization bits and a range of 2 SD (Figure 4.7) and achieves the
goal at 10 dB. The ideal converter does it at 9.8 dB, very close to the optimized case.
The non optimized ADC (4 quantization bits) reaches the target at 11 dB. Finally, the
ADC with 3 bits (and optimized) achieves a BER of 1 · 10−3 at 11.8 dB. The QPSK
case is very curious because the performance is better than the BPSK one. It happens
because the distribution of the transmitted signal is more compact for the QPSK and
consequently more samples are inside the defined range for the optimized ADC (we can
see in Figures A.3 and A.4 for the QPSK and in Figures A.1 and A.2 for the BPSK).
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- 16QAM: with 5 quantization bits and a range of 3 SD (Figure 4.8) with a BER equal to
1 · 10−3 at 17.6 dB, 0.8 dB more than the ideal ADC (at 16.8 dB). The non optimized
converter (5 quantization bits) reaches the BER goal at 18.2 dB. The use of less number
of quantization bits is not suitable because the BER is too high for our purposes.
- 64QAM: with 6 quantization (Figure 4.9), but the optimized case is practically the
same case than the non optimized one, with a SNR equal to 23.5 dB. The ideal case is
at 22.5 dB. Besides, we analysed the cases of 5 quantization bits or less, that are not
enough to get a satisfactory BER.
In general for all modulations, if we increase the number of subcarriers, the signal be-
comes more complex, for this reason, for a lower number of subcarriers, better performance
against the ADC distortion.
The optical converter also introduces noise to the signal due to the distortion because
of the non linearity of the optical up converter. This distortion practically doesn’t affect
the BER of the BPSK and QPSK (as we can see in Figures 4.14 and 4.15) because all the
transmitted symbols have the same energy, but it affects to the 16QAM and 64QAM trans-
missions. The distorting range of the converter is from 0.6V max(imput)/Vpi. For the 16QAM,
the impact of the conversion for a V max(imput)/Vpi < 0.6 is insignificant, the curves of the
Figure 4.16 for this range are practically the same than the ideal linear optical converter
with a SNR of 17 dB for a BER of 1 · 10−3. The response for the V max(imput)/Vpi = 0.8
suffer a small deterioration but the BER goal is also achieved around 17 dB. The case of
V max(imput)/Vpi = 1 suffer the higher distortion and reaches the BER target at 18.5 dB
SNR. The best option is the use of a V max(imput)/Vpi 6 0.6. The 64QAM transmissions
are more affected due to the fact that the symbols are closer as we can see in Figure 4.17
with BER floors at a BER equal to 4 · 10−5 for a V max(imput)/Vpi = 0.8 and another BER
floor at 1 · 10−3 for a V max(imput)/Vpi = 1 , that means that it is impossible to get a better
result also without any noise. For the rest of cases (V max(imput)/Vpi 6 0.6) the behaviour
is practically the same than for the ideal case with the BER goal at 23 dB.
If we see the representation of the EVM/Pmean in Figure 4.18, the distortion due to
the optical up conversion affects more the 16QAM signal than to the 64QAM transmission
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because of the distribution of the signals (Appendix A), but it does not means that the ro-
bustness against noise is lower for the 16QAM because the 64QAM symbols are closer and
although the distortion is less in terms of EVM/Pmean, the impact is higher for this modu-
lation. Besides, we can observe that these curves reverse due to the constellation calculation
that is going to be explained below.
The error due to the constellation calculation will be always present for the 16QAM and
64QAM (Figure 4.1). For the BPSK and QPSK we can consider it negligible. This error
appear because the position of every symbol at the receiver is calculated taking into account
the mean power of the symbols that arrive at the receiver. 16QAM and 64QAM have symbols
with different energy levels and due to the casuistic, the calculation of the mean power can
vary. The mean power is determined for each subcarrier. If we have a fixed pattern length,
for a higher number of subcarriers, this error grows up because we have less symbols per
subcarrier. The solution to mitigate this error is the use of a longer bit pattern.
The error contribution of the different parts have been calculated. One of the next steps
could be combining them to prepare the scenario to study the effect of crosstalk. Crosstalk
is any phenomenon by which a transmitted signal affects to the signal from other circuit
or channel. Nowadays, one of the trends within the optical field researching is the use of
multicore fibers, where crosstalk may appear between different cores [20]. With the trans-
mitter and receiver analysed, a next project could focus on the crosstalk depending on the
kind of modulation and the robustness of the system against this kind of distortion. Another
interesting type is the linear crosstalk that is related with the filter width of the multiplexers
used to implement the OFDM. OFDM has a compact frequency spectrum, for this reason,
another possibility could be the study of the proximity of the OFDM channels without de-
grading significantly the signal.
Related with the optical transmitter and receiver, next projects could study the effect of
applying a predistortion to the optical signal before transmitting it to compensate the dis-
tortion due to the transmitter. Besides, the optical transmitter and receiver could be more
realistic and include phase noise of the lasers.
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Finally, another idea that could be studied is the robustness of the system against effects
that appear in optic fibers, like chromatic dispersion (that can be compensated with the use
of Cyclic Prefix), non linear effects, scattering or polarization dispersion.
Appendix A
Analysis of the transmitted signal
Before the analysis of the errors due to the signal processing, I am going to study the com-
position of the transmitted analog signal. For example, it can affect to the error due to the
ADC and an optimization of the ADC could reduce the error. The composition of the signal
may vary depending on the kind of modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM) and due
to the number of subcarriers.
A.1 Analysis of the BPSK transmitted signal
For the study of the BPSK, I have defined the parameters that are required to generate our
transmitted signal (Table A.1):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Number of subcarriers 16
Table A.1: Characteristics of the scenario to analyse the BPSK signal.
I have fixed the number of subcarriers to 16. All the simulations to analyse the system
will also have 16 subcarriers unless the analysis is about the effect of changing the number of
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subcarriers. The transmitted signal has a real (Figure A.1) and an imaginary part (Figure
A.2).
Figure A.1: Distribution of the real part of a BPSK transmitted signal (blue) and the equiv-
alent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation (SD)
and the multiples.
The real part has these characteristics (Table A.2):
Mean −1.88 · 10−3
Standard deviation (SD) 0.187
Maximum value 0.875 = 4.685 SD
Minimum value -1 = -5.354 SD
Table A.2: Statistics of the real part of the BPSK signal.
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Figure A.2: Distribution of the imaginary part of a BPSK transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
The imaginary part has these characteristics (Table A.3):
Mean −6.466 · 10−20
Standard deviation (SD) 0.1662
Maximum value 0.628 = 3.781 SD
Minimum value -0.628 = -3.781 SD
Table A.3: Statistics of the imaginary part of the BPSK signal.
As we can appreciate in the Figures A.1 and A.2, the imaginary part has a strong presence
of zeros and the maximum and minimum are closer to zero.
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A.2 Analysis of the QPSK transmitted signal
For the study of the QPSK, I have defined the parameters that are required to generate our
transmitted signal (Table A.4):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Number of subcarriers 16
Table A.4: Characteristics of the scenario to analyse the QPSK signal.
I have fixed the number of subcarriers to 16. All the simulations to analyse the system
will also have 16 subcarriers unless the analysis is about the effect of changing the number of
subcarriers. The transmitted signal has a real (Figure A.3) and an imaginary part (Figure
A.4).
Figure A.3: Distribution of the real part of a QPSK transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
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The real part has these characteristics (Table A.5):
Mean −2.187 · 10−3
Standard deviation (SD) 0.175
Maximum value 0.569 = 3.249 SD
Minimum value -0.569 = -3.249 SD
Table A.5: Statistics of the real part of the QPSK signal.
Figure A.4: Distribution of the imaginary part of a QPSK transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
The imaginary part has these characteristics (Table A.6):
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Mean 1.122 · 10−3
Standard deviation (SD) 0.178
Maximum value 0.614 = 3.446 SD
Minimum value -0.614 = -3.446 SD
Table A.6: Statistics of the imaginary part of the QPSK signal.
A.3 Analysis of the 16QAM transmitted signal
For the study of the 16QAM, I have defined the parameters that are required to generate
our transmitted signal (Table A.7):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Number of subcarriers 16
Table A.7: Characteristics of the scenario to analyse the 16QAM signal.
As previously, I have fixed the number of subcarriers to 16. All the simulations to analyse
the system will also have 16 subcarriers unless the analysis is about the effect of changing
the number of subcarriers. The transmitted signal has a real (Figure A.1) and an imaginary
part (Figure A.2).
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Figure A.5: Distribution of the real part of a 16QAM transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
The real part has these characteristics (Table A.8):
Mean 1.431 · 10−3
Standard deviation (SD) 0.130
Maximum value 0.501 = 3.848 SD
Minimum value -0.501 = -3.848 SD
Table A.8: Statistics of the real part of the 16QAM signal.
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Figure A.6: Distribution of the imaginary part of a 16QAM transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
The imaginary part has these characteristics (Tabla A.9):
Mean 6.890 · 10−4
Standard deviation (SD) 0.134
Maximum value 0.541 = 4.056 SD
Minimum value -0.541 = -4.056 SD
Table A.9: Statistics of the imaginary part of the 16QAM signal.
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A.4 Analysis of the 64QAM transmitted signal
For the study of the 64QAM, I have defined the parameters that are required to generate
our transmitted signal (Table A.10):
Pattern length 262176 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Number of subcarriers 16
Table A.10: Characteristics of the scenario to analyse the 64QAM signal.
I have fixed the number of subcarriers to 16. All the simulations to analyse the system
will also have 16 subcarriers unless the analysis is about the effect of changing the number of
subcarriers. The transmitted signal has a real (Figure A.1) and an imaginary part (Figure
A.2).
Figure A.7: Distribution of the real part of a 64QAM transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
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The real part has these characteristics (Table A.11):
Mean 1.213 · 10−4
Standard deviation (SD) 0.117
Maximum value 0.472 = 4.032 SD
Minimum value -0.4289 = -3.663 SD
Table A.11: Statistics of the real part of the 64QAM signal.
Figure A.8: Distribution of the imaginary part of a 64QAM transmitted signal (blue) and the
equivalent normal distribution (red). The arrows point the value of the Standard Deviation
(SD) and the multiples.
The imaginary part has these characteristics (Table A.12):
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Mean 6.877 · 10−4
Standard deviation (SD) 0.114
Maximum value 0.429 = 3.764 SD
Minimum value -0.569 = -3.249 SD
Table A.12: Statistics of the imaginary part of the 64QAM signal.
A.5 Comparison between modulations
Depending on the modulation (BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM), the transmitted signal
(complex) has different characteristics. In general, for a higher modulation, this signal is less
simple and the distribution is closer to a normal one.
The mean value of the real and the imaginary part is always close to zero. I decided
to include the maximum and the minimum values of all distributions and compare it with
the Standard Deviation because the range covered by the DAC would be set up taking into
account the SD (it will be analysed below).
The value zero has a strong presence in all distributions, specially for the imaginary part
of the BPSK, where more than the sixty percent of the values are zero. So, it would be very
interesting to include the value zero in the DAC to improve the EVM and the BER.
In general, for a higher modulation, the SD is lower with the only exception of the imagi-
nary part of the BPSK (with a lower SD than the QPSK signal). This means that the signals
are closer to the mean (near zero). The real part of the BPSK transmitted signal has the
higher SD.
The range of the real part (from minimum to maximum) of the BPSK is 10.04 SD (from
-1 to 0.875), of the QPSK is 6.498 SD (from -0.569 to 0.569), of the 16QAM is 7.696 SD (from
-0.501 to 0.501) and of the 64QAM is 7.695 SD (from -0.429 to 0.472). I highlight that the
maximum and minimum values of the QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are quite close (around
-0.5 and 0.5 respectively) but these numbers are higher for the BPSK. It could influence the
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DAC and the optical conversion. Besides, the BPSK has a range of 10.04 SD, the 16QAM
and 64QAM have a very similar range with 7.69 SD and the QPSK has the minimum range
in terms of SD with 6.498 SD.
>
Regarding to the imaginary part, the BPSK has a range of 7.562 SD (from -0.628 to
0.628), the QPSK has a range of 6.892 SD (from -0.614 to 0.614), the 16QAM has a range
of 8.112 SD (from -0.541 to 0.541) and the 64QAM has a range of 7.695 SD (from -0.429 to
0.471). In terms of SD, the 16QAM has the highest range (8.112 SD) and the QPSK the
smallest range. In absolute terms, the BPSK has the highest range (from -0.628 to 0.628)




The first simulation scenario has these fixed conditions (Table B.1):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel Noiseless
Table B.1: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a QPSK signal.
Furthermore, the number quantization bits changed from 2 to 8 from and the range of
the ADC from ±SD to ±6SD. The curve could show us the optimum values for our ADC.
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Figure B.1: EVM/Pmean of the QPSK simulation without noise for different number of
quantization bits.
As we can see in Figure B.1, 2 quantization bits are not enough to get an acceptable
EVM. 3 quantization bits is better result, and from 4 to 8 bits, the curves show a better
behaviour but they are quite similar, so, the but the improvement is not so high. According
to the range, for 4 quantization bits, a range from -3SD to 3SD looks the best one, but to
ensure, we must look around to the Figure B.2, that shows the BER of the same scenario
but with a received signal with 13.4 dB SNR.
Figure B.2: BER of a QPSK simulation with 13.4 dB SNR at the received for different
number of quantization bits and ADC ranges (the curve with a hidden point has a BER
lower than 1 · 10−6 at this point ).
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We can observe in Figure B.2 that the best case is for 5 quantization bits (the curve with
a hidden point has a BER lower than 1 · 10−6 at this point), but for 4 quantization bits, the
result is also acceptable, with a BER close to 1 · 10−5. For 4 quantization bits, the optimum
range is 2 · SD and for 5 bits, a range of 3 · SD is the best option. The maximum values of
the transmitted signals (real and imaginary parts) are higher than 3 · SD.
Finally, I simulated a scenario with these characteristics (Table B.2):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel 13.4 dB SNR
Quantization bits 4
Subcarriers 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256
Variable range SD, 2xSD, 3xSD, 4xSD, 5xSD and 6xSD
Table B.2: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a QPSK signal and different number
of subcarriers.
As for the BPSK, the result are very similar from 8 to 256 subcarriers, with the BER
close to 1 · 10−5 at a range of 3 · SD, however, for 4 subcarriers, the lower BER is at 2 · SD
(1 ·10−6). The most important conclusion that we can draw is that the number of subcarriers
do not affect the BER significantly.
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Figure B.3: BER of a QPSK simulation with 13.4 dB SNR at the received for different
number of subcarriers and ADC range.
B.2 16QAM
The first simulation scenario for the 16QAM tests has these fixed conditions (Table B.3):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel Noiseless
Table B.3: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a 16QAM signal.
The number of quantization bits changed from 2 to 8 from and the range of the ADC
from ±SD to ±6SD. The curve could show us the optimum values for our ADC.
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Figure B.4: EVM/Pmean of the 16QAM simulation with a noiseless channel for different
number of quantization bits.
In this case (Figure B.4), the best options are from 4 to 8 quantization bits , but the case
of 4 bits is has a higher EVM than the level of the 4 quantization bits for BPSK and QPSK,
so, maybe 5 bits are required to achieve an optimal result. To ensure, we must look around
to the Figure B.5, that shows the BER of the same scenario but with a received signal with
20.6 dB SNR.
Figure B.5: BER of a 16QAM simulation with 20.6 dB SNR at the received for different
number of quantization bits and ADC ranges (the curve with a hidden point has a BER
lower than 1 · 10−6 at this point ).
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We can observe in Figure B.5 that the best cases are 5 and 6 quantization bits (the curve
with a hidden point has a BER lower than 1 · 10−6 ). The point is that 6 quantization bits
are too much for a high speed transmission nowadays, for this reason, 5 quantization bits
is selected for the rest of simulations. For 4 quantization bits, the optimum range is 2 · SD
or 3 · SD and for 5 bits, a range of 3 SD is the best option. The maximum values of the
transmitted signals (real and imaginary parts) are higher than 3 · SD.
Finally, I simulated a scenario with these characteristics:
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel 20.6 dB SNR
Quantization bits 4
Subcarriers 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256
Variable range SD, 2xSD, 3xSD, 4xSD, 5xSD and 6xSD
Table B.4: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a 16QAM signal and different
number of subcarriers.
The curves are not so similar than for the BPSK and QPSK. In general, for lower number
of subcarriers, better the result is, with the only exception that for 128 subcarriers (with a
range of 5 · SD ) has a bit worst result than the 256 subcarriers (with a range of 4 · SD).
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Figure B.6: BER of a 16QAM simulation with 20.6 dB SNR at the received for different
number of subcarriers and ADC range.
B.3 64QAM
The first simulation scenario for the 64QAM simulations has these fixed conditions (Table
B.5):
Pattern length 262176 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel Noiseless
Table B.5: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a 64QAM signal.
The number of quantization bits changed from 2 to 8 from and the range of the ADC
from ±SD to ±6SD. The curve could show us the optimum values for our ADC.
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Figure B.7: EVM/Pmean of the 16QAM simulation with a noiseless channel for different
number of quantization bits.
In this case (Figure B.7), the best options are from 4 to 8 quantization bits , but it is not
still clear, maybe more bits are required to achieve an optimal result against the noise. To
ensure, we must look around to the Figure B.8, that shows the BER of the same scenario
but with a received signal with 27 dB SNR.
Figure B.8: BER of a 64QAM simulation with 27 dB SNR at the received for different number
of quantization bits and ADC ranges (the curve with hidden points has a BER lower than
1 · 10−5 at these points ).
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We can observe in Figure B.8 that the best cases are 6 and 7 quantization bits (the curve
with hidden points has a BER lower than 1 ·10−5 at these points). The problem is that as for
the 16QAM, 6 and 7 quantization bits are too much for a high speed transmission nowadays
and 5 quantization bits has not a convincing result (BER close to 1 · 10−3). For this reason,
6 quantization bits are selected for the rest of simulations to draw conclusions about this
modulation.
Finally, I simulated a scenario with these characteristics (Table B.6):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
Optical conversion ideal
Channel 20.6 dB SNR
Quantization bits 4
Subcarriers 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256
Variable range SD, 2xSD, 3xSD, 4xSD, 5xSD and 6xSD
Table B.6: Characteristics of the scenario for the ADC of a 64QAM signal and different
number of subcarriers.
The curves are not so similar than for the BPSK and QPSK. In general, for lower number
of subcarriers, better the result is, with the only exception that for 128 subcarriers (with a
range of 5 · SD ) has a bit worst result than the 256 subcarriers (with a range of 4 · SD).
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We can see in Figure B.9 the behaviour of the ADC for different number of subcarriers.
The lines are overlapped, for this reason, the 4 subcarriers curve has been highlighted to see
more easy that for a range of 3 · SD, there is a BER lower than 1 · 10−5 an this point. This
is the best performance, but 4 subcarriers is not a practical choice. For all other cases, the
results are very similar.
Figure B.9: BER of a 64QAM simulation with 27 dB SNR at the received for different number
of subcarriers and ADC range (the curve with a hidden point has a BER lower than 1 · 10−5
at this point ).
Appendix C
Optical up and down conversion error
C.1 BPSK
In this section, we analysed the EVM vs SNR (characteristics of the scenario from Tables 4.4
and 4.5). Figure C.1 shows that the behaviour of all curves is the same until 20 dB SNR, it
means that the noise due to the channel is higher than the distortion due to the optical up
and down conversion. After that, all the different curves begin to distance. It means that
now, the distortion is more important than the channel noise. The distortion itself does not
change substantially the way of the curves. If we compare the EVM from 40 dB SNR with
the EVM of Figure 4.13 they are practically the same.
Figure C.1: EVM vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a BPSK signal.
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C.2 QPSK
In this section we can see the analysis of the EVM for a QPSK signal and a noiseless channel
and the EVM vs SNR. The features of the scenario of the first simulation are (Tabla C.1):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
ADC ideal
Channel noiseless
Table C.1: OFDM characteristics for the optical conversion of a QPSK signal.
The parameters related with the optical up and down conversion are (Table C.2):





Table C.2: Optical characteristics for the optical conversion of a QPSK signal.
As before, the only parameter that will change is the proportion between the maximum
input signal and Vpi. We can observe the results in Figure C.2.
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Figure C.2: EVM/Pmean of the QPSK simulation without noise for the optical up and down
conversion.
Figure C.2 shows that the EVM is higher for a higher Vmax/Vpi. The error is not very high
for all the cases, for a Vmax/Vpi = 1, the EVM/Pmean is equal to 0.04. The main feature that
we can observe is that for a Vmax/Vpi > 0.6 the curve grows faster than before as for the BPSK.
Finally, we analysed the EVM vs SNR. Figure C.1 shows that the behaviour of all curves
is the same until 20 dB SNR, it means that the noise due to the channel is higher than the
distortion due to the optical up and down conversion. After that, all the different curves
begin to distance. It means that now, the distortion is more important than the channel
noise. From 40 dB, the values are quite similar to the values of Figure C.2.
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Figure C.3: EVM vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a QPSK signal.
C.3 16QAM
In this section we can see the analysis of the EVM for a 16QAM signal and a noiseless channel
and the EVM vs SNR for a noisy channel. The features of the scenario of the first simulation
are (Table C.3):
Pattern length 262144 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
ADC ideal
Channel noiseless
Table C.3: OFDM characteristics for the optical conversion of a 16QAM signal.
The parameters related with the optical up and down conversion are (Table C.4):
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Table C.4: Optical characteristics for the optical conversion of a 16QAM signal.
As before, the only parameter that will change is the proportion between the maximum
input signal and Vpi. We can observe the results in Figure C.2.
Figure C.4: EVM/Pmean of the 16QAM simulation without noise for the optical up and
down conversion.
Figure C.4 shows that the EVM is higher for a higher Vmax/Vpi. The error is not very high
for all the cases, for a Vmax/Vpi = 1, the EVM/Pmean is equal to 0.055. The main feature
that we can observe is that for a Vmax/Vpi > 0.6 the curve grows faster than before as for
the BPSK. We can also observe a non-zero minimum for small values of Vmax/Vpi > 0.6, it
appears due to the error of the constellation calculation (section 4.1)
Finally, we analysed the EVM vs SNR. Figure C.5 shows that the behaviour of all curves
is the same until 20 dB SNR, it means that the noise due to the channel is higher than the
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distortion due to the optical up and down conversion. After that, all the different curves
begin to distance. It means that now, the distortion is more important than the channel
noise. From 40 dB, the values are quite similar to the values of Figure C.4.
Figure C.5: EVM vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down
conversion and a 16QAM signal.
C.4 64QAM
In this section we can see the analysis of the EVM and BER for a 64QAM signal and a
noiseless channel and the EVM vs SNR for a noisy channel. The features of the scenario of
the first simulation are (Table C.5):
Pattern length 262176 bits
Frequency Sample 16 GHz
Samples per symbol 16
Cyclic prefix 1 ns
Number of subcarriers 16
ADC ideal
Channel noiseless
Table C.5: OFDM characteristics for the optical conversion of a 64QAM signal.
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The parameters related with the optical up and down conversion are (Table C.6):





Table C.6: Optical characteristics for the optical conversion of a 64QAM signal.
As before, the only parameter that will change is the proportion between the maximum
input signal and Vpi. We can observe the results in Figure C.2.
Figure C.6: EVM/Pmean and BER of the 64QAM simulation without noise for the optical
up and down conversion.
Figure C.6 shows that the EVM is higher for a bigger Vmax/Vpi. The error is not very
high for all the cases, for a Vmax/Vpi = 1, the EVM/Pmean is equal to 0.05. The main feature
that we can observe is that for a Vmax/Vpi > 0.6 the curve grows faster than before as for
the BPSK. We can also observe a non-zero minimum for small values of Vmax/Vpi > 0.6, it
appears due to the error of the constellation calculation (section 4.1). Besides, it is the first
case with errors for the noiseless case, it is due to the lower distance between symbols. The
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errors appear for a Vmax/Vpi > 0.8.
Finally, we analysed the EVM vs SNR. Figure C.7 shows that the behaviour of all curves
is the same until 20 dB SNR, it means that the noise due to the channel is higher than the
distortion due to the optical up and down conversion. After that, all the different curves
begin to distance. It means that now, the distortion is more important than the channel
noise. From 40 dB, the values are quite similar to the values of Figure C.6.
Figure C.7: EVM vs SNR of the different cases of V max/V pi for the optical up and down




1 f unc t i on pref ixAdded = AddCycl icPref ix ( input , f s , durat ion )
2 % Añade a l a s eña l input un p r e f i j o c í c l i c o de una durac ión en tiempo
3 % determinada por e l parámetro de entrada " durat ion " . Vál ido para OFDM
4 % ana lóg i co
5 %%% pref ixAdded = AddCycl icPre f ix ( input , f s , durat ion )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada
8 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
9 %%% durat ion es l a durac ión en tiempo de l o que va a durar e l p r e f i j o
10 %%% c í c l i c o
11 %%% OUTPUTS:
12 %%% pref ixAdded es l a s eña l con e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o añadido
13
14 % Primero determinamos e l número de muestras que va a formar e l p r e f i j o
15 % c í c l i c o usando l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo y l a durac ión de l mismo :
16 cyc l i cSample s = round ( f s ∗ durat ion ) ;
17
18 c y c l i c P r e f i x = input ( ( l ength ( input )−cyc l i cSample s + 1) : l ength ( input ) ,1 ) ;
19
20 pref ixAdded = [ c y c l i cP r e f i x ’ input ’ ] ;
21
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D.2 AddCyclicPrefixDigital.m
1 f unc t i on wi thPre f i x = AddCyc l i cPre f i xD ig i ta l ( input , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
2 % Añade e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o a l a s eña l de entrada , es un p r e f i j o d i g i t a l
3 %( se in t roduce antes de pasar a ana l óg i co )
4 %%% withPre f i x = AddCyc l i cPre f i cD ig i t a l ( input , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l a l a que se va a añadir e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo que se va a usar
8 %%% para pasa r l o a ana l óg i co
9 %%% cyc l i cDura t i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
10 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
11 %%% OUTPUTS:
12 %%% withPre f i x es l a s eña l con e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o añadido
13
14 % Primero determinamos e l número de muestras que va a formar e l p r e f i j o
15 % c í c l i c o usando l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo y l a durac ión de l mismo :
16 cyc l i cSample s = round ( ( f s ∗ cyc l i cDura t i on ) / samplesPerSymbol ) ;
17
18 c y c l i c P r e f i x = input ( ( l ength ( input )−cyc l i cSample s + 1) : l ength ( input ) ,1 ) ;
19
20 pref ixAdded = [ c y c l i cP r e f i x ’ input ’ ] ;
21








1 f unc t i on amp l i f i ed = Ampl i f i e r ( input , d ivFactorAttenuator )
2 % Es un amp l i f i c ado r i d e a l . S i rve para recuperar l a s eña l con l o s
3 % va l o r e s p r ev i o s a l atenuador ( antes de atenuar ) , para e l l o , l a v a r i a b l e
4 % de entrada divFactorAttenuator es e l f a c t o r que se ha usado a l d i v i d i r en
5 % e l atenuador . Simplemente se mu l t i p l i c a por e s t e f a c t o r
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l que se qu i e r e amp l i f i c a r
8 %%% divFactorAttenuator es l a ganancia que se ap l i c a a l a s eña l de entrada
9 %%% input
10 %%% OUTPUT:
11 %%% ampl i f i ed es l a s eña l ampl i f i cada
12
13 amp l i f i ed = input ∗ divFactorAttenuator ;
14
15 end
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D.4 AnalogToDigital.m
1 f unc t i on d i g i t a l S i g n a l = AnalogToDigital ( input , samplesPerSymbol , nLevels , nSD)
2 % Muestrea l a s eña l ana l óg i ca y d i g i t a l i z a l o s va l o r e s en func ión de l
3 % número de n i v e l e s que haya as ignados
4 %%% d i g i t a l = AnalogToDigital ( input , samplesPerSymbol , nLeve l s )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l ana l óg i ca de entrada
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo (muestreamos en
8 %%% la muestra c e n t r a l )
9 %%% nLeve ls es e l número de n i v e l e s en l a d i g i t a l i z a c i ó n , cuantos más
10 %%% n i v e l e s más f i e l s e r á l a s eña l a l a o r i g i n a l .
11 %%% nSD marca e l rango que vamos a c u a n t i f i c a r . Es e l número de veces l a
12 %%% desv i a c i ón t í p i c a
13
14
15 % Calculamos l a de sv i a c i ón t í p i c a de l a parte r e a l e imag inar ia
16 stdReal=std ( r e a l ( input ) ) ;
17 stdImag=std ( imag ( input ) ) ;
18
19
20 % Primero creamos e l vec to r que va a contener e l muestreo de l a s eña l de
21 % entrada .
22
23 sampled = ze ro s ( ( l ength ( input ) / samplesPerSymbol ) , 1 ) ;
24 k = 1 ;
25
26 f o r i = ( samplesPerSymbol /2) : samplesPerSymbol : ( l ength ( input )− samplesPerSymbol /2)
27






34 % Estos son l o s va l o r e s que va a tomar l a s eña l después de l a
35 % d i g i t a l i z a c i ó n , se tomará e l va l o r más cercano a l a muestra tomada
36
37 % % % %d i g i t a l S t e p s = (minRealInput : ( ( maxRealInput−minRealInput ) /( nLevels −1) ) : maxRealInput )
;
38
39 negSteps = (nSD∗(− stdReal ) ) : ( abs (nSD∗ stdReal ) / ( ( nLeve l s /2)−1) ) : 0 ;
40 posSteps = (nSD∗( stdReal ) ) /( nLeve l s /2) : ( nSD∗( stdReal ) ) /( nLeve l s /2) : ( nSD∗( stdReal ) ) ;
41
42 d i g i t a l S t e p s = [ negSteps posSteps ] ;
43
44 d i g i t a l S i g n a l = ze ro s ( s i z e ( sampled ) ) ;
45
46 d i g i t a l S i gna l Imag = ze ro s ( s i z e ( sampled ) ) ;
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47
48 % Comparamos con l o s va l o r e s de l vec to r d i g i t a l S t e p s y nos quedamos con e l
49 % más cercano
50 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( sampled )
51 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( abs ( d i g i t a l S t e p s − r e a l ( sampled ( i ) ) ) ) ;
52






59 negImagSteps = (nSD∗(−stdImag ) ) : ( abs (nSD∗ stdImag ) /( ( nLeve l s /2)−1) ) : 0 ;
60 posImagSteps = (nSD∗( stdImag ) ) /( nLeve l s /2) : ( nSD∗( stdImag ) ) /( nLeve l s /2) : ( nSD∗( stdImag ) ) ;
61
62 d ig i t a l ImagSteps = [ negImagSteps posImagSteps ] ;
63
64
65 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( sampled )
66 [ d i f f e r e n c e , pos i t ionImag ] = min ( abs ( d i g i t a l ImagSteps − imag ( sampled ( i ) ) ) ) ;
67




72 d i g i t a l S i g n a l = d i g i t a l S i g n a l + d i g i t a l S i gna l Imag ∗1 i ;
73
74 % Para qu i t a r l a c uan t i f i c a c i ó n , s i queremos s imular con una cuan t i f c a c i ón
75 % id e a l




1 f unc t i on d i g i t a l S i g n a l = AnalogToDigital_V1 ( input , samplesPerSymbol , nLeve l s )
2 % Muestrea l a s eña l ana l óg i ca y d i g i t a l i z a l o s v a l o r e s en func ión de l
3 % número de n i v e l e s que haya as ignados . Cuant i f i c a ent re e l va l o r mayor y
4 % menor de l a s eña l de entrada
5 %%% d i g i t a l = AnalogToDigital ( input , samplesPerSymbol , nLeve l s )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l ana l óg i ca de entrada
8 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo (muestreamos en
9 %%% la muestra c en t r a l )
10 %%% nLeve ls es e l número de n i v e l e s en l a d i g i t a l i z a c i ó n , cuantos más
11 %%% n i v e l e s más f i e l s e r á l a s eña l a l a o r i g i n a l .
12
13
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14 % Primero creamos e l vec to r que va a contener e l muestreo de l a s eña l de
15 % entrada .
16
17 sampled = ze ro s ( ( l ength ( input ) / samplesPerSymbol ) , 1 ) ;
18 k = 1 ;
19
20 f o r i = ( samplesPerSymbol /2) : samplesPerSymbol : ( l ength ( input )− samplesPerSymbol /2)
21






28 % Estos son l o s va l o r e s que va a tomar l a s eña l después de l a
29 % d i g i t a l i z a c i ó n , se tomará e l va l o r más cercano a l a muestra tomada
30
31 maxRealInput=max( r e a l ( input ) ) ;
32 minRealInput=min ( r e a l ( input ) ) ;
33 d i g i t a l S t e p s = (minRealInput : ( ( maxRealInput−minRealInput ) /( nLevels −1) ) : maxRealInput ) ;
34
35
36 d i g i t a l S i g n a l = ze ro s ( s i z e ( sampled ) ) ;
37
38 d i g i t a l S i gna l Imag = ze ro s ( s i z e ( sampled ) ) ;
39
40 % Comparamos con l o s va l o r e s de l vec to r d i g i t a l S t e p s y nos quedamos con e l
41 % más cercano
42 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( sampled )
43 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( abs ( d i g i t a l S t e p s − r e a l ( sampled ( i ) ) ) ) ;
44




49 % Estos son l o s va l o r e s que va a tomar l a s eña l después de l a
50 % d i g i t a l i z a c i ó n , se tomará e l va l o r más cercano a l a muestra tomada
51 maxImagInput=max( imag ( input ) ) ;
52 minImagInput=min ( imag ( input ) ) ;
53 d ig i t a l ImagSteps = (minImagInput : ( ( maxImagInput−minImagInput ) /( nLevels −1) ) : maxImagInput ) ;
54
55 % % % PRUEBA:
56 % % % imagNegSteps = (minImagInput : ( abs (minImagInput ) /( nLeve l s /2−1) ) : 0 ) ;
57 % % % imagPosSteps = ( 0 : maxImagInput /( nLeve ls /2 ) : maxImagInput ) ;
58 % % %
59 % % % dig i t a l ImagSteps = [ imagNegSteps imagPosSteps ] ;
60
61
62 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( sampled )
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63 [ d i f f e r e n c e , pos i t ionImag ] = min ( abs ( d i g i t a l ImagSteps − imag ( sampled ( i ) ) ) ) ;
64




69 d i g i t a l S i g n a l = d i g i t a l S i g n a l + d i g i t a l S i gna l Imag ∗1 i ;
70
71 % Para qu i t a r l a c u a n t i f i c a c i ó n




1 f unc t i on [ a t tS i gna l , d ivFactor ]= Attenuator ( input , maxLevel )
2 % Función que atenúa l a s eña l de entrada hasta que se obt i ene un n i v e l
3 % máximo a l a s a l i d a de maxLevel . Simplemente r e a l i z a una d i v i s i ó n a
4 % la s eña l input hasta obtener un n i v e l máximo de "maxLevel"
5 %%% at tS i gna l = Attenuator ( input , maxLevel )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l que queremos atenuar
8 %%% maxLevel es e l va l o r máximo que queremos a l a s a l i d a
9 %%% OUTPUT:
10 %%% at tS i gna l es l a s eña l atenuada
11 %%% divFactor es e l va l o r con e l que se ha d i v i d i do l a s eña l para atenuar la
12
13
14 %Buscamos e l va l o r máximo ent re l a parte r e a l y l a imag inar ia de input .
15 %Además , d iv id imos ent r e e l va l o r máximo que queremos que haya a l a s a l i d a
16 %para obtener e l va l o r ent r e e l que hay que d i v i d i r l a input
17 maxInput = max(max( r e a l ( input ) ) ,max( imag ( input ) ) ) ;
18
19 divFactor = maxInput/maxLevel ;
20






1 f unc t i on est imated = BinaryEstimator ( input , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Estima e l va l o r de l o s s ímbolos en func ión de una
3 % muestra de cada símbolo y comparándolo con un va lo r umbral . Se usa l a
4 % muestra c en t r a l de cada símbolo .
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5 %%% est imated = BinaryEstimator ( input , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol )
6 %%% INPUT:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l de l a que se van a r e a l i z a r l a s muestras , e s t á
8 %%% compuesta por l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s en pa r a l e l o
9 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras que ha usado l a OFDM
10 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por cada símbolo ANTES DE LA
11 %%% MODULACIÓN
12 %%% OUTPUT:
13 %%% est imated es l a s e cuenc i a ca l cu l ada .
14
15 % Calculamos l a l ong i tud de un símbolo MODULADO
16 symbolLength = nCar r i e r s ∗ samplesPerSymbol ;
17
18 % Creamos e l vec to r que va a contener l a s e cuenc i a obtenida
19 est imated = ze ro s ( ( ( l ength ( input ) ) / symbolLength ) ,1 ) ;
20
21
22 % Ahora en func ión de un va l o r umbral se dec ide se se ha r e c i b i d o un 0 o un
23 % 1
24 k = 1 ;
25
26 %Para un p lo t
27 plotEst imated = ze ro s ( ( ( l ength ( input ) ) / symbolLength ) ,1 ) ;
28




33 i f r e a l ( input ( i ) ) > sq r t ( samplesPerSymbol )
34 plotEst imated (k )=( input ( i ) ) ;
35 est imated (k )= 1 ;
36 k = k + 1 ;
37
38 e l s e
39 plotEst imated (k )=( input ( i ) ) ;
40 est imated (k )= 0 ;








1 f unc t i on est imated = BPSKEstimator ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Estima l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a ent r e e s t o s y
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3 % lo s s ímbolos de l a con s t e l a c i ón , en e s t e caso una BPSK. Vál ido para l a
4 % modulación OFDM ANALÓGICA
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l númeero de muestras por símbolo , como se ha
8 %%% intgrado previamente , e s n e c e s a r i o d i v i d i r ent r e e l número de muestras
9 %%% para obtener l a ene rg í a de una única muestra de s ímbolo
10 %%% OUTPUT:
11 %%% es l a s e cuenc i a estimada
12
13 est imated = ze ro s ( s i z e ( input ) ) ;
14
15 d iv ided=input / samplesPerSymbol ;
16
17 f o r i =1: l ength ( d iv ided )
18 i f d iv ided ( i ) > 0
19
20 est imated ( i ) = 1 ;
21
22 e l s e
23















1 f unc t i on [ est imated , symbolSequence ] = BPSKEstimatorDig ( input , nSubca r r i e r s )
2 % Estima l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a ent r e e s t o s y
3 % lo s s ímbolos de l a con s t e l a c i ón , en e s t e caso una BPSKVálido para l a
4 % modulación OFDM DIGITAL
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% OUTPUT:
8 %%% es l a s e cuenc i a estimada
9 %%% symbolSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos IDEALES transmi t ida .
10
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11 est imated = ze ro s ( s i z e ( input ) ) ;
12




17 % Primero sumamos l a potenc ia de todos l o s s ímbolos ( por subportadora )
18 Pmean = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
19 k=1;
20
21 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( input )
22
23 Pmean(k ) = Pmean(k )+( r e a l ( input ( i ) ) )^2+(imag ( input ( i ) ) ) ^2;
24
25 k = k + 1 ;
26
27 i f k > nSubca r r i e r s
28






35 % Calculamos l a potenc ia media para ave r i guar A
36 Pmean = Pmean/( l ength ( input ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
37
38 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en r e c epc i ón para cada una de l a s subportadoras
39 i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx = ze ro s ( nSubcar r i e r s , 2 ) ;
40
41 % Llenamos l a matr iz con l a s c on s t e l a c i o n e s i d e a l e s para cada subportadora
42 f o r i =1: nSubca r r i e r s
43
44 % A de cada subportadora
45 A= Pmean( i ) ;
46
47 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en RX, para cada subportadora






54 % Usamos k para a p l i c a r l a c on s t e l a c i ó n a l a subportadora co r r e spond i en t e
55 k=1;
56 f o r i =1: l ength ( input )
57
58 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx (k , : ) )−r e a l ( input ( i ) ) ) .^2 + (
imag ( id ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx (k , : ) )−imag ( input ( i ) ) ) .^2) ) ;
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59
60 i f p o s i t i o n == 1
61
62 est imated ( i )=1;
63
64 symbolSequence ( i )= 1 ;
65
66 e l s e
67
68 est imated ( i )=0;
69













1 f unc t i on e l e c t S i g n a l = CoherentRece iver ( input , r e spon s i v i t y , laserAmp , l a s e rF r eq )
2 % Simula e l func ionamiento de un de t e c to r ópt i co coherente .
3 %%% e l e c t S i g n a l = CoherentRece iver ( input , r e spon s i v i t y , laserAmp , l a s e rF r e c )
4 %%% INPUTS:
5 %%% input es l a s eña l óp t i ca que se va a demodular
6 %%% re sp on s i v i t y es l a r e spons iv idad de l l a s e r l o c a l
7 %%% laserAmp es l a amplitud de l l a s e r l o c a l
8 %%% las e rFr eq es l a f r e c u en c i a de o s c i l a c i ó n de l l a s e r l o c a l , EN CASO DE
9 %%% QUE SE TRABAJE EN BANDA BASE, SE USA CERO
10 %%% OUTPUT:
11 %%% e l e c t S i g n a l es l a s eña l e l é c t r i c a demodulada
12
13
14 r ea lPa r t = r e s p on s i v i t y ∗ r e a l ( input ) ∗ laserAmp∗ cos ( l a s e rFr eq ) ;
15
16 imagPart = r e s p on s i v i t y ∗ imag ( input ) ∗ laserAmp∗ cos ( l a s e rFr eq ) ;
17
18
19 e l e c t S i g n a l = rea lPa r t + 1 j ∗ imagPart ;
20
21 end
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D.11 DigitalToAnalog.m
1 f unc t i on analogOutput = DigitalToAnalog ( pat , Nbits )
2 % Pasa l a s eña l de d i g i t a l a ana l óg i co .
3 %%% analogOutput = DigitalToAnalog ( pat , Nbits )
4 %%% INPUTS:
5 %%% pat es l a s eña l de entrada , un vec to r de unos y c e ro s .
6 %%% Nbits es e l número de muestras as ignados a un símbolo .
7 %%% OUTPUTS:
8 %%% analogOutput s e r í a l a s eña l con más muestras por b i t s .
9
10 patLength = length ( pat ) ;
11
12 % Conseguimos que e l vec to r NRZ tenga una long i tud de pat por e l número de
13 % b i t s por e l per iodo de b i t




18 % Asognación de l o s b i t s
19 f o r x=0:( patLength−1) ,
20








1 f unc t i on [ EVMsubcarriers , EVMtotal ] = ErrorVectorMagnitude ( correctSequence , rece ivedSequence
, nSubcarr i e r s ,modType)
2 % Calcula e l Error Vector Magnitude por cada subportadora y e l t o t a l . Tpma
3 % e l va l o r medio de cada subportadora para c a l c u l a r e l EVM de todas e l l a s
4 %%% [ EVMsubcarriers , EVMtotal ] = ErrorVectorMagnitude ( rece ivedSequence , nSubcar r i e r s ,
modType)
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% correc tSequence es l a s e cuenc i a c o r r e c t a que hay en TX
7 %%% rece ivedSequence es l a s e cuenc i a r e c i b i d a por e l demodulador .
8 %%% nSubca r r i e r s es e l número de subportadoras que se ha usado en l a
9 %%% modulación .
10 %%% modType es e l t i po de modulación ( ’BPSK’ , ’QPSK’ o ’16QAM’ ) . Se usa para
11 %%% comparar con l a c on s t e l a c i ó n ’ i d ea l ’ para cada una de l a s subportadoras
12 %%% OUTPUTS:
13 %%% EVMsubcarriers es un vec to r que cont i ene e l EVM de cada subportadora
14 %%% EVMmean cont i ene e l EVM to t a l
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15
16 % Creamos un vec to r que contenga e l EVM por subportadora
17 EVMsubcarriers = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
18
19 % Primero sumamos l a potenc ia de todos l o s s ímbolos ( por subportadora )
20 Pmean = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
21 k=1;
22
23 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( rece ivedSequence )
24
25 Pmean(k ) = Pmean(k )+( r e a l ( rece ivedSequence ( i ) ) )^2+(imag ( rece ivedSequence ( i ) ) ) ^2;
26
27 k = k + 1 ;
28
29 i f k > nSubca r r i e r s
30






37 % Calculamos l a potenc ia media para ave r i guar A
38 Pmean = Pmean/( l ength ( rece ivedSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
39





45 case ’BPSK ’
46




51 % Calculamos l a r e c epc i ón idea l , e s dec i r , usando l a c on s t e l a c i ó n
52 % de RX pero
53 f o r k = 1 : l ength (Pmean)
54
55
56 A=sqr t (Pmean(k ) ) ;
57
58 % Escalado de l a c on s t e l a c i ó n en TX
59 correctSequenceRX = correc tSequence ∗A/B;
60 % La secuenc i a que s e r í a p e r f e c t a en RX, SIN ERRORES, para eso
61 % nos quedamos con l a s p o s i c i o n e s anter iormente EN UNA
62 % SUBPORTADORA
63 perfectSequenceRx = ze ro s (1 , ( l ength ( cor rec tSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) ;
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64
65 % Secuenc ia de l a subportadora en r e c epc i ón




70 % Ahora metemos l a in formac ion de l a s e cuenc i a i d e a l de l a
71 % subportadora y l a r e c i b i d a en l s o v e c t o r e s
72 f o r i=k : nSubca r r i e r s : ( l ength ( rece ivedSequence )−nSubca r r i e r s+k )
73
74 subcar r i e rSequence (m) = rece ivedSequence ( i ) ;
75
76 perfectSequenceRx (m) = correctSequenceRX ( i ) ;
77





83 %Sumamos l a s d i s t a n c i a s
84 EVMsubcarriers ( k )= sum( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( per fectSequenceRx )−r e a l ( subcar r i e rSequence ) )
.^2 + ( imag ( per fectSequenceRx )−imag ( subcar r i e rSequence ) ) .^2) ) ;
85






92 % Para e l caso de l a BPSK, l a c on s t e l a c i ón en t ransmis i ón es :
93 B=sqr t (1/2) ;
94 % Calculamos l a r e c epc i ón idea l , e s dec i r , usando l a c on s t e l a c i ó n
95 % de RX pero
96 f o r k = 1 : l ength (Pmean)
97
98
99 A=sqr t (Pmean(k ) /2) ;
100
101
102 % Escalado de l a c on s t e l a c i ó n en TX
103 correctSequenceRX = correc tSequence ∗A/B;
104 % La secuenc i a que s e r í a p e r f e c t a en RX, SIN ERRORES, para eso
105 % nos quedamos con l a s p o s i c i o n e s anter iormente EN UNA
106 % SUBPORTADORA
107 perfectSequenceRx = ze ro s (1 , ( l ength ( cor rec tSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) ;
108
109 % Secuenc ia de l a subportadora en r e c epc i ón
110 subcar r i e rSequence = ze ro s ( 1 , ( l ength ( rece ivedSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) ;
111 m=1;
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112
113
114 % Ahora metemos l a in formac ion de l a s e cuenc i a i d e a l de l a
115 % subportadora y l a r e c i b i d a en l s o v e c t o r e s
116 f o r i=k : nSubca r r i e r s : ( l ength ( rece ivedSequence )−nSubca r r i e r s+k )
117
118 subcar r i e rSequence (m) = rece ivedSequence ( i ) ;
119
120 perfectSequenceRx (m) = correctSequenceRX ( i ) ;
121





127 %Sumamos l a s d i s t a n c i a s
128 EVMsubcarriers ( k )= sum( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( per fectSequenceRx )−r e a l ( subcar r i e rSequence ) )








136 % Para e l caso de l a BPSK, l a c on s t e l a c i ón en t ransmis i ón es :
137 B=sqr t (2 ) /6 ;
138 % Calculamos l a r e c epc i ón idea l , e s dec i r , usando l a c on s t e l a c i ó n
139 % de RX pero
140 f o r k = 1 : l ength (Pmean)
141
142
143 A=sqr t (Pmean(k ) /10) ;
144
145
146 % Escalado de l a c on s t e l a c i ó n en TX
147 correctSequenceRX = correc tSequence ∗A/B;
148 % La secuenc i a que s e r í a p e r f e c t a en RX, SIN ERRORES, para eso
149 % nos quedamos con l a s p o s i c i o n e s anter iormente EN UNA
150 % SUBPORTADORA
151 perfectSequenceRx = ze ro s (1 , ( l ength ( cor rec tSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) ;
152
153 % Secuenc ia de l a subportadora en r e c epc i ón




158 % Ahora metemos l a in formac ion de l a s e cuenc i a i d e a l de l a
159 % subportadora y l a r e c i b i d a en l s o v e c t o r e s
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160 f o r i=k : nSubca r r i e r s : ( l ength ( rece ivedSequence )−nSubca r r i e r s+k )
161
162 subcar r i e rSequence (m) = rece ivedSequence ( i ) ;
163
164 perfectSequenceRx (m) = correctSequenceRX ( i ) ;
165





171 %Sumamos l a s d i s t a n c i a s
172 EVMsubcarriers ( k )= sum( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( per fectSequenceRx )−r e a l ( subcar r i e rSequence ) )
.^2 + ( imag ( per fectSequenceRx )−imag ( subcar r i e rSequence ) ) .^2) ) ;
173
174 EVMsubcarriers ( k )=EVMsubcarriers ( k ) /(3∗A) ;
175 end
176




181 % Para e l caso de l a 64QAM, l a c on s t e l a c i ón en t ransmis i ón es :
182 B=sqr t (2 ) /14 ;
183 % Calculamos l a r e c epc i ón idea l , e s dec i r , usando l a c on s t e l a c i ó n
184 % de RX pero
185 f o r k = 1 : l ength (Pmean)
186
187
188 A=sqr t (Pmean(k ) /42) ;
189
190
191 % Escalado de l a c on s t e l a c i ó n en TX
192 correctSequenceRX = correc tSequence ∗A/B;
193 % La secuenc i a que s e r í a p e r f e c t a en RX, SIN ERRORES, para eso
194 % nos quedamos con l a s p o s i c i o n e s anter iormente EN UNA
195 % SUBPORTADORA
196 perfectSequenceRx = ze ro s (1 , ( ( l ength ( cor rec tSequence ) ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) ;
197
198 % Secuenc ia de l a subportadora en r e c epc i ón




203 % Ahora metemos l a in formac ion de l a s e cuenc i a i d e a l de l a
204 % subportadora y l a r e c i b i d a en l s o v e c t o r e s
205 f o r i=k : nSubca r r i e r s : ( l ength ( rece ivedSequence )−nSubca r r i e r s+k )
206
207 subcar r i e rSequence (m) = rece ivedSequence ( i ) ;
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208
209 perfectSequenceRx (m) = correctSequenceRX ( i ) ;
210





216 %Sumamos l a s d i s t a n c i a s
217 EVMsubcarriers ( k )= sum( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( per fectSequenceRx )−r e a l ( subcar r i e rSequence ) )







224 % Calculamos l a media por subportadora d i v i d i do ent r e l a POTENCIA MEDIA POR
225 % SUBPORTADORA
226 %%%%%%%EVMsubcarriers = ( EVMsubcarriers /( l ength ( rece ivedSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) . / (Pmean) ;
227 EVMsubcarriers = ( EVMsubcarriers /( l ength ( rece ivedSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ) ;
228
229 % Calculamos l a media ent re todas l a s subportadoras d i v i d i do ent r e l a
230 % POTENCIA MEDIA TOTAL
231 EVMtotal = (sum( EVMsubcarriers ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
232
233 % Dibujamos l a c on s t e l a c i ó n ( tanto l a i d e a l como l a de l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s )
234 % myScatter = commscope . Sca t t e rP lo t ;
235 % myScatter . SamplesPerSymbol = 1 ;
236 % myScatter . Con s t e l l a t i on=i d e a lCon s t e l l a t i o n ;




1 f unc t i on est imated = Estimator16QAM( input , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Estima e l s ímbolo r e c i b i d o en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a con l a po s i c i ón de
3 % lo s s ímbolos o r i g i n a l e s . Vál ido para OFDM ANALÓGICO
4 %%% est imated = Estimator16QAM( input , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l númeero de muestras por símbolo , como se ha
8 %%% integrado previamente , e s n e c e s a r i o d i v i d i r ent r e e l número de muestras
9 %%% para obtener l a ene rg í a de una única muestra de s ímbolo
10 %%% OUTPUT:
11 %%% es l a s e cuenc i a estimada
12
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13
14 est imated = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( input ) ∗4) ;
15 k=1;
16
17 d iv ided=input / samplesPerSymbol ;
18
19 a=sq r t (2 ) /6 ;
20 % Aquí guardamos l o s va l o r e s ( r e a l e imag ina r i o s ) de cada símbolo [ 0000 ;0001
21 % ;0010 ; 0 011 ; 0 100 ; 0 101 ; 0 110 ; 0 111 ; 1 000 ; 1 001 ; 1 010 ; 1 011 ; 1 100 ; 1 101 ; 1 110 ; 1 111 ]
22 symbolValues=[( a+1j ∗a ) , (3∗ a+1j ∗a ) , ( a+3∗1 j ∗a ) , (3∗ a+3∗1 j ∗a ) , ( a−1 j ∗a ) , ( a−3∗1 j ∗a ) , (3∗ a−1 j ∗a ) , (3∗
a−3∗1 j ∗a ) ,(−a+1j ∗a ) ,(−a+3∗1 j ∗a ) ,(−3∗a+1j ∗a ) ,(−3∗a+3∗1 j ∗a ) ,(−a−1 j ∗a ) ,(−3∗a−1 j ∗a ) ,(−a−3∗1 j
∗a ) ,(−3∗a−3∗1 j ∗a ) ] ;
23
24 f o r i =1: l ength ( d iv ided )
25 % Calculamos l a d i s t a n c i a ent re l o s puntos que marcan l o s s ímbolos
26 % re c i b i d o s y l o s puntos o r i g i n a l e s y nos quedamos con e l que l a d i s t a n c i a
27 % sea mínima
28
29 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( symbolValues )−r e a l ( d iv ided ( i ) ) ) .^2 + ( imag (
symbolValues )−imag ( d iv ided ( i ) ) ) .^2) ) ;
30
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108






























1 f unc t i on [ est imated , symbolSequence ]= Estimator16QAMDig ( input , nSubca r r i e r s )
2 % Estima e l s ímbolo r e c i b i d o en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a con l a po s i c i ón de
3 % lo s s ímbolos o r i g i n a l e s . Vál ido para OFDM DIGITAL
4 %%% est imated = Estimator16QAM( input , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% OUTPUT:
8 %%% est imated es l a s e cuenc i a estimada de b i t s
9 %%% symbolSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos IDEALES transmi t ida .
10
11 est imated = ze ro s ( l ength ( input ) ,4 ) ;
12
13 symbolSequence = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( input ) ) ;
14
15
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16
17 % Primero sumamos l a potenc ia de todos l o s s ímbolos ( por subportadora )
18 Pmean = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
19 k=1;
20
21 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( input )
22
23 Pmean(k ) = Pmean(k )+( r e a l ( input ( i ) ) )^2+(imag ( input ( i ) ) ) ^2;
24
25 k = k + 1 ;
26
27 i f k > nSubca r r i e r s
28






35 % Calculamos l a potenc ia media para ave r i guar A
36 Pmean = Pmean/( l ength ( input ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
37
38 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en r e c epc i ón para cada una de l a s subportadoras
39 i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx = ze ro s ( nSubcar r i e r s , 1 6 ) ;
40
41 % Llenamos l a matr iz con l a s c on s t e l a c i o n e s i d e a l e s para cada subportadora
42 f o r i =1: nSubca r r i e r s
43
44 % A de cada subportadora
45 A= sqr t (Pmean( i ) /10) ;
46
47 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en RX, para cada subportadora
48 i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx ( i , : )= [ (A+1j ∗A) ; (A+3∗1 j ∗A) ; ( 3∗A+1j ∗A) ; ( 3∗A+3∗1 j ∗A) ;(−A+1j ∗A) ;(−A+3∗1 j
∗A) ;(−3∗A+1j ∗A) ;(−3∗A+3∗1 j ∗A) ;
49 (−A−1 j ∗A) ;(−3∗A−1 j ∗A) ;(−A−3∗1 j ∗A) ;(−3∗A−3∗1 j ∗A) ; (A−1 j ∗A) ; ( 3∗A−1 j ∗A) ; (A−3∗1 j ∗A)




53 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en TX
54 C=sqr t (2 ) /6 ;
55 t xCon s t e l l a t i on = [ (C+1j ∗C) ; (C+3∗1 j ∗C) ; ( 3∗C+1j ∗C) ; ( 3∗C+3∗1 j ∗C) ;(−C+1j ∗C) ;(−C+3∗1 j ∗C) ;(−3∗C+1
j ∗C) ;(−3∗C+3∗1 j ∗C) ;
56 (−C−1 j ∗C) ;(−3∗C−1 j ∗C) ;(−C−3∗1 j ∗C) ;(−3∗C−3∗1 j ∗C) ; (C−1 j ∗C) ; ( 3∗C−1 j ∗C) ; (C−3∗1 j ∗C)
; ( 3∗C−3∗1 j ∗C) ] ;
57 % Usamos k para a p l i c a r l a c on s t e l a c i ó n a l a subportadora co r r e spond i en t e
58 k=1;
59 f o r i =1: l ength ( input )
60
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61 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx (k , : ) )−r e a l ( input ( i ) ) ) .^2 + (
imag ( id ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx (k , : ) )−imag ( input ( i ) ) ) .^2) ) ;
62




67 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 0 0 0 ] ;
68




73 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 0 1 0 ] ;
74




79 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 0 0 1 ] ;
80




85 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 0 1 1 ] ;
86




91 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 0 0 0 ] ;
92






99 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 0 0 1 ] ;
100






107 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 0 1 0 ] ;
108
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115 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 0 1 1 ] ;
116






123 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 1 0 0 ] ;
124






131 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 1 0 1 ] ;
132






139 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 1 1 0 ] ;
140






147 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 1 1 1 ] ;
148






155 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 1 0 0 ] ;
156
157 symbolSequence ( i ) = txCon s t e l l a t i on (13) ;






163 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 1 1 0 ] ;
164






171 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 1 0 1 ] ;
172






179 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 1 1 1 ] ;
180
















1 f unc t i on [ est imated , symbolSequence ]= Estimator64QAMDig ( input , nSubca r r i e r s )
2 % Estima e l s ímbolo r e c i b i d o en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a con l a po s i c i ón de
3 % lo s s ímbolos o r i g i n a l e s . Vál ido para OFDM DIGITAL
4 %%% est imated = Estimator16QAM( input , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% OUTPUT:
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8 %%% est imated es l a s e cuenc i a estimada de b i t s
9 %%% symbolSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos IDEALES transmi t ida .
10
11 est imated = ze ro s ( l ength ( input ) ,6 ) ;
12




17 % Primero sumamos l a potenc ia de todos l o s s ímbolos ( por subportadora )
18 Pmean = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
19 k=1;
20
21 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( input )
22
23 Pmean(k ) = Pmean(k )+( r e a l ( input ( i ) ) )^2+(imag ( input ( i ) ) ) ^2;
24
25 k = k + 1 ;
26
27 i f k > nSubca r r i e r s
28






35 % Calculamos l a potenc ia media para ave r i guar A
36 Pmean = Pmean/( l ength ( input ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
37
38 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en r e c epc i ón para cada una de l a s subportadoras
39 RealIdealRx = ze ro s ( nSubcar r i e r s , 8 ) ;
40 ImagIdealRx = ze ro s ( nSubcarr i e r s , 8 ) ;
41
42 % Llenamos l a matr iz con l a s c on s t e l a c i o n e s i d e a l e s para cada subportadora
43 f o r i =1: nSubca r r i e r s
44
45 % A de cada subportadora
46 A= sqr t (Pmean( i ) /42) ;
47
48 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en RX, para cada subportadora
49 RealIdealRx ( i , : )= [7∗A; −7∗A; A; −A; 5∗A; −5∗A; 3∗A; −3∗A] ;
50
51 ImagIdealRx ( i , : )= [ 1 j ∗7∗A; −1 j ∗7∗A; 1 j ∗A; −1 j ∗A; 1 j ∗5∗A; −1 j ∗5∗A; 1 j ∗3∗A; −1 j ∗3∗A] ;
52 end
53
54 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en TX
55 C=sqr t (2 ) /14 ;
56
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57 RealIdealTx = [7∗C; −7∗C; C; −C; 5∗C; −5∗C; 3∗C; −3∗C ] ;
58
59 ImagIdealTx= [1 j ∗7∗C; −1 j ∗7∗C; 1 j ∗C; −1 j ∗C; 1 j ∗5∗C; −1 j ∗5∗C; 1 j ∗3∗C; −1 j ∗3∗C ] ;
60 % Usamos k para a p l i c a r l a c on s t e l a c i ó n a l a subportadora co r r e spond i en t e
61 k=1;
62 f o r i =1: l ength ( input )
63
64 % Buscamos l a "columna Real " más cercana a nuest ro s ímbolo
65 [ d i f f e r e n c e , po s i t i onRea l ] = min ( abs ( RealIdealRx (k , : )−r e a l ( input ( i ) ) ) ) ;
66




71 est imatedReal=[0 0 0 ] ;
72




77 est imatedReal=[1 0 0 ] ;
78




83 est imatedReal=[0 1 0 ] ;
84




89 est imatedReal=[1 1 0 ] ;
90




95 est imatedReal=[0 0 1 ] ;
96





102 est imatedReal=[1 0 1 ] ;
103
104 symbolSequence ( i ) = RealIdealTx (6 ) ;
105




109 est imatedReal=[0 1 1 ] ;
110





116 est imatedReal=[1 1 1 ] ;
117




122 % Buscamos l a " f i l a Imaginar ia " más cercana a nuest ro s ímbolo
123 [ d i f f e r e n c e , pos i t ionImag ] = min ( abs ( imag ( ImagIdealRx (k , : ) )−imag ( input ( i ) ) ) ) ;
124




129 estimatedImag=[0 0 0 ] ;
130




135 estimatedImag=[1 0 0 ] ;
136




141 estimatedImag=[0 1 0 ] ;
142




147 estimatedImag=[1 1 0 ] ;
148




153 estimatedImag=[0 0 1 ] ;
154
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160 estimatedImag=[1 0 1 ] ;
161





167 estimatedImag=[0 1 1 ] ;
168





174 estimatedImag=[1 1 1 ] ;
175





181 est imated ( i , : ) =[ estimatedImag est imatedReal ] ;
182
183 k=k+1;










1 f unc t i on i n t e g r a t ed = In t e g r a t o r ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Integ ra una s eña l r e a l i z ando l a convo luc ión con un pulso r e c t angu l a r de
3 % la durac ión de un símbolo DESPUES DE MODULAR, es dec i r ,
4 % (número de portadoras ) ∗ samplesPerSymbols
5 %%% int eg r a t ed = In t e g r a t o r ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada
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8 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo ANTES DE MODULAR
9 %%% OUTPUTS:





15 % Pulso r e c t angu l a r
16
17 pu l s e = ones ( samplesPerSymbol∗ s i z e ( input , 2 ) , 1 ) ;
18
19
20 % Int eg ra c i ón usando l a convo luc ión en tiempo
21 % Creamos l a v a r i ab l e que va a contener l a i n t e g r a l
22 i n t e g r a t ed = ze ro s ( ( l ength ( input )+ length ( pu l s e )−1) , s i z e ( input , 2 ) ) ;
23
24 % Convolución con e l pu l so r e c t angu l a r
25 f o r i =1: s i z e ( input , 2 )
26




31 % Int eg ra c i ón usando mu l t i p l i c a c i ó n en f r e c u en c i a
32
33 l ongPulse=[ pulse ’ z e r o s (1 , l ength ( input )− samplesPerSymbol∗ s i z e ( input , 2 ) ) ] ;
34
35 f r eqPu l s e = f f t ( longPulse ) ;
36
37 f r eqPu l s e = freqPul se ’ ;
38






45 f o r i =1: s i z e ( input , 2 )
46
47 f r eq Input ( : , i ) = f f t ( input ( : , i ) ) ;
48
49 end
50 % Creamos l a v a r i a b l e que va a contener l a i n t e g r a l
51 f r e q I n t e g r a t ed = ze ro s ( s i z e ( input ) ) ;
52
53 % Convolución con e l pu l so r e c t angu l a r
54 f o r i =1: s i z e ( input , 2 )
55
56 f r e q I n t e g r a t ed ( : , i )= f r eqPu l s e .∗ f r eq Input ( : , i ) ;





61 i n t eg ra t ed2 = i f f t ( f r e q I n t e g r a t ed ) ;
62
63
64 i n t e g r a t ed = in t eg ra t ed2 ;
65 end
D.17 IQmodulator.m
1 f unc t i on optS igna l = IQmodulator ( input , Vpi )
2 % Función que pasa a l dominio opt i co l a s eña l e l é c t r i c a de entrada . Simula
3 % e l func ionamiento de l modulador IQ
4 %%% optS igna l = MZM( input , maxLevel , Vpi )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada
7 %%% Vpi es e l va l o r as ignado para Vpi de l seno
8 %%% OUTPUTS:
9 %%% optS igna l es l a s eña l óp t i ca
10
11 % Ahora mult ip l i camos por e l seno para obtener l a s eña l óp t i ca . El
12 % divFactor l o uso para que e l rango de l a s eña l de entrada sea mayor o
13 % menor ( para r educ i r l a d i s t o r s i ó n )





1 f unc t i on modulatedSignal = modulationChooser ( binarySequence , modulationType )
2 % Esta func ión pasa una secuenc i a b i na r i a a una secuenc i a d i g i t a l modulada ,
3 % es dec i r , BPSQ, QPSK, 16QAM O 64QAM
4 %%% modulatedSignal = modulationChooser ( binarySequence , modulationType )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% binarySequence es l a s e cuenc i a b i na r i a de entrada que modulamos
7 %%% modulationType s e l e c c i o n a e l t i po de modulación y es de t ipo s t r i ng ,
8 %%% la s opc iones de modulación que hay son :
9 %%% ’BPSK’ para una modulación BPSK
10 %%% ’QPSK’ para una modulación QPSK
11 %%% ’16QAM’ para una modulación 16QAM
12 %%% ’64QAM’ para una modulación 64QAM
13 %%% OUTPUT:
14 %%% es l a s eña l ya modulada en amplitud y/o f a s e
15
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16




21 case ’BPSK ’
22
23 modulatedSignal = ze ro s ( s i z e ( binarySequence ) ) ;
24
25 f o r i =1: l ength ( binarySequence )
26
27 i f b inarySequence ( i ) == 0
28
29 modulatedSignal ( i ) = −1;
30
31 e l s e
32








41 % Determinamos l a l ong i tud de l a s eña l modulada




46 % Comprobamos l a s e cuenc i a de dos en dos b i t s
47 f o r i =1 :2 : ( l ength ( binarySequence )−1)
48
49 symbol = binarySequence ( i : i +1) ’ ;
50





56 case 0 %[ 0 , 0 ]
57




62 case 1 %[ 1 , 0 ]
63
64 modulatedSignal ( k )= ( sq r t (1/2)−s q r t (1/2) ∗1 j ) ;




68 case 2 %[ 0 , 1 ]
69




74 case 3 %[ 1 , 1 ]
75







83 case ’ 16QAM’
84 % Determinamos l a l ong i tud de l a s eña l modulada
85 modulatedSignal = ze ro s ( 1 , ( l ength ( binarySequence ) /4) ) ;
86
87 k=1;
88 % Comprobamos l a s e cuenc i a de cuatro en cuatro b i t s
89 f o r i =1 :4 : ( l ength ( binarySequence )−3)
90
91 symbol = binarySequence ( i : i +3) ’ ;
92




97 case 0 %[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
98




103 case 1 %[ 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
104




109 case 2 %[ 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 ]
110
111 modulatedSignal ( k )=( sq r t (2 ) /6−1 j ∗( s q r t (2 ) /6) ) ;
112
113 k=k+1;
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114
115 case 3 %[ 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 ]
116




121 case 4 %[ 0 , 0 , 1 , 0 ]
122




127 case 5 %[ 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 ]
128




133 case 6 %[ 0 , 1 , 1 , 0 ]
134





140 case 7 %[ 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 ]
141




146 case 8 %[ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
147




152 case 9 %[ 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 ]
153




158 case 10 %[ 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 ]
159
160 modulatedSignal ( k )=( sq r t (2 ) /6−1 j ∗( s q r t (2 ) /2) ) ;
161
162 k=k+1;
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163
164 case 11 %[ 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 ]
165





171 case 12 %[ 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ]
172





178 case 13 %[ 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 ]
179





185 case 14 %[ 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]
186




191 case 15 %[ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]
192








201 case ’ 64QAM’
202
203 A=sqr t (2 ) /14 ;
204
205
206 modulatedSignal = ze ro s ( 1 , ( l ength ( binarySequence ) /6) ) ;
207
208 k=1;
209 % Comprobamos l a s e cuenc i a de s e i s en s e i s b i t s
210 f o r i =1 :6 : ( l ength ( binarySequence )−5)
211
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212 symbolImag = binarySequence ( i : i +2) ’ ;
213
214 symbolReal = binarySequence ( i +3: i +5) ’ ;
215
216 decimalReal = bi2de ( symbolReal ) ; % Lee l o s b i t s de IZQUIERDA A DERECHA
217




222 case 0 %[0 0 0 X X X]
223
224 modulatedSignal ( k ) = 7∗1 j ∗A;
225
226
227 case 1 %[1 0 0 X X X]
228
229 modulatedSignal ( k ) = −7∗1 j ∗A;
230
231 case 2 %[0 1 0 X X X]
232
233 modulatedSignal ( k ) = 1 j ∗A;
234
235 case 3 %[1 1 0 X X X]
236
237 modulatedSignal ( k ) = −1 j ∗A;
238
239 case 4 %[0 0 1 X X X]
240
241 modulatedSignal ( k ) = 5∗1 j ∗A;
242
243 case 5 %[1 0 1 X X X]
244
245 modulatedSignal ( k ) = −5∗1 j ∗A;
246
247 case 6 %[0 1 1 X X X]
248
249 modulatedSignal ( k ) = 3∗1 j ∗A;
250
251 case 7 %[1 1 1 X X X]
252






259 case 0 %[X X X 0 0 0 ]
260
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265 case 1 % [X X X 1 0 0 ]
266




271 case 2 % [X X X 0 1 0 ]
272




277 case 3 % [X X X 1 1 0 ]
278




283 case 4 % [X X X 0 0 1 ]
284




289 case 5 % [X X X 1 0 1 ]
290




295 case 6 % [X X X 0 1 1 ]
296




301 case 7 % [X X X 1 1 1 ]
302





















1 f unc t i on [ BERsubcarriers , BERtotal , t o t a lE r r o r s ]= MonteCarlo ( generatedSequence , demSequence ,
nSubca r r i e r s )
2 % Calcula l a BER de cada subportadora y l a BER t o t a l . Para e l l o cuenta e l
3 % número de e r r o r e s y c a l c u l a e l po r c e t a j e que reprenta sobre e l t o t a l de
4 % b i t s t ransmi t ido s
5 %%% [ BERsubcarriers , BERtotal ]= MonteCarlo ( generatedSequence , demSequence , nSubca r r i e r s )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% generatedSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de b i t s generada para t r a n sm i t i r l a
8 %%% demSequence es l a s e cuenc i a demodulada
9 %%% nSubcar r i e r s es e l número de subportadoras
10 %%% OUTPUTS:
11 %%% BERsubcarriers es un vec to r que cont i ene l a BER para cada subportadora
12 %%% BERtotal cont i ene l a BER t o t a l ( todas l a s subportadoras )
13 %%% to t a lE r r o r s cuenta e l número t o t a l e s de e r r o r e s
14
15 % Restamos ent re l a s e cuenc i a generada y l a demodulada para encontrar l o s
16 % e r r o r e s
17 d i f f e r e n c e = generatedSequence − demSequence ;
18
19 % Contador de e r r o r e s por subportadora
20 errorCounter = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
21 k=1;
22
23 % Número t o t a l de e r r o r e s
24 t o t a lE r r o r s =0;
25
26 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( d i f f e r e n c e ) ;
27
28 i f d i f f e r e n c e ( i ) ~= 0
29
30 % Para l o s e r r o r e s por subportadora
31 errorCounter ( k ) = errorCounter ( k )+1;
32
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33 % Suma de todos l o s e r r o r e s




38 k = k+1;
39
40 i f k > nSubca r r i e r s
41






48 % BER por subportadora
49 BERsubcarriers = errorCounter /( l ength ( generatedSequence ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
50
51 % BER to t a l




1 f unc t i on optS igna l = MZM( input , Vpi )
2 % Función que pasa a l dominio opt i co l a s eña l e l é c t r i c a de entrada . Simula
3 % e l func ionamiento de l MZM. Se u t i l i z a l a func ión seno para modular
4 %%% optS igna l = MZM( input , maxLevel , Vpi )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada
7 %%% Vpi es e l va l o r as ignado para Vpi de l seno que se usa para modular
8 %%% OUTPUTS:
9 %%% optS igna l es l a s eña l óp t i ca
10
11
12 % Obtenemos l a s eña l ópt i ca . El
13 % divFactor l o uso para que e l rango de l a s eña l de entrada sea mayor o
14 % menor ( para r educ i r l a d i s t o r s i ó n )
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2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CREACIÓN DE LA SEÑAL %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 %Primero con f i gu ro e l r e s e t_a l l , para que e l programa func ione
6 %correctamente . Vienen i n c l u i d o e l número de s ímbolos y e l número de b i t s
7 %por símbolo , aparte e l número de cana l e s .
8 %%% RESET_ALL(NSYMB,NT,NCH) :
9 %%%
10 %%% GSTATE.NSYMB: Number o f symbols = NSYMB. For binary t r an sm i s s i on s
11 %%% NSYMB i s the number o f b i t s .
12 %%% GSTATE.NT: Number o f d i s c r e t e po in t s x symbol = NT
13 %%% GSTATE.NCH: Number o f channe l s = NCH
14
15
16 r e s e t_a l l (1024 ,16 ,1 )
17
18 % Después creo l a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence usando l a func ión Pattern :
19 %%% PAT=PATTERN(PTYPE,NSEED,OPTIONS)
20 %%% Usando e l Ptype ’ debrui jn ’ se puede obtener una PRBS
21




26 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% MODULATION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
27 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
28
29 % Ahora rea l i zamos e l OFDM mult ip l i cando por e l coseno de cada portadora
30 %%% [ModMatrix ,ModSum]= OFDMmod_v1( input , samplesPerSymbol , nCarr i e r s , pre f ixDurat ion , f s )
31 %%% INPUTS:
32 %%% input es l a matr iz con cada columna dedicada a una portadora
33 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo




38 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras
39 %%% pre f i xDurat i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
40 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo que se usa
41 %%% OUTPUTS:
42 %%% ModMatrix es l a matr iz con cada s eña l modulada con una portadora d i f e r e n t e
43 %%% ModSum es l a suma de l a s portadoras
44




49 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CHANNEL %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
50 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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51
52 % Hacemos que l a s eña l pase a t r avé s de l cana l añadiendo AWGN:
53 %%% y = awgn(x , snr )
54 %%% x es l a s eña l a l a que se l e añade e l ru ido
55 %%% snr es e l va l o r SNR en dB
56




61 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DEMODULATION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
62 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
63
64 % Primero demodulamos l a s eña l de cada portadora
65 %%% demodulatedSignal = OFDMdem_v1( input , samplesPerSymbol , nCarr i e r s , pre f ixDurat ion , f s )
66 %%% INPUTS:
67 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada que se va a demodular
68 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo ANTES DE MODULAR
69 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo usada
70 %%% pre f i xDurat i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
71 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras
72 %%% OUTPUT:
73 %%% demodulatedSignal es l a s e cuenc i a b i na r i a que se ha t ransmi t ido
74
75
76 demSignal = OFDMdem_v1 ( r e c e i v edS i gna l , 16 , ’BPSK ’ , 8 , 1∗10^(−9) ,16∗10^9) ;
D.22 OFDM_v2.m
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CREACIÓN DE VARIABLES %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
4
5 % Número de b i t s de l a PRBS 16384 , 262144 , 1048576
6 % MUY IMPORTANTE, e l número de b i t s debe s e r d i b i s i b l e
7 % entre e l número de subportadoras y e l número de b i t s
8 % ut i l i z a d o por l a modulación para que se pueda r e a l i z a r
9 % la IFFT , o jo con l a 64QAM
10 nb i t s =262144;
11 % Número de muestras por cada símbolo
12 samplesPerSymbol = 16 ;
13 % Tamaño de l a FFT, IFFT (número de subportadoras )
14 FFTsize = 16 ;
15 % Tipo de modulación
16 modType = ’ 16QAM’ ;
17 % Número de n i v e l e s de l conver sor Analógico a D i g i t a l
18 d i g i t a l L e v e l s =64;
19 % Rango de l c u an t i f i c a d o r
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20 nSD = 3 ;
21 % Duración de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
22 cyc l i cDura t i on = 1∗10^−9;
23 % Frecuenc ia de muestreo
24 f s = 16∗10^9;
25 % Tipo de modulador ópt i co
26 optMod = ’ IQ ’ ;
27 % Vpi
28 Vpi = 1 ;
29 % max
30 maxIQinput = 1 ;
31 % Respons iv i ty ,
32 R = 1 ;
33 %laserAmp ,
34 laserAmp = 1 ;
35 %la s e rFr eq








44 %Primero con f i gu ro e l r e s e t_a l l , para que e l programa func ione
45 %correctamente . Vienen i n c l u i d o e l número de s ímbolos y e l número de b i t s
46 %por símbolo , aparte e l número de cana l e s .
47 %%% RESET_ALL(NSYMB,NT,NCH) :
48 %%%
49 %%% GSTATE.NSYMB: Number o f symbols = NSYMB. For binary t r an sm i s s i on s
50 %%% NSYMB i s the number o f b i t s .
51 %%% GSTATE.NT: Number o f d i s c r e t e po in t s x symbol = NT DEBE SER
52 %%% SIEMPRE IGUAL AL VALOR DE samplesPerSymbol QUE SE USA EN EL
53 %%% MODULADOR Y EL DEMODULADOR
54 %%% GSTATE.NCH: Number o f channe l s = NCH
55
56 r e s e t_a l l ( nb i t s , samplesPerSymbol , 1 )
57
58 % Después creo l a Pseudo Random Binary Sequence usando l a func ión Pattern :
59 %%% PAT=PATTERN(PTYPE,NSEED,OPTIONS)
60 %%% Usando e l Ptype ’ debrui jn ’ se puede obtener una PRBS
61
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69 % Modula en OFDM usando l a IFFT . La s eña l de entrada es un vec to r con l a s
70 % muestras para cada símbolo . Se r e a l i z a l a IFFT de cada símbolo de
71 % nIFFT en nIFFT . Por último , se reensamblan l a s IFFTs de l o s
72 % símbolos para que se transmitan en e l mismo orden en e l que han entrado y
73 % se añade un p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
74 %%% [ s i gna lPe rCar r i e r , sendedS igna l ] = OFDMmod_v2 ( input , nIFFT , samplesPerSymbol ,
cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
75 %%% INPUTS:
76 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada a l modulador , e s un vec to r con l a s
77 %%% muestras de l o s s ímbolos
78 %%% IFFTsize es e l tamaño de l a s IFFTs que se van a r e a l i z a r en pa r a l e l o
79 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras que se va a usar por s ímbolo





85 %%% cuando se pase a ana l óg i co
86 %%% cyc l i cDura t i on es l a durac ión que va a tene r e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o (EN TIEMPO)
87 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
88 %%% OUTPUT:
89 %%% sendedSigna l es l a s eña l ya modulada y enviada
90 %%% modSignal es l a s e cuenc i a de b i t s modulada en ’BPSK’ , ’QPSK’ , ’16QAM’ o
91 %%% ’64QAM’
92
93 [ ModulatedSignal , d i g i t a l S i g n a l ]= OFDMmod_v2( pat , FFTsize , samplesPerSymbol ,modType ,




97 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OPTICAL MOD%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
98 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
99
100 % Esta func ión se encarga de atenuar l a s eña l que queremos modular
101 % ópticamente y modularla con e l modulador que queramos , e s t o se e l i g e
102 % usando l a va r i ab l e modType , dependiendo de l a cadena de c a r a c t e r e s que
103 % contenga e s ta var i ab l e , se puede u t i l i z a r un modulador u otro .
104 %%% optS igna l = OpticalMod ( input ,modType , Vpi , maxLevel )
105 %%% INPUTS:
106 %%% input es l a s eña l e l é c t r i c a que queremos modular
107 %%% modType ind i c a e l t i po de modulador que queremos usar :
108 %%% − ’MZM’ para usar un modulador Mach Zehnder .
109 %%% − ’ IQ ’ para usar un modulador I−Q.
110 %%% Vpi es e l va l o r Vpi que queremos que use e l modulador
111 %%% maxLevel es e l va l o r máximo que queremos a l a entrada de l modulador
112 %%% OUTPUT:
113 %%% optS igna l es l a s eña l óp t i ca modulada .
114 %%% attFactor es e l f a c t o r que ha usado e l atenuador ( d iv id i endo ) para
115 %%% obtener l a s eña l atenuada
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116
117 [ optS igna l , a t tFactor ] = OpticalMod (ModulatedSignal , optMod , Vpi , maxIQinput ) ;
118
119 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
120 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% CHANNEL %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
121 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
122
123 % Hacemos que l a s eña l pase a t r avé s de l cana l añadiendo AWGN:
124 %%% y = awgn(x , snr , ’ measured ’ )
125 %%% x es l a s eña l a l a que se l e añade e l ru ido
126 %%% snr es e l va l o r SNR en dB
127




132 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% OPTICAL DEM%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
133 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
134
135 % Función que engloba l a demodulación ópt i ca ( de s eña l óp t i ca a e l é c t r i c a ) ,
136 % está compuesta por l a func ión CoherentRece iver ( que demodula l a s eña l ) y
137 % la func ión Ampl i f i e r ( que amp l i f i c a l a s eña l )
138 %%% e l e c t S i g n a l = OpticalDem ( input , r e spon s i v i t y , laserAmp , la se rFreq , divFactAtt )
139 %%% INPUTS:
140 %%% input es l a s eña l óp t i ca que se va a demodular
141 %%% re sp on s i v i t y es l a r e spons iv idad de l l a s e r l o c a l de l r e c ep to r
142 %%% laserAmp es l a amplitud de l l a s e r l o c a l de l r e c ep to r
143 %%% las e rFr eq es l a f r e c u en c i a de o s c i l a c i ó n de l l a s e r l o c a l , EN CASO DE
144 %%% QUE SE TRABAJE EN BANDA BASE, SE USA CERO
145 %%% OUTPUT:
146 %%% e l e c t S i g n a l es l a s eña l ya demodulada
147




152 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% DEMODULATOR %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
153 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
154
155 % Rea l i za l a demodulación de una s eña l OFDM. Para e l l o primero se pasa de ana lóg i co
156 % a d i g i t a l muestreando l a seña l , y despues de s e r i e a p a r a l e l o y r e a l i z a
157 % una FFT con una long i tud de FFTsize
158 %%% [ demodulatedSignal , symbolSequence ] = OFDMdem_v2 ( input , FFTsize , samplesPerSymbol ,
d i g i t a l L e v e l s , cyc l i cDurat i on , f s )
159 %%% INPUTS:
160 %%% input es l a s eña l que se va a demodular
161 %%% FFTsize es e l tamaño de l a FFT que se r e a l i z a
162 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo u t i l i z a d a s para
163 %%% e l paso de d i g i t a l a ana l óg i co
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164 %%% d i g i t a l L e v e l s es e l número de n i v e l e s que se van a usar para e l paso de
165 %%% ana lóg i co a d i g i t a l
166 %%% OUTPUTS:
167 %%% demodulatedSignal es l a s eña l ya demodulada en b i t s
168 %%% symbolSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos equ iva l en t e a l o s b i t s
169 %%% transmi t ido s
170
171 % Pasamos a d i g i t a l . muestreando l a s eña l y d i g i t a l i z a n d o l a en func ión de l
172 % número de n i v e l e s que hayamos e s t ab l e c i d o
173 %%% d i g i t a l = AnalogToDigital ( input , samplesPerSymbol , nLeve l s )
174 %%% INPUTS:
175 %%% input es l a s eña l ana l óg i ca de entrada
176 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo (muestreamos en
177 %%% la muestra c e n t r a l )




182 %%% nLeve ls es e l número de n i v e l e s en l a d i g i t a l i z a c i ó n , cuantos más
183 %%% n i v e l e s más f i e l s e r á l a s eña l a l a o r i g i n a l .
184
185
186 [ demodulatedSignal , symbolSequence , idea lSequence ] = OFDMdem_v2( e l e c t S i gna l , FFTsize ,




190 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% ERROR CALCULATION %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
191 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
192
193 % Calcula e l Error Vector Magnitude por cada subportadora y e l t o t a l
194 %%% [ EVMsubcarriers , EVMmean] = ErrorVectorMagnitude ( rece ivedSequence , idea lSequence ,
nSubca r r i e r s )
195 %%% INPUTS:
196 %%% rece ivedSequence es l a s e cuenc i a r e c i b i d a por e l demodulador .
197 %%% idea lSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos i d e a l .
198 %%% nSubcar r i e r s es e l número de subportadoras que se ha usado en l a
199 %%% modulación .
200 %%% OUTPUTS:
201 %%% EVMsubcarriers es un vec to r que cont i ene e l EVM de cada subportadora
202 %%% EVMmean cont i ene e l EVM medio
203





208 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% BER %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
209 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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210
211 % Calcula l a BER de cada subportadora y l a BER t o t a l . Para e l l o cuenta e l
212 % número de e r r o r e s y c a l c u l a e l po r c e t a j e que reprenta sobre e l t o t a l de
213 % b i t s t ransmi t ido s
214 %%% [ BERsubcarriers , BERtotal ]= MonteCarlo ( generatedSequence , demSequence , nSubca r r i e r s )
215 %%% INPUTS:
216 %%% generatedSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de b i t s generada para t r a n sm i t i r l a
217 %%% demSequence es l a s e cuenc i a demodulada
218 %%% nSubca r r i e r s es e l número de subportadoras
219 %%% OUTPUTS:
220 %%% BERsubcarriers es un vec to r que cont i ene l a BER para cada subportadora
221 %%% BERtotal cont i ene l a BER t o t a l ( todas l a s subportadoras )
222 %%% to t a lE r r o r s cuenta e l número t o t a l e s de e r r o r e s
223
224 [ BERsubcarriers , BERtotal , t o t a lE r r o r s ]= MonteCarlo ( pat , demodulatedSignal , FFTsize ) ;
D.23 OFDMdem_v1.m
1 f unc t i on demodulatedSignal = OFDMdem_v1( input , samplesPerSymbol , modType , nCarr i e r s ,
pre f ixDurat ion , f s )
2 % Separa l a s eña l en sus d i f e r e n t e s portadoras y demodula l a s s e ñ a l e s
3 % transmi t ida s
4 %%% demodulatedSignal = OFDMdem_v1( input , samplesPerSymbol , nCarr i e r s , f s )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada que se va a demodular
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo ANTES DE MODULAR
8 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo usada
9 %%% pre f i xDurat i on es l a durac ión que l e damos a l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
10 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras
11 %%% OUTPUT:
12 %%% demodulatedSignal es l a s e cuenc i a b i na r i a que se ha t ransmi t ido
13
14 % Primero el iminamos e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
15 %%% removed = RemoveCycl icPref ix ( input , f s , durat ion )
16 %%% INPUTS:
17 %%% input es l a s eña l con e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o que hay que e l im ina r
18 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
19 %%% durat ion es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o que hay que e l im ina r
20 %%% OUTPUT:
21 %%% removed es l a s eña l s i n e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
22 withoutPre f ix = RemoveCycl icPref ix ( input , f s , p r e f i xDurat i on ) ;
23
24 % Creamos l a matr iz con todas l a s portadoras
25
26 c a r r i e r s = ze ro s ( l ength ( wi thoutPre f ix ) , nCar r i e r s ) ;
27
28
29 % Vector de tiempo de muestreo
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30 t = ( 0 : ( l ength ( wi thoutPre f ix )−1) ) ∗(1/ f s ) ;
31
32 % Creamos l a matr iz con l a s portadoras
33 f o r i =1: nCar r i e r s





39 % Ahora mult ip l i camos l a entrada con l a s portadoras
40 para l lMult = ze ro s ( l ength ( wi thoutPre f ix ) , nCar r i e r s ) ;
41
42 f o r i =1: nCar r i e r s
43








52 %Ahora integramos usando l a func ión Integ ra to r , que r e a l i z a una
53 %convo luc ión con un pulso r e c t angu l a r de l a durac ión de l s ímbolo DESPUÉS
54 %DE MODULAR , es d e c i r samplesPerSymbol∗ nCarr i e r s , conseguimos una matr iz en
55 %la que cada columna t i e n e l a i n t e g r a l de unsímbolo
56 %%% int eg r a t ed = In t e g r a t o r ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
57 %%% INPUTS:
58 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada
59 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo ANTES DE MODULAR
60 %%% OUTPUTS:
61 %%% int eg r a t ed es l a de s a l i d a
62
63 i n t e g r a t e dPa r a l l S i g n a l = In t e g r a t o r ( para l lMult , samplesPerSymbol ) ;
64
65 % Devuelve e l orden o r i g i n a l a una secuenc i a modulada en OFDM ( l o s s ímbolos
66 % repa r t i d o s ent re portadoras )
67 %%% organizedSymbols = SymbolsInOrder ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
68 %%% INPUTS:
69 %%% input es l a s eña l que se va a ordenar , e s una matr iz con cada columna
70 %%% con l a in formac ión obtenida de cada portadora
71 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo ANTES DE LA
72 %%% MODULACIÓN.
73 %%% OUTPUTS:
74 %%% organizedSymbols devuelve un vec to r con l o s s ímbolos en e l orden en que
75 %%% se generaron .
76 i n t e g r a t e d S e r i a l S i g n a l = SymbolsInOrder ( i n t e g r a t edPa ra l l S i gna l , samplesPerSymbol ) ;
77
78
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79 % Muestrea e l s ímbolo ana lóg ico , nos quedamos con l a muestra c en t r a l de cad
80 % símbolo
81 %%% samples = Sampler ( input , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol )
82 %%% INPUT:
83 %%% input es l a s eña l de l a que se van a r e a l i z a r l a s muestras , e s t á
84 %%% compuesta por l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s en pa r a l e l o
85 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras que ha usado l a OFDM
86 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por cada símbolo ANTES DE LA
87 %%% MODULACIÓN
88 %%% OUTPUT:
89 %%% est imated es l a s e cuenc i a ca l cu l ada .
90 sampled = Sampler ( i n t e g r a t e dS e r i a l S i g n a l , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol ) ;
91
92 % Por último , con un est imador determinamos que s e cuenc i a de b i t s se ha
93 % transmit ido , muestreando l a s eña l in teg rada
94 % muestra de cada símbolo y comparándolo con un va lo r umbral . Se usa l a
95 % muestra c en t r a l de cada símbolo .
96 % Estima e l va l o r de l o s s ímbolos en func ión de una
97 % muestra de cada símbolo y comparándolo con un va lo r umbral . Se usa l a
98 % muestra c en t r a l de cada símbolo .
99 %%% est imated = BinaryEstimator ( input , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol )
100 %%% INPUT:
101 %%% input es l a s eña l de l a que se van a r e a l i z a r l a s muestras , e s t á
102 %%% compuesta por l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s en pa r a l e l o
103 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras que ha usado l a OFDM
104 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por cada símbolo ANTES DE LA
105 %%% MODULACIÓN
106 %%% OUTPUT:
107 %%% est imated es l a s e cuenc i a ca l cu l ada .
108
109




114 case ’BPSK ’
115





121 demodulatedSignal=QPSKEstimator ( sampled , samplesPerSymbol ) ;
122
123 case ’ 16QAM’
124
125 demodulatedSignal = Estimator16QAM( sampled , samplesPerSymbol ) ;
126
127
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128 end
129
130 % Plots con todos l o s pasos in te rmed io s
131 t =(0:( l ength ( wi thoutPre f ix )−1) ) ∗(1/ f s ) ;
132 f =(0:( l ength ( wi thoutPre f ix )−1) ) ∗( f s / l ength ( wi thoutPre f ix ) ) ;
133
134 f i g u r e (6 ) % Contiene l a entrada a l demodulador tanto en f r e c u en c i a como en tiempo
135 % Plot de l a entrada en tiempo
136 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ;
137 p lo t ( t , w i thoutPre f ix ) ;
138 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
139 t i t l e ( ’ Demodulator Input ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
140 % Plot con l a entrada en f r e c u en c i a
141 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ;
142 p lo t ( f , r e a l ( f f t ( w i thoutPre f ix ) ) ) ;
143 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
144 t i t l e ( ’ Demodulator Input ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
145
146 f i g u r e (7 )% Plot con l a s portadoras
147 % Plot de l a s portadoras en tiempo
148 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ;
149 p lo t ( t , c a r r i e r s ) ;
150 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
151 t i t l e ( ’ Ca r r i e r s ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
152 % Plot con l a s portadoras en f r e c u en c i a
153 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ;
154 p lo t ( f , r e a l ( f f t ( c a r r i e r s ) ) ) ;
155 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
156 t i t l e ( ’ Ca r r i e r s ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
157
158 f i g u r e (8 ) % Plot con l a s mu l t i p l i c a c i o n e s
159 % Plot de l a s mu l t i p l i c a c i o n e s en tiempo
160 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ;
161 p lo t ( t , para l lMul t ) ;
162 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
163 t i t l e ( ’ Ca r r i e r s x input ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
164 % Plot con l a s mu l t i p l i c a c i o n e s en f r e c u en c i a
165 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ;
166 p lo t ( f , r e a l ( f f t ( para l lMul t ) ) ) ;
167 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
168 t i t l e ( ’ Ca r r i e r s x input ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
169
170 s c a t t e r p l o t ( sampled/ samplesPerSymbol ) ;
171
172 f i g u r e (10)
173 % Plot con l a s 2 es t imac iones , tanto l a que usa f i l t r a d o como l a in t eg radora
174 % Plot de l a es t imac ión con in t eg rado r
175 stem ( demodulatedSignal )
176 t i t l e ( ’ Estimated sequence with the i n t e g r a t o r ’ )






1 f unc t i on [ demodulatedSignal , s e r i a l S i g n a l , symbolSequence ]= OFDMdem_v2( input , FFTsize ,
samplesPerSymbol ,modType , d i g i t a l L e v e l s , cyc l i cDurat ion , f s , nSD)
2 % Rea l i za l a demodulación de una s eña l OFDM. Para e l l o primero se pasa de ana lóg i co
3 % a d i g i t a l muestreando l a seña l , y despues de s e r i e a p a r a l e l o y r e a l i z a
4 % una FFT con una long i tud de FFTsize
5 %%% demodulatedSignal = OFDMdem_v2 ( input , FFTsize , samplesPerSymbol , d i g i t a l L e v e l s ,
cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l que se va a demodular
8 %%% FFTsize es e l tamaño de l a FFT que se r e a l i z a
9 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo u t i l i z a d a s para
10 %%% e l paso de d i g i t a l a ana l óg i co





16 %%% d i g i t a l L e v e l s es e l número de n i v e l e s que se van a usar para e l paso de
17 %%% ana lóg i co a d i g i t a l
18 %%% cyc l i cDura t i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
19 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
20 %%% OUTPUTS:
21 %%% demodulatedSignal es l a s eña l ya demodulada en b i t s
22 %%% s e r i a l S i g n a l es l a s eña l demodulada de l OFDM, se comparará con
23 %%% symbolSequence IDEAL para conocer e l e r r o r
24 %%% symbolSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos t ransmi t ida ( para l a
25 %%% con s t e l a c i ó n ) IDEAL ( s i n ru ido n i d i s t o r s i o n e s )
26
27 % Pasamos a d i g i t a l
28 d i g i t a l i z e d = AnalogToDigital ( input , samplesPerSymbol , d i g i t a l L e v e l s , nSD) ;
29
30
31 % Ahora el iminamos e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
32 noPre f ix = RemoveCyc l i cPre f ixDig i ta l ( d i g i t a l i z e d , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat ion , f s ) ;
33
34
35 % Pasamos de s e r i e a p a r a l e l o l a s eña l de entrada con l a s IFFTs
36 para l l e l IFFTs = reshape ( noPref ix , FFTsize , ( l ength ( noPre f ix ) /FFTsize ) ) ;
37
38 % Matriz que va a contener l a IFFT en pa r a l e l o
39 para l l e lFFTs = ze ro s ( FFTsize , ( l ength ( noPre f ix ) /FFTsize ) ) ;
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40
41 % Realizamos l a FFT por cada columna
42
43 f o r i = 1 : ( l ength ( noPre f ix ) /FFTsize )
44





50 % Volvemos a pasar a s e r i e
51




56 % % % f i g u r e (9 )
57 % % % t i t l e ( ’REAL: Sended sequence ( blue ) , d i g i t a l i z e d r e c e i v ed sequence ( red ) ’ ) ;
58 % % % hold on
59 % % % stem ( r e a l ( noPre f ix ) , ’ r ∗ ’ )
60 % % % hold o f f
61 % % %
62 % % % f i g u r e (10)
63 % % % t i t l e ( ’IMAG: Sended sequence ( blue ) , d i g i t a l i z e d r e c e i v ed sequence ( red ) ’ ) ;
64 % % % hold on
65 % % % stem ( imag ( noPre f ix ) , ’ r ∗ ’ )
66 % % % hold o f f
67 % % %
68 % % % s c a t t e r p l o t ( s e r i a l S i g n a l ) ;
69
70




75 case ’BPSK ’
76





82 [ demodulatedSignal , symbolSequence ]=QPSKEstimatorDig ( s e r i a l S i g n a l , FFTsize ) ;
83
84 case ’ 16QAM’
85
86 [ demodulatedSignal , symbolSequence ] = Estimator16QAMDig ( s e r i a l S i g n a l , FFTsize ) ;
87
88 case ’ 64QAM’
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89








1 f unc t i on [ ModMatrix , SumWithPrefix ]= OFDMmod_v1( input , samplesPerSymbol ,modType , nCarr i e r s ,
pre f ixDurat ion , f s )
2 % Rea l i za l a modulación completa en OFDM. Recibe una se cuenc i a d i s c r e t a de
3 % b i t s y l o s pasa s eña l e l é c t r i c a . Después r e a l i z a l a OFDM.
4 %%% [ModMatrix ,ModSum]= OFDMmod_v1( input , nCarr i e r s , f s )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es e l vec to r con l a s e cuenc i a de b i t s que se qu i e r e env ia r
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo




12 %%% nCarr i e r s es e l número de portadoras
13 %%% pre f i xDurat i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
14 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo que se usa
15 %%% OUTPUTS:
16 %%% ModVector es e l vec to r con cada símbolo modulado con una portadora d i f e r e n t e
17 %%% ModSum es l a suma de l a s portadoras
18
19
20 % Esta func ión pasa una secuenc i a b i na r i a a una secuenc i a d i g i t a l modulada ,
21 % es dec i r , BPSQ, QPSK, 16QAM
22 %%% INPUTS:
23 %%% binarySequence es l a s e cuenc i a b i na r i a de entrada que modulamos
24 %%% modulationType s e l e c c i o n a e l t i po de modulación y es de t ipo s t r i ng ,
25 %%% la s opc iones de modulación que hay son :
26 %%% ’BPSK’ para una modulación BPSK
27 %%% ’QPSK’ para una modulación QPSK
28 %%% ’16QAM’ para una modulación 16QAM
29 %%% OUTPUT:
30 %%% es l a s eña l ya modulada en amplitud y/o f a s e
31
32 modSignal = modulationChooser ( input ,modType) ;
33
34 % Hacemos que l a s eña l tenga una duración , cada b i t se r e p i t e un número de
35 % veces . Esta es l a s eña l que queremos modular
36 %%% NRZ = DigitalToAnalog ( pat , Nbits )
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37 %%% NRZ s e r í a l a s eña l con más muestras por b i t s .
38 %%% pat es l a s eña l de entrada , un vec to r de unos y c e ro s .
39 %%% Nbits es e l número de muestras as ignados a un per iodo de b i t . Tienen
40 %%% que s e r i g u a l e s que l o s NT de l r e s e t_a l l




45 % Este vec to r t i e n e samplesPerSymbol∗ nCar r i e r s para cada símbolo . Estos
46 % símbolos son más l a r g o s porque son l o s que se van a t r an sm i t i r por cada
47 % subportadora .
48 %%% NRZ = DigitalToAnalog ( pat , Nbits )
49 %%% NRZ s e r í a l a s eña l con más muestras por b i t s .
50 %%% pat es l a s eña l de entrada , un vec to r de unos y c e ro s .
51 %%% Nbits es e l número de muestras as ignados a un per iodo de b i t . Tienen
52 %%% que s e r i g u a l e s que l o s NT de l r e s e t_a l l
53 longPatternNRZ = DigitalToAnalog (modSignal , ( samplesPerSymbol ) ∗ nCar r i e r s ) ;
54
55 % Hacemos que l a s eña l sea más r e a l i s t a hac iedo una convo luc ión con una
56 % gauss iana . La s eña l a l a que se ap l i c a l a gauss iana es a l a s eña l
57 % " la rga " , l a que se t ransmite por cada portadora
58 %%% NRZgauss = gau s s i a nF i l t e r ( span , inputS igna l ) ;
59 %%% span es e l número de puntos de l a gauss iana
60 %%% inputS igna l es l a s eña l a l a que se l e ap l i c a l a gauss iana
61
62 %longNRZgauss = gau s s i a nF i l t e r (16 , longPatternNRZ ) ;
63
64
65 % Para l e l i zamos l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos en func ión de l número de portadoras .
66 % Reparte l o s s ímbolos .
67 %%% para l l e l Symbo l s = SymbolsPerCarr ier ( input , nCar r i e r s )
68 %%% INPUTS:
69 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos (un vec to r ) que se qu i e r e r e p a r t i r ent r e
70 %%% portadoras .
71 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras .
72 %%% nSymbols es e l número de s ímbolos que hay en e l imput . Serve para poder
73 %%% r e p a r t i r correctamente l a s muestras
74 %%% OUTPUTS:
75 %%% para l l e l Symbo l s es una matr iz con l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos por cada
76 %%% portadora en una columna .
77 para l l e l Symbo l s = SymbolsPerCarr ier ( longPatternNRZ , nCarr i e r s , l ength (modSignal ) ) ;
78
79 % f i g u r e (13)
80 %
81 % plo t ( t1 , patternNRZ , t1 , pa ra l l e lSymbo l s ( : , 1 ) ) ;
82
83 % Primero creamos l a matr iz con todas l a s portadoras
84
85 c a r r i e r s = ze ro s ( l ength ( pa ra l l e l Symbo l s ) , nCar r i e r s ) ;
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86
87
88 % Vector de tiempo de muestreo
89 t = ( 0 : ( l ength ( pa ra l l e l Symbo l s )−1) ) ∗(1/ f s ) ;
90
91 % Creamos l a matr iz con l a s portadoras
92 f o r i =1: nCar r i e r s







100 ModMatrix = para l l e lSymbo l s .∗ c a r r i e r s ;
101
102 ModSum = sum(ModMatrix , 2 ) ;
103
104 %Ahora añadimos e l P r e f i j o C í c l i c o
105 %%% pref ixAdded = AddCycl icPre f ix ( input , f s , durat ion )
106 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada
107 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
108 %%% durat ion es l a durac ión en tiempo de l o que va a durar e l p r e f i j o
109 %%% c í c l i c o
110
111
112 SumWithPrefix = AddCycl icPre f ix (ModSum, f s , p r e f i xDurat i on ) ;
113
114
115 % Plots de todos l o s pasos
116 t =(0:( l ength ( patternNRZ )−1) ) ∗(1/ f s ) ;
117 f =(0:( l ength ( patternNRZ )−1) ) ∗( f s / l ength ( patternNRZ ) ) ;
118
119
120 f i g u r e (1 ) ; % Figura con secuenc i a generada , s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos y s ímbolos por portadora
121 % Plot de l a s e cuenc i a generada
122 subp lot ( 3 , 1 , 1 ) ;
123 stem ( input ) ;
124 t i t l e ( ’ Generated Sequence ’ ) ;
125
126 % Plot con l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos
127 subp lot ( 3 , 1 , 2 ) ;
128 p lo t ( t , patternNRZ ) ;
129 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
130 t i t l e ( ’ Symbol sequence ’ ) ;
131
132 % Plot con l o s s ímbolos que se envían por portadora
133 subp lot ( 3 , 1 , 3 ) ;
134 p lo t ( t , pa ra l l e l Symbo l s ) ;
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135 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
136 t i t l e ( ’ Symbols per c a r r i e r ’ ) ;
137
138 f i g u r e (2 ) % Figura con l a s portadoras
139 % Plot de l a s portadoras en tiempo
140 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ;
141 p lo t ( t , c a r r i e r s ) ;
142 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
143 t i t l e ( ’ Ca r r i e r s ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
144 % Plot con l a s portadoras en f r e c u en c i a
145 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ;
146 p lo t ( f , r e a l ( f f t ( c a r r i e r s ) ) ) ;
147 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
148 t i t l e ( ’ Ca r r i e r s ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
149
150 f i g u r e (3 ) % Figura con l o s s ímbolos modulados en tiempo y f r e c u en c i a
151 subplot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ; % Figura con l o s s ímbolos modulados en tiempo
152 p lo t ( t , r e a l (ModMatrix ) )
153 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
154 t i t l e ( ’Modulated symbols ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
155
156 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ; % Figura con l o s s ímbolos modulados en f r e c u en c i a
157 p lo t ( f , r e a l ( f f t (ModMatrix ) ) )
158 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
159 t i t l e ( ’Modulated symbols ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
160
161
162 f i g u r e (4 ) % Figura con l a suma de l o s s ímbolos modulados en tiempo y f r e c u en c i a
163 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ; % Figura con l a suma de l o s s ímbolos modulados en tiempo
164 p lo t ( t , r e a l (ModSum) )
165 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
166 t i t l e ( ’Modulated symbols ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
167
168 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ; % Figura con l a suma de l o s s ímbolos modulados en f r e c u en c i a
169 p lo t ( f , r e a l ( f f t (ModSum) ) )
170 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
171 t i t l e ( ’Modulated symbols ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
172
173 t1 =(0:( l ength ( SumWithPrefix )−1) ) ∗(1/ f s ) ;
174 f 1 =(0:( l ength ( SumWithPrefix )−1) ) ∗( f s / l ength ( SumWithPrefix ) ) ;
175
176 f i g u r e (5 ) % Figura con l a suma de l o s s ímbolos modulados en tiempo y f r e c u en c i a con PREFIJO
177 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 1 ) ; % Figura con l a suma de l o s s ímbolos modulados en tiempo
178 p lo t ( t1 , r e a l ( SumWithPrefix ) )
179 x l ab e l ( ’ time ( seconds ) ’ ) ;
180 t i t l e ( ’Modulated symbols with p r e f i x ( time domain ) ’ ) ;
181
182 subp lot ( 2 , 1 , 2 ) ; % Figura con l a suma de l o s s ímbolos modulados en f r e c u en c i a
183 p lo t ( f1 , r e a l ( f f t ( SumWithPrefix ) ) )
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184 x l ab e l ( ’ f r equency (Hz) ’ ) ;
185 t i t l e ( ’Modulated symbols with p r e f i x ( f requency domain ) ’ ) ;
186 end
D.26 OFDMmod_v2.m
1 f unc t i on [ sendedSignal , modSignal ]= OFDMmod_v2 ( input , IFFTsize , samplesPerSymbol ,modType ,
cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
2 % Modula en OFDM usando l a IFFT . La s eña l de entrada es un vec to r con l a s
3 % muestras para cada símbolo . Se r e a l i z a l a IFFT de cada símbolo de
4 % nIFFT en nIFFT . Por último , se reensamblan l a s IFFTs de l o s
5 % símbolos para que se transmitan en e l mismo orden en e l que han entrado y
6 % se añade un p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
7 %%% [ s i gna lPe rCar r i e r , sendedS igna l ] = OFDMmod_v2 ( input , nIFFT , samplesPerSymbol ,
cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
8 %%% INPUTS:
9 %%% input es l a s eña l de entrada a l modulador , e s un vec to r con l a s
10 %%% muestras de l o s s ímbolos
11 %%% IFFTsize es e l tamaño de l a s IFFTs que se van a r e a l i z a r en pa r a l e l o
12 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras que se va a usar por s ímbolo





18 %%% cuando se pase a ana l óg i co
19 %%% cyc l i cDura t i on es l a durac ión que va a tene r e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o (EN TIEMPO)
20 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
21 %%% OUTPUT:
22 %%% sendedSigna l es l a s eña l ya modulada y enviada





28 modSignal = modulationChooser ( input ,modType) ;
29
30 % Pasamos de s e r i e a p a r a l e l o l a s eña l de entrada
31 para l l e l Symbo l s = reshape (modSignal , IFFTsize , ( l ength (modSignal ) / IFFTsize ) ) ;
32
33 % Matriz que va a contener l a IFFT en pa r a l e l o
34 para l l e l IFFT = ze ro s ( IFFTsize , ( l ength (modSignal ) / IFFTsize ) ) ;
35
36 % Realizamos l a IFFT por cada columna
37 f o r i = 1 : ( l ength (modSignal ) / IFFTsize )
38
39 para l l e l IFFT ( : , i ) = i f f t ( pa ra l l e l Symbo l s ( : , i ) ) ;
40






46 % Volvemos a pasar a s e r i e
47




52 % Añade e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o a l a s eña l de entrada , es un p r e f i j o d i g i t a l
53 %( se in t roduce antes de pasar a ana l óg i co )
54 %%% withPre f i x = AddCyc l i cPre f i cD ig i t a l ( input , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat ion , f s )
55 %%% INPUTS:
56 %%% input es l a s eña l a l a que se va a añadir e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
57 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo que se va a usar
58 %%% para pasa r l o a ana l óg i co
59 %%% cyc l i cDura t i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
60 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
61 %%% OUTPUTS:
62 %%% withPre f i x es l a s eña l con e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o añadido
63
64 pref ixAdded = AddCyc l i cPre f i xD ig i ta l ( d i g i t a l S i g n a l , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat ion , f s ) ;
65
66 % Pasamos a ana lóg ico , simplemente r ep i t i e ndo l a s muestras que tenemos N
67 % veces (N muestras por s ímbolo )
68
69 sendedS igna l = DigitalToAnalog ( prefixAdded , samplesPerSymbol ) ;
70
71 % % % f i g u r e (9 )
72 % % % stem ( r e a l ( d i g i t a l S i g n a l ) )
73 % % %
74 % % % f i g u r e (10)
75 % % % stem ( imag ( d i g i t a l S i g n a l ) )
76 % % %
77 % % % f =0:( f s ) /( l ength ( sendedSigna l )−1) : f s ;
78 % % % f i g u r e (11)
79 % % % plo t ( f , abs ( r e a l ( f f t ( sendedSigna l ) ) ) ) ;
80 % % %
81 % % % f i g u r e (30) ; h i s t ( r e a l ( d i g i t a l S i g n a l ) ,4096)
82 % % % t i t l e ( ’ Real part histogram ’ ) ;
83 % % % f i g u r e (31) ; h i s t ( imag ( d i g i t a l S i g n a l ) ,4096)
84 % % % %t i t l e ( ’ Imaginary part histogram ’ ) ;
85 end
D.27 OpticalDem.m
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1 f unc t i on e l e c t S i g n a l = OpticalDem ( input , r e spon s i v i t y , laserAmp , la se rFreq , divFactAtt )
2 % Función que engloba l a demodulación ópt i ca ( de s eña l óp t i ca a e l é c t r i c a ) ,
3 % está compuesta por l a func ión CoherentRece iver ( que demodula l a s eña l ) y
4 % la func ión Ampl i f i e r ( que amp l i f i c a l a s eña l )
5 %%% e l e c t S i g n a l = OpticalDem ( input , r e spon s i v i t y , laserAmp , la se rFreq , divFactAtt )
6 %%% INPUTS:
7 %%% input es l a s eña l óp t i ca que se va a demodular
8 %%% re sp on s i v i t y es l a r e spons iv idad de l l a s e r l o c a l de l r e c ep to r
9 %%% laserAmp es l a amplitud de l l a s e r l o c a l de l r e c ep to r
10 %%% las e rFr eq es l a f r e c u en c i a de o s c i l a c i ó n de l l a s e r l o c a l , EN CASO DE
11 %%% QUE SE TRABAJE EN BANDA BASE, SE USA CERO
12 %%% OUTPUT:
13 %%% e l e c t S i g n a l es l a s eña l ya demodulada
14
15 % Demodulación coherente
16 noAmplif = CoherentRece iver ( input , r e spon s i v i t y , laserAmp , l a s e rF r eq ) ;
17
18 % Ampl i f i cac ión





1 f unc t i on [ optS igna l , a t tFactor ]= OpticalMod ( input ,modType , Vpi , maxLevel )
2 % Esta func ión se encarga de atenuar l a s eña l que queremos modular
3 % ópticamente y modularla con e l modulador que queramos , e s t o se e l i g e
4 % usando l a va r i ab l e modType , dependiendo de l a cadena de c a r a c t e r e s que
5 % contenga e s ta var i ab l e , se puede u t i l i z a r un modulador u otro .
6 %%% optS igna l = OpticalMod ( input ,modType , Vpi , maxLevel )
7 %%% INPUTS:
8 %%% input es l a s eña l e l é c t r i c a que queremos modular
9 %%% modType ind i c a e l t i po de modulador que queremos usar :
10 %%% − ’MZM’ para usar un modulador Mach Zehnder .
11 %%% − ’ IQ ’ para usar un modulador I−Q.
12 %%% Vpi es e l va l o r Vpi que queremos que use e l modulador
13 %%% maxLevel es e l va l o r máximo que queremos a l a entrada de l modulador
14 %%% OUTPUT:
15 %%% optS igna l es l a s eña l óp t i ca modulada .
16 %%% attFactor es e l f a c t o r que ha usado e l atenuador ( d iv id i endo ) para
17 %%% obtener l a s eña l atenuada
18
19 % Lo primero que hacemos es atenuar l a s eña l de entrada para que se
20 % produzca d i s t o r s i ó n de l a s eña l a l modular .
21 [ a t tS i gna l , a t tFactor ] = Attenuator ( input , maxLevel ) ;
22
23 % Después r ea l i zamos l a modulación
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24






31 optS igna l = MZM( at tS igna l , Vpi ) ;
32
33 case ’ IQ ’
34






1 f unc t i on Nsymbols = para l l e lSymbo l ( N, symbol )
2 % Crea una matr iz de N COLUMNAS ( cada COLUMNA s e r í a e l símpobo enviado por
3 % cada portadora ) , de momento van a s e r todas l a s f i l a s i g u a l e s
4 %%% Nsymbols = para l l e lSymbo l (N, symbol ) ç
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% N s e r í a e l número de COLUMNA que queremos en l a matr iz





12 % Repite l a misma secuenc i a para cada COLUMNA






1 f unc t i on s e r i a l = Pa r a l l e lToS e r i a l ( p a r a l l e l )
2 % Pasa de una matr iz a un vec to r con una única columna
3 %%% s e r i a l = Pa r a l l e lToS e r i a l ( p a r a l l e l )
4 %%% INPUTS:
5 %%% pa r a l l e l e s una s eña l en una matr iz ( e qu i v a l d r í a a env ia r en pa r a l e l o )
6 %%% s e r i a l e s l a s eña l de s a l i d a ( en s e r i e )
7 %%% OUTPUTS:
8 %%% s e r i a l e s l a s eña l pasada a s e r i e
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9
10 % Calculamos dimens iones de p a r a l l e l
11 [M,N]= s i z e ( p a r a l l e l ) ;
12





1 f unc t i on varargout=pattern ( ptype , nseed , opt ions )
2
3 %PATTERN Create the sequence pattern with r u l e s .
4 % PAT=PATTERN(PTYPE,NSEED,OPTIONS) r e tu rn s in PAT a sequence o f Nsymb
5 % in t e g e r s r ep r e s en t i ng the symbol−pattern f o r a d i g i t a l modulation .
6 % Nsymb=GSTATE.NSYMB see RESET_ALL. In absence o f OPTIONS the pattern i s
7 % a bit−pattern , i . e . a vec to r o f 0 and 1 .
8 %
9 % PTYPE i s the type o f the pattern and can be one o f the f o l l ow i ng :
10 %
11 % ’ debrui jn ’ : c r e a t e s a De Brui jn sequence (DBS) ( each subsequence o f
12 % length log2 (Nsymb) appears exac t l y once in a DBS) [1 −2 ] . In
13 % the binary case , a DBS i s a pseudo random binary sequence
14 % (PRBS) with an add i t i o na l ze ro added to to the l ong e s t
15 % sequence o f 0 .
16 %
17 % NSEED i s the DBS seed . 0 <= NSEED < Nsymb/4 y i e l d s a unique
18 % DBS, i . e . i t i s not p o s s i b l e to obta in the same DBS with a
19 % d i f f e r e n t NSEED, ne i t h e r with a c i r c u l a r s h i f t .
20 % For NSEED >= Nsymb/4 the DBS i s not unique , hence PATTERN
21 % gene ra t e s a c i r c u l a r random delayed ve r s i on o f a DBS
22 % with NSEED < Nsymb/4 .
23 % NSEED must be < Nsymb/4∗(Nsymb−1) .
24 % I t i s not p o s s i b l e to have the same sequence f o r d i f f e r e n t
25 % NSEED.
26 %
27 % ’random ’ : c r e a t e s a uniform d i s t r i b u t e d random sequence .
28 %
29 % <sequence o f numbers>: E. g . ’20104101 ’ c r e a t e s a p e r i o d i c
30 % r ep e t i t i o n o f the sequence up to l ength Nsymb , and
31 % trunca t e s when nece s sa ry .
32 % For ins tance , with Nsymb=16 re tu rn s 2010410120104101.
33 % The sequence can be a s t r i n g or a vec to r o f double , e . g .
34 % ’20104101 ’ or [ 2 0 1 0 4 1 0 1 ]
35 %
36 % <f i l e >: reads the pattern from ’ f i l e ’ us ing LOAD. ’ f i l e ’ conta in s
37 % the pattern f o r the channel .
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38 % E. g . Nsymb=8, with pat t e rn s ’30101210 ’ , ’ f i l e ’ can have any
39 % form , e . g . :
40 %
41 % 3 0 1 0 or 3 0 1 0 1 2 1 0
42 % 1 2 1 0
43 %
44 %
45 % OPTIONS i s an op t i ona l parameter conta in ing :
46 %
47 % OPTIONS. alphabet : i s the a lphabet o f the pattern .
48 % E. g . PAT=PATTERN( ’ debrui jn ’ , 0 ,OPTIONS) with OPTIONS. a lphabet=4
49 % retu rn s :
50 %
51 % PAT=[1 1 2 3 0 3 1 3 3 2 2 1 0 2 0 0 ]
52 %
53 % i . e . a DBS sequence with symbols ( 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ) conta in ing a l l
54 % coup le s o f symbols exac t l y once .
55 %
56 % E. g . PAT=PATTERN( ’ random ’ ,OPTIONS) with OPTIONS. a lphabet=8
57 % may return :
58 %
59 % PAT=[6 3 7 6 6 2 3 7 3 2 5 4 4 2 0 2 ]
60 %
61 %
62 % [PAT,BMAT] = PATTERN(PTYPE,NSEED,OPTIONS) r e tu rn s in BMAT the binary
63 % rep r e s en t a t i on o f PAT. BMAT i s a matrix o f s i z e
64 % [Nsymb , c e i l ( l og2 (OPTIONS. a lphabet ) ) ] .
65 %
66 % Example : For a QPSK modulation , the two columns o f BMAT rep r e s en t the
67 % in−phase and quadrature component o f a pseudo random quaternary
68 % sequence (PRQS) , [ 2 ] .
69 %
70 % Note : PAT and BMAT are o f type double .
71 %
72 % See a l s o ELECTRICSOURCE, PAT_DECODER
73 %
74 %
75 % [ 1 ] F . S . Annexstein , "Generating De Brui jn Sequences : An E f f i c i e n t
76 % Implementation , " IEEE Transact ion on Computers , vo l . 48 , no . 2 ,
77 % pp . 198−200 , Feb . 1997 .
78 %
79 % [ 2 ] D. v . d . Borne et al , "Bit pattern dependence in o p t i c a l DQPSK
80 % modulation , " E l e c t r on i c Let te r s , vo l . 43 , no . 22 , Oct . 2007
81 %
82 % Author : Paolo Serena , 2009
83 % Unive r s i ty o f Parma , I t a l y
84
85 % This f i l e i s part o f Optilux , the o p t i c a l s imu la to r too lbox .
86 % Copyright (C) 2009 Paolo Serena , <serena@t lc . unipr . i t >
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87 %
88 % Opti lux i s f r e e so f tware ; you can r e d i s t r i b u t e i t and/ or modify
89 % i t under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense as publ i shed by
90 % the Free Software Foundation ; e i t h e r v e r s i on 3 o f the License , or
91 % ( at your opt ion ) any l a t e r v e r s i on .
92 %
93 % Opti lux i s d i s t r i b u t e d in the hope that i t w i l l be us e fu l ,
94 % but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the impl i ed warranty o f
95 % MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
96 % GNU General Publ ic L i cense f o r more d e t a i l s .
97 %
98 % You should have r e c e i v ed a copy o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense
99 % along with t h i s program . I f not , s e e <http ://www. gnu . org / l i c e n s e s />.
100
101
102 g l oba l GSTATE % GSTATE i s a s t r u c tu r e whose f i e l d s are de f ined in r e s e t_a l l .m
103
104
105 f r om f i l e = 0 ;
106
107 i f strcmp ( ptype , ’ debru i jn ’ ) % PSEUDO−RANDOM BINARY SEQUENCE
108
109 i f narg in == 1
110 e r r o r ( ’ Miss ing nseed ’ ) ;
111 e l s e
112 i f narg in == 3
113 nfnames = f i e ldnames ( opt ions ) ;
114 i f any ( strcmp ( nfnames , ’ a lphabet ’ ) )
115 q = log2 ( opt ions . a lphabet ) ;
116 i f rem(q , 1 )
117 e r r o r ( [ ’De Brui jn sequence can be implemented only f o r ’ , . . .
118 ’ power o f 2 a lphabets ’ ] ) ;
119 end
120 e l s e
121 q = 1 ;
122 end
123 e l s e
124 q = 1 ; % de f au l t : b inary
125 end
126 maxseed = GSTATE.NSYMB∗(GSTATE.NSYMB−1) /4 ; % l a r g e s t seed
127 i f nseed (1 ) > maxseed , e r r o r ( ’ nseed must be <= %d ’ ,maxseed ) ; end
128 l g2 = log2 (GSTATE.NSYMB) ;
129 i f rem( lg2 , q )
130 e r r o r ( [ ’The De Brui jn sequence does not e x i s t ! l og2 (number ’ , . . .
131 ’ o f symbols )=%d i s not a mu l t ip l e o f l og2 ( a lphabet l ength )=%d . ’ ] , . . .
132 lg2 , q ) ;
133 end
134 [ pat , tmat ] = debrui jn_seq ( log2 (GSTATE.NSYMB)/q , nseed (1 ) , q ) ;
135 varargout {2} = tmat ’ ;




139 e l s e i f strcmp ( ptype , ’ random ’ ) % RANDOM PATTERN
140 i f narg in >= 2
141 i f narg in == 2 , opt ions = nseed ; end
142 nfnames = f i e ldnames ( opt ions ) ;
143 i f any ( strcmp ( nfnames , ’ a lphabet ’ ) )
144 qq = opt ions . a lphabet ;
145 e l s e
146 qq = 2 ;
147 end
148 e l s e
149 qq = 2 ;
150 end
151 pat = f l o o r ( qq .∗ rand (1 ,GSTATE.NSYMB) ) ;
152 varargout {2} = mydec2bin ( pat , l og2 ( qq ) ) ;
153
154 e l s e i f i snumer i c ( ptype ) % VECTOR OF SYMBOLS
155 i f narg in >= 2
156 i f narg in == 2 , opt ions = nseed ; end
157 nfnames = f i e ldnames ( opt ions ) ;
158 i f any ( strcmp ( nfnames , ’ a lphabet ’ ) )
159 q = log2 ( opt ions . a lphabet ) ;
160 i f rem(q , 1 )
161 e r r o r ( [ ’ Sequence can be implemented only f o r ’ , . . .
162 ’ power o f 2 a lphabets ’ ] ) ;
163 end
164 e l s e
165 q = 1 ;
166 end
167 e l s e
168 q = 1 ; % de f au l t : b inary
169 end
170 pat = myseq ( ptype ,GSTATE.NSYMB) ; % p e r i o d i c a l l y repeat the pattern
171 varargout {2} = mydec2bin ( pat , q ) ;
172
173 e l s e i f (min ( double ( ptype−48) ) >= 0 && max( double ( ptype−48) ) <= 9) % STRING
174 i f narg in >= 2
175 i f narg in == 2 , opt ions = nseed ; end
176 nfnames = f i e ldnames ( opt ions ) ;
177 i f any ( strcmp ( nfnames , ’ a lphabet ’ ) )
178 q = log2 ( opt ions . a lphabet ) ;
179 i f rem(q , 1 )
180 e r r o r ( [ ’ Sequence can be implemented only f o r ’ , . . .
181 ’ power o f 2 a lphabets ’ ] ) ;
182 end
183 e l s e
184 q = 1 ;
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185 end
186 e l s e
187 q = 1 ; % de f au l t : b inary
188 end
189 ptype2 = double ( ptype−48) ;
190 pat = myseq ( ptype2 ,GSTATE.NSYMB) ; % p e r i o d i c a l l y repeat the pattern
191 varargout {2} = mydec2bin ( pat , q ) ;
192
193 e l s e i f e x i s t ( ptype , ’ f i l e ’ ) == 2
194
195 pat = loadpat te rn ( ptype ,GSTATE.NSYMB) ;
196 f r om f i l e = 1 ;
197 varargout {2} = mydec2bin ( pat ) ;
198
199 e l s e
200
201 e r r o r ( ’ S t r ing ptype unknown ’ ) ;
202 end
203 varargout {1} = pat ( : ) ;
204




209 o u t f i l e = [GSTATE.DIR , ’ / simul_out ’ ] ;
210
211 f i d = fopen ( o u t f i l e , ’ a ’ ) ;
212
213 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’========================================\n ’ ) ;
214 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’=== pattern ===\n ’ ) ;
215 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’========================================\n\n ’ ) ;
216 i f strcmp ( ptype , ’ debru i jn ’ )
217 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s pattern with seed %d\n ’ , ptype , nseed (1 ) ) ;
218 e l s e i f strcmp ( ptype , ’ random ’ )
219 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’%s pattern \n ’ , ptype ) ;
220 e l s e i f f r om f i l e == 1
221 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ user−de f ined pattern from f i l e %s \n ’ , ptype ) ;
222 e l s e
223 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ Pe r i od i c pattern : \ n ’ ) ;
224 i f i snumer ic ( ptype ) , ptype=char ( ptype+48) ; end
225 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ . . .% s . . . ’ , ptype ) ;
226 end
227 i f e x i s t ( ’ opt i ons ’ , ’ var ’ ) && i s f i e l d ( opt ions , ’ a lphabet ’ )
228 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ Alphabet : %d\n ’ , opt ions . a lphabet ) ;
229 end
230 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ \n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\n\n ’ ) ;
231
232 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
233
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238 f unc t i on y=myseq ( locpat ,Nsymb)
239
240 % cr e a t e s a p e r i o d i c r e p e t i t i o n o f the sequence l o cpa t up to Nsymb , and
241 % trunca t e s i f nece s sa ry .
242 %
243 % E. g . ptype = [0 1 0 ] and Nsymb = 8 −> y=[0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 ]
244 % ptype = [0 1 0 0 1 0 ] and Nsymb = 4 −> y=[0 1 0 0 ]
245 %
246 % Author : Paolo Serena , 2009
247 % Unive r s i ty o f Parma , I t a l y
248
249 Lp = length ( l o cpa t ) ;
250 nrem = rem(Nsymb , Lp) ;
251 i f Lp > Nsymb
252 y = locpat ( 1 :Nsymb) ;
253 e l s e i f nrem ~= 0
254 temp1 = repmat ( locpat , 1 , f l o o r (Nsymb/Lp) ) ; % r e p l i c a t e
255 temp2 = locpat ( 1 : nrem) ;
256 y = [ temp1 , temp2 ] ;
257 e l s e





263 f unc t i on y=loadpat te rn ( ptype ,Nsymb)
264
265 % load the pattern from f i l e ptype us ing the r u l e s o f f unc t i on load
266 %
267 % Author : Paolo Serena , 2007
268 % Unive r s i ty o f Parma , I t a l y
269
270
271 l o cpa t = load ( ptype ) ;
272 [ nr , nc ] = s i z e ( l o cpa t ) ;
273 f p r i n t f ( ’%d %d %d\n ’ , nr , nc ,Nsymb)
274 i f ( nr∗nc ) ~= (Nsymb)
275 e r r o r ( [ ’ F i l e ptype ’ , . . .
276 ’ c onta in s a wrong number o f symbols ’ ] ) ;
277 end
278 y = reshape ( locpat ’ , 1 ,Nsymb) ;
279
280 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
281 f unc t i on [ y , tmat]=debrui jn_seq (n , seed , q )
282
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283 %DEBRUIJN_SEQ De Brui jn sequence genera tor
284 % Y=DEBRUIJN_SEQ(N,SEED) gene ra t e s a De Brui jn sequence o f 2^N b i t s .
285 % A De Brui jn sequence conta in s a l l pa t t e rn s o f N b i t s exac t l y once .
286 %
287 % SEED i s the random seed ( i n t e g e r ) . For SEED > 2^(N−2) the r e s u l t i n g
288 % sequence i s a pseudo−random sh i f t e d copy o f a sequence with
289 % SEED <= 2^(N−2) .
290 %
291 % Reference :
292 %
293 % [ 1 ] F . S . Annexstein , "Generating De Brui jn Sequences : An E f f i c i e n t
294 % Implementation , " IEEE Transact ion on Computers , vo l . 48 , no . 2 , Feb .
295 % 1997 .
296
297 ns = q∗n ; % log2 l ength o f the DeBruijn sequence
298 N = 2^(ns−2) ;
299 nseed = mod( seed ,N) ;
300 x = double ( dec2bin ( nseed , ns−2)−48) ; % convert to pattern
301 y = double ( generate_debrui jn ( ns , x ) ) ;
302
303 i f q > 1 % mu l t i l e v e l DeBruijn
304 mvm = f l o o r ( ns/q ∗ ( ( 1 : q )−1) ) ;
305 tmat = ze ro s (q ,2^ ns ) ; % columns : b inary DeBruijn
306 f o r kk=1:q
307 tmat (kk , : ) = f a s t s h i f t (y ,mvm(kk ) ) ;
308 end
309 y = 2.^( q−1:−1:0) ∗ tmat ; % bin2dec conver s i on
310 e l s e
311 tmat = [ ] ;
312 end
313 i f seed > N % no more seeds −> apply a random delay s h i f t
314 nseed2 = c e i l ( ( seed−N+1)/N) ;
315 n s h i f t = mod(97∗ nseed2 ,2^ ns−1)+1; % congruent random genera tor
316 y = f a s t s h i f t (y,− n s h i f t ) ; % s h i f t on the r i g h t




321 f unc t i on y=generate_debrui jn (n , x )
322
323 i f n == 2
324 y=[1 ,1 , 0 , 0 ] == 1 ;
325 e l s e i f n == 3
326 i f x (1 ) == 0
327 y = [ 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] == 1 ;
328 e l s e
329 y = [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] == 1 ;
330 end
331 e l s e
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336 f unc t i on y=next_debruijn (w, i , k )
337
338 C = xor_iscan (w) ;
339 Cbar = not (C) ;
340 part1 = C( 1 : i−k ) ;
341 part2 = Cbar ( i+k : end ) ;
342 part3 = Cbar ( 1 : i−1+k) ;
343 part4 = C( i−k+1:end ) ;
344 y = [ part1 , part2 , part3 , part4 ] ;
345
346 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
347 f unc t i on y=xor_iscan (x )
348
349 % Being x=[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ] and y=[y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ] i t i s :
350 % yk = x1 xor x2 xor . . . xk
351
352 z = cumsum(x ) ;
353 y = rem( z , 2 ) == 1 ;
354
355 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
356 f unc t i on y=mydec2bin (d , q )
357
358 [ f , e ]= log2 (max(d) ) ; %#ok How many d i g i t s do we need to r ep r e s en t the numbers?
359 y=rem( f l o o r (d ( : ) ∗pow2(1−max(1 , e ) : 0 ) ) , 2 ) ;
360 c o l s = s i z e (y , 2 ) ;
361 i f q > c o l s
362 y ( : , q−c o l s +(1: c o l s ) ) = y ( : , 1 : c o l s ) ;
363 y ( : , 1 : ( q−c o l s ) ) = ze ro s ( s i z e (y , 1 ) ,q−c o l s ) ;
364 end
D.32 QPSKEstimator.m
1 f unc t i on est imated = QPSKEstimator ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Estima e l s ímbolo r e c i b i d o en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a con l a po s i c i ón de
3 % lo s s ímbolos o r i g i n a l e s . Vál ido para l a modulación OFDM ANALÓGICA
4 %%% est imated = QPSKEstimator ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l númeero de muestras por símbolo , como se ha
8 %%% intgrado previamente , e s n e c e s a r i o d i v i d i r ent r e e l número de muestras
9 %%% para obtener l a ene rg í a de una única muestra de s ímbolo
10 %%% OUTPUT:
11 %%% es l a s e cuenc i a estimada
12
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13
14 est imated = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( input ) ∗2) ;
15 k=1;
16
17 d iv ided=input / samplesPerSymbol ;
18
19
20 % Aquí guardamos l o s va l o r e s ( r e a l e imag ina r i o s ) de cada símbolo [ 0 0 ; 0 1 ; 1 0 ; 1 1 ]
21 symbolValues=[− s q r t (1/2)−1 j ∗ s q r t (1/2) ;− s q r t (1/2)+1j ∗ s q r t (1/2) ; s q r t (1/2)−1 j ∗ s q r t (1/2) ; s q r t
(1/2)+1j ∗ s q r t (1/2) ] ;
22
23 f o r i =1: l ength ( d iv ided )
24 % Calculamos l a d i s t a n c i a ent r e l o s puntos que marcan l o s s ímbolos
25 % re c i b i d o s y l o s puntos o r i g i n a l e s y nos quedamos con e l que l a d i s t a n c i a
26 % sea mínima
27
28 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( symbolValues )−r e a l ( d iv ided ( i ) ) ) .^2 + ( imag (
symbolValues )−imag ( d iv ided ( i ) ) ) .^2) ) ;
29






































1 f unc t i on [ est imated , symbolSequence ]= QPSKEstimatorDig ( input , nSubca r r i e r s )
2 % Estima e l s ímbolo r e c i b i d o en func ión de l a d i s t a n c i a con l a po s i c i ón de
3 % lo s s ímbolos o r i g i n a l e s . Vál ido para l a modulación OFDM DIGITAL
4 %%% est imated = QPSKEstimator ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a que se qu i e r e es t imar
7 %%% OUTPUT:
8 %%% es l a s e cuenc i a estimada
9 %%% symbolSequence es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos IDEALES transmi t ida .
10
11 est imated = ze ro s ( l ength ( input ) ,2 ) ;
12




17 % Primero sumamos l a potenc ia de todos l o s s ímbolos ( por subportadora )
18 Pmean = ze ro s (1 , nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
19 k=1;
20
21 f o r i = 1 : l ength ( input )
22
23 Pmean(k ) = Pmean(k )+( r e a l ( input ( i ) ) )^2+(imag ( input ( i ) ) ) ^2;
24
25 k = k + 1 ;
26
27 i f k > nSubca r r i e r s
28






35 % Calculamos l a potenc ia media para ave r i guar A
36 Pmean = Pmean/( l ength ( input ) / nSubca r r i e r s ) ;
37
38 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en r e c epc i ón para cada una de l a s subportadoras
39 i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx = ze ro s ( nSubcar r i e r s , 4 ) ;
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40
41 % Llenamos l a matr iz con l a s c on s t e l a c i o n e s i d e a l e s para cada subportadora
42 f o r i =1: nSubca r r i e r s
43
44 % A de cada subportadora
45 A= sqr t (Pmean( i ) /2) ;
46
47 % Conste lac ión i d e a l en RX, para cada subportadora





53 C=sqr t (1/2) ;
54 t xCon s t e l l a t i on = [ (C+1j ∗C) ; (C−1 j ∗C) ;(−C−1 j ∗C) ;(−C+1j ∗C) ] ;
55 % Usamos k para a p l i c a r l a c on s t e l a c i ó n a l a subportadora co r r e spond i en t e
56 k=1;
57 f o r i =1: l ength ( input )
58
59 [ d i f f e r e n c e , p o s i t i o n ] = min ( sq r t ( ( r e a l ( i d ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx (k , : ) )−r e a l ( input ( i ) ) ) .^2 + (
imag ( id ea lCons t e l l a t i onRx (k , : ) )−imag ( input ( i ) ) ) .^2) ) ;
60




65 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 1 ] ;
66




71 est imated ( i , : ) =[1 0 ] ;
72




77 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 0 ] ;
78




83 est imated ( i , : ) =[0 1 ] ;
84
85 symbolSequence ( i ) = txCon s t e l l a t i on (4 ) ;
86
87 end
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88
89 k=k+1;









1 f unc t i on removed = RemoveCycl icPref ix ( input , f s , durat ion )
2 % Elimina e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o de una durac ión " durat ion " de l a s eña l
3 % " input " . Vál ido para OFDM ANALÓGICO
4 %%% removed = RemoveCycl icPref ix ( input , f s , durat ion )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l con e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o que hay que e l im ina r
7 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
8 %%% durat ion es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o que hay que e l im ina r
9 %%% OUTPUT:
10 %%% removed es l a s eña l s i n e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
11
12 % Primero determinamos e l número de muestras que va a formar e l p r e f i j o
13 % c í c l i c o usando l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo y l a durac ión de l mismo :
14 cyc l i cSample s = round ( f s ∗ durat ion ) ;
15
16
17 % A pa r t i r de esa muestra hasta e l f i n a l e s l a s eña l s i n p r e f i j o





1 f unc t i on wi thoutPre f ix = RemoveCyc l i cPre f ixDig i ta l ( input , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat ion ,
f s )
2 % Elimina e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o d i g i t a l de l a s eña l de entrada . Vál ido para
3 % OFDM DIGITAL
4 %%% withoutPre f ix = RemoveCyc l i cPre f ixDig i ta l ( input , samplesPerSymbol , cyc l i cDurat i on , f s )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l a l a que se l e va a e l im ina r e l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
7 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo enviado
8 %%% cyc l i cDura t i on es l a durac ión de l p r e f i j o c í c l i c o
9 %%% f s es l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo
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10 %%% OUTPUTS:
11 %%% withoutPre f ix es l a s eña l de entrada input s i n e l p 0 r e f i j o c í c l i c o
12
13 % Primero determinamos e l número de muestras que va a formar e l p r e f i j o
14 % c í c l i c o usando l a f r e c u en c i a de muestreo y l a durac ión de l mismo :
15 cyc l i cSample s = round ( ( f s ∗ cyc l i cDura t i on ) / samplesPerSymbol ) ;
16
17
18 % A pa r t i r de esa muestra hasta e l f i n a l e s l a s eña l s i n p r e f i j o








1 f unc t i on wrn=r e s e t_a l l (Nsymb ,Nt , Nch , opt1 , opt2 )
2
3 %RESET_ALL Reset a l l g l oba l v a r i a b l e s and i n i t i a l i z e the s imu la t i on .
4 % THIS FUNCTION MUST BE CALLED IN EACH SIMULATION.
5 %
6 % RESET_ALL(NSYMB,NT,NCH) i n i t i a l i z e s the g l oba l s t r u c t v a r i a b l e GSTATE.
7 % The f i e l d s o f the s t r u c tu r e GSTATE are the f o l l ow i n g :
8 %
9 % GSTATE.NSYMB: Number o f symbols = NSYMB. For binary t r an sm i s s i on s
10 % NSYMB i s the number o f b i t s .
11 % GSTATE.NT: Number o f d i s c r e t e po in t s x symbol = NT
12 % GSTATE.NCH: Number o f channe l s = NCH
13 % GSTATE.FN: Frequency normal ized to the symbol ra t e (R) ,
14 % i . e . GSTATE.FN = f r e q /R with f r e q the f requency





20 % | |
21 % | | s i n g l e symbol
22 % | |
23 % | |
24 % −−−−−−− −−−−−−−
25 % <−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>
26 % symbol time = 1/R
27 %
28 % ∗ The LOWEST d i s c r e t e f requency ( r e s o l u t i o n ) i s
29 % 1/NSYMB.
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30 % ∗ The LARGEST d i s c r e t e f requency ( Nyquist f requency )
31 % i s NT/2 .
32 % ∗ The f r e qu en c i e s i n to GSTATE.FN:
33 % f f t s h i f t (−NT/2:1/NSYMB:NT/2−1/NSYMB) .
34 % ∗ GSTATE.FN i s d imens i on l e s s .
35 %
36 % GSTATE.SYMBOLRATE: Symbol ra t e (R) in [GBaud ] equal f o r a l l channel
37 % See the examples f o r how to manage d i f f e r e n t
38 % channel symbol r a t e s . The symbolrate w i l l be
39 % i n i t i a l i z e d to a numerica l va lue in ELECTRICSOURCE.
40 % GSTATE.PRINT: t rue / f a l s e . True : Pr int f unc t i on s d e t a i l s to f i l e .
41 %
42 %
43 % RESET_ALL(NSYMB,NT,NCH,OPT1) c r e a t e s the output d i r e c t o r y OPT1 that
44 % w i l l c o l l e c t a summary o f each func t i on opera t i on with in the f i l e
45 % simul_out . The f i l e simul_out i s appended each c a l l . The output
46 % d i r e c t o r y w i l l a l s o conta in any s i g n a l pr in ted to f i l e by op t i l ux .
47 % In presence o f OPT1 there i s the add i t i o na l f i e l d :
48 %
49 % GSTATE.DIR = OPT1
50 %
51 % WRN=RESET_ALL(NSYMB,NT,NCH,OPT1) s e t s WRN=true i f the dimension o f
52 % simul_out exceeds 50 Mbytes , o the rw i se WRN=f a l s e .
53 %
54 % RESET_ALL(NSYMB,NT,NCH,OPT1,OPT2) with OPT2=’noprint ’ c r e a t e s the
55 % output d i r e c t o r y OPT1 but a l l f un c t i on s c a l l e d by op t i l ux w i l l not
56 % pr in t any d e t a i l in simul_out .
57 %
58 % RESET_ALL i n i t i a l i z e s the fundamental cons tant s ( l i k e Planck ’ s , speed
59 % of l i gh t , e t c ) in the g l oba l v a r i ab l e CONSTANTS.
60 %
61 % There are other f i e l d s o f GSTATE that are s e t to empty by RESET_ALL and
62 % w i l l be i n i t i a l i z e d by CREATE_FIELD. They are :
63 %
64 % GSTATE.FIELDX: x−component o f the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . See CREATE_FIELD.
65 % GSTATE.FIELDY: y−component o f the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . See CREATE_FIELD.
66 % GSTATE.FIELDX_TX: copy o f GSTATE.FIELDX generated by CREATE_FIELD.
67 % Use fu l f o r back−to−back measurements .
68 % GSTATE.FIELDY_TX: same as GSTATE.FIELDX_TX, but f o r y p o l a r i z a t i o n .
69 %
70 % GSTATE.DELAY: Overa l l de lay cumulated in the o p t i c a l l i n e , normal ized
71 % to 1/R. S i z e : [ 2 ,NCH] i f the y−component i s empty , e l s e
72 % [1 ,NCH] .
73 % GSTATE.DISP : cumulated d i s p e r s i o n [ ps/nm] in the system .
74 % Size : same as GSTATE.DELAY.
75 %
76 % Other f i e l d s o f GSTATE w i l l be i n i t i a l i z e d by LASERSOURCE. They are :
77 %
78 % GSTATE.LAMBDA: Channels wavelength [nm ] . S i z e : [ 1 ,NCH]
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79 % GSTATE.POWER: Transmitted S igna l PEAK power [mW] . S i z e : [ 1 ,NCH]
80 %
81 %
82 % See a l s o : CREATE_FIELD, ELECTRICSOURCE, LASERSOURCE
83 %
84 % Author : Paolo Serena , 2009
85 % Contributed by : Armando Vannucci , 2009
86 % Unive r s i ty o f Parma , I t a l y
87
88 % This f i l e i s part o f Optilux , the o p t i c a l s imu la to r too lbox .
89 % Copyright (C) 2009 Paolo Serena , <serena@t lc . unipr . i t >
90 %
91 % Opti lux i s f r e e so f tware ; you can r e d i s t r i b u t e i t and/ or modify
92 % i t under the terms o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense as publ i shed by
93 % the Free Software Foundation ; e i t h e r v e r s i on 3 o f the License , or
94 % ( at your opt ion ) any l a t e r v e r s i on .
95 %
96 % Opti lux i s d i s t r i b u t e d in the hope that i t w i l l be us e fu l ,
97 % but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the impl i ed warranty o f
98 % MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
99 % GNU General Publ ic L i cense f o r more d e t a i l s .
100 %
101 % You should have r e c e i v ed a copy o f the GNU General Publ ic L i cense
102 % along with t h i s program . I f not , s e e <http ://www. gnu . org / l i c e n s e s />.
103
104 g l oba l CONSTANTS; % CONSTANTS i s a g l oba l s t r u c tu r e v a r i ab l e .
105 CONSTANTS.CLIGHT= 299792458; % speed o f l i g h t in vacuum [m/ s ]
106 CONSTANTS.HPLANCK= 6.62606896 e−34; % Planck ’ s constant [ J∗ s ] (CODATA value ,
107 % std . unce r ta in ty= 3 .3 e−43)
108 % NOTE: in October 2005 , the Nat iona l
109 % Phys i ca l Laboratory r epo r t s 6 .62607095 e−34
110 CONSTANTS.ECHARGE= 1.602176487 e−19; % Electron ’ s charge [C] (CODATA value , year 2006)
111 CONSTANTS.KBOLTZMANN= 1.3806504E−23; % Boltzmann ’ s constant [ J/oK] (CODATA value ,
112 % std . unce r ta in ty= 2 .4 e−31)
113
114 g l oba l GSTATE; % GSTATE i s a g l oba l s t r u c tu r e v a r i ab l e .
115
116 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
117 MAXBYTES = 50 e6 ; % warning dimension f o r simul_out
118
119 e r r o r ( nargchk (3 , 5 , narg in ) ) ;
120
121 switch narg in
122 case 3
123 GSTATE.PRINT = f a l s e ; % pr in t on output f i l e simul_out
124 case 4
125 i f ~ i s c h a r ( opt1 )
126 e r r o r ( ’ d i r e c t o r y name must be a s t r i n g ’ ) ;
127 end
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128 i f strcmp ( opt1 , ’ nopr int ’ )
129 e r r o r ( ’The output d i r e c t o r y cannot be c a l l e d ’ ’ nopr int ’ ’ ’ ) ;
130 end
131 GSTATE.DIR = opt1 ;
132 GSTATE.PRINT = true ;
133 case 5
134 i f strcmp ( opt1 , ’ nopr int ’ )
135 GSTATE.PRINT = f a l s e ;
136 i f ~ i s c h a r ( opt2 )
137 e r r o r ( ’ d i r e c t o r y name must be a s t r i n g ’ ) ;
138 end
139 i f strcmp ( opt2 , ’ nopr int ’ )
140 e r r o r ( ’The output d i r e c t o r y cannot be c a l l e d ’ ’ nopr int ’ ’ ’ ) ;
141 end
142 GSTATE.DIR = opt2 ;
143 e l s e
144 GSTATE.DIR = opt1 ;
145 i f ~strcmp ( opt2 , ’ nopr int ’ )
146 e r r o r ( ’Use ’ ’ nopr int ’ ’ to avoid p r i n t i n g to f i l e ’ ) ;
147 end




152 s t e p f = 1/Nsymb ;
153 GSTATE.FN = f f t s h i f t (−Nt/2 : s t e p f : Nt/2− s t e p f ) ; % normal ized f r e qu en c i e s
154 GSTATE.NSYMB = Nsymb ; % number o f symbols
155 GSTATE.NT = Nt ; % po in t s x symbol
156 GSTATE.NCH = Nch ; % number o f channe l s
157 GSTATE.SYMBOLRATE = [ ] ; % The symbolrate w i l l be i n i t i a l i z e d in ELECTRICSOURCE
158
159 % The f o l l ow i ng f i e l d s w i l l be i n i t i a l i z e d by CREATE_FIELD
160 GSTATE.FIELDX = [ ] ; % x−component o f the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . See CREATE_FIELD.
161 GSTATE.FIELDY = [ ] ; % y−component o f the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . See CREATE_FIELD.
162 GSTATE.FIELDX_TX = [ ] ; % copy o f GSTATE.FIELDX generated by CREATE_FIELD.
163 % Use fu l f o r back−to−back measurements .
164 GSTATE.FIELDY_TX = [ ] ; % same as GSTATE.FIELDX_TX, but f o r y p o l a r i z a t i o n .
165
166 GSTATE.DELAY = [ ] ; % Overa l l de lay cumulated in the o p t i c a l l i n e , normal ized
167 % to 1/R. S i z e : [ 2 ,NCH] .
168 GSTATE.DISP = [ ] ; % cumulated d i s p e r s i o n [ ps/nm] in the system .
169 % Size : [NPOL,NCH] , be ing NPOL the number o f
170 % po l a r i z a t i o n s .
171
172 % The f o l l ow i ng f i e l d s w i l l be i n i t i a l i z e d by LASERSOURCE
173 GSTATE.LAMBDA = [ ] ; % Channels wavelength [nm ] . S i z e : [ 1 ,NCH]
174 GSTATE.POWER = [ ] ; % Transmitted S igna l PEAK power [mW] . S i z e : [ 1 ,NCH]
175
176 i f GSTATE.PRINT
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177
178 i f ~ e x i s t (GSTATE.DIR , ’ d i r ’ ) ;
179 mkdir (GSTATE.DIR) ; % output d i r e c t o r y
180 end
181 i f ~ e x i s t ( [GSTATE.DIR , ’ / ’ ,GSTATE.DIR , ’ .MOD/ ’ ] , ’ d i r ’ ) ;
182 mkdir ( [GSTATE.DIR , ’ / ’ ,GSTATE.DIR , ’ .MOD/ ’ ] ) ; % here p r i n t the power
183 end
184 i f ~ e x i s t ( [GSTATE.DIR , ’ / ’ ,GSTATE.DIR , ’ .ANG/ ’ ] , ’ d i r ’ ) ;
185 mkdir ( [GSTATE.DIR , ’ / ’ ,GSTATE.DIR , ’ .ANG/ ’ ] ) ; % here p r i n t the phase
186 end
187
188 o u t f i l e = [GSTATE.DIR , ’ / simul_out ’ ] ; % matlab accept s both "/" and
189 % "\" under windows .
190
191 nowt = c lock ;
192 f i d = fopen ( o u t f i l e , ’ a ’ ) ;
193 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++\n ’ ) ;
194 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’++++ START OF SIMULATION ++++\n ’ ) ;
195 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’++++ ++++\n ’ ) ;
196 i f e x i s t ( ’OCTAVE_VERSION’ , ’ var ’ ) == 1
197 [ pcname , t1 ] = system ( ’ hostname ’ ) ; % under octave
198 e l s e
199 [ t1 , pcname ] = system ( ’ hostname ’ ) ; % under matlab . Why? The answer
200 end % i s blowing in the wind . . .
201 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’++++ Hostname : %s ’ , pcname ) ;
202 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’++++ Date : %s %.2d :%.2d :%.2d\ t \n ’ , date , . . .
203 nowt (4 ) , nowt (5 ) , round (nowt (6 ) ) ) ;
204 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++\n\n\n ’ ) ;
205 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’========================================\n ’ ) ;
206 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’=== r e s e t_a l l ===\n ’ ) ;
207 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’========================================\n\n ’ ) ;
208 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ Global v a r i ab l e GSTATE i n i t i a l i z e d \n\n ’ ) ;
209 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’Nsymb = %6d\ t (number o f symbols ) \n ’ ,Nsymb) ;
210 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’Nt = %6d\ t ( po in t s x symbol ) \n ’ ,Nt) ;
211 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’Nch = %6d\ t (number o f channe l s ) \n ’ ,Nch) ;
212 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’Output d i r e c t o r y = %s\n ’ ,GSTATE.DIR) ;
213 f p r i n t f ( f i d , ’ \n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\n\n ’ ) ;
214
215 f c l o s e ( f i d ) ;
216
217 % Check f o r simul_out dimension
218
219 s imdi r = d i r ( o u t f i l e ) ;
220 i f ( s imdi r . bytes > MAXBYTES)
221 warning ( ’ op t i l ux : r e s e t_a l l ’ , [ ’The output f i l e simul_out i s very ’ , . . .
222 ’ b ig : ’ , num2str ( s imdi r . bytes ) , ’ bytes ’ ] ) ;
223 i f nargout , wrn=true ; end
224 e l s e
225 i f nargout , wrn=f a l s e ; end
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226 end
227 end % end IF GSTATE.PRINT
D.37 Sampler.m
1 f unc t i on samples = Sampler ( input , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Muestrea e l s ímbolo ana lóg ico , nos quedamos con l a muestra c en t r a l de cad
3 % símbolo
4 %%% samples = Sampler ( input , nCarr i e r s , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUT:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l de l a que se van a r e a l i z a r l a s muestras , e s t á
7 %%% compuesta por l o s s ímbolos r e c i b i d o s en pa r a l e l o
8 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras que ha usado l a OFDM
9 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por cada símbolo ANTES DE LA
10 %%% MODULACIÓN
11 %%% OUTPUT:
12 %%% est imated es l a s e cuenc i a ca l cu l ada .
13
14 % Calculamos l a l ong i tud de un símbolo MODULADO
15 symbolLength = nCar r i e r s ∗ samplesPerSymbol ;
16
17 % Creamos e l vec to r que va a contener l a s e cuenc i a obtenida
18 samples = ze ro s ( ( ( l ength ( input ) ) / symbolLength ) ,1 ) ;
19
20
21 % Ahora en func ión de un va l o r umbral se dec ide se se ha r e c i b i d o un 0 o un
22 % 1
23 k = 1 ;
24
25
26 f o r i = 1 : ( symbolLength ) : ( l ength ( input ) )
27
28 samples ( k ) = input ( i ) ;
29








1 f unc t i on organizedSymbols = SymbolsInOrder ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
2 % Devuelve e l orden o r i g i n a l a una secuenc i a modulada en OFDM ( l o s s ímbolos
3 % repa r t i d o s ent re portadoras )
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4 %%% organizedSymbols = SymbolsInOrder ( input , samplesPerSymbol )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s eña l que se va a ordenar , e s una matr iz con cada columna
7 %%% con l a in formac ión obtenida de cada portadora
8 %%% samplesPerSymbol es e l número de muestras por s ímbolo ANTES DE LA
9 %%% MODULACIÓN.
10 %%% OUTPUTS:
11 %%% organizedSymbols devuelve un vec to r con l o s s ímbolos en e l orden en que
12 %%% se generaron .
13




18 % Guardamos l o s s ímbolos s a l t ándo l o s de nCar r i e r s en nCarr i e r s , primero l o s
19 % cor r e spond i en t e s a l a subportadora 1 , luego subportadora 2 . . .
20 l = 1 ;
21 k = 1 ;
22
23 lengthSymbol = s i z e ( input , 2 ) ∗ samplesPerSymbol ;
24
25 f o r i = 1 : lengthSymbol : ( l ength ( input ) )
26
27 f o r l = 1 : s i z e ( input , 2 )
28 organizedSymbols ( k : ( k+lengthSymbol−1) ,1 )= input ( i : ( i+lengthSymbol−1) , l ) ;
29








1 f unc t i on para l l e lSymbo l s = SymbolsPerCarr ier ( input , nCarr i e r s , nSymbols )
2 % Pa r a l e l i z a una secuenc i a de s ímbolos en func ión de l número de portadoras .
3 % Reparte l o s s ímbolos .
4 %%% para l l e l Symbo l s = SymbolsPerCarr ier ( input , nCar r i e r s )
5 %%% INPUTS:
6 %%% input es l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos (un vec to r ) que se qu i e r e r e p a r t i r ent r e
7 %%% portadoras .
8 %%% nCar r i e r s es e l número de portadoras .
9 %%% nSymbols es e l número de s ímbolos que hay en e l imput . Serve para poder
10 %%% r e p a r t i r correctamente l a s muestras
11 %%% OUTPUTS:
12 %%% para l l e l Symbo l s es una matr iz con l a s e cuenc i a de s ímbolos por cada
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13 %%% portadora en una columna .
14
15
16 % Primero creamos e l vec to r que va a contener l o s s ímbolos reordenados , e s
17 % dec i r , haciendo un i n t e r l i v i n g en e l que e l orden se rá " s ímbolo 1" , " s ímbolo
18 % nCar r i e r s + 1" , " s ímbolo 2∗ nCar r i e r s +1" . . .
19 i n t e r l i v edSymbo l s = ze ro s ( ( l ength ( input ) / nCar r i e r s ) , nCar r i e r s ) ;
20
21 % Calculamos l a l ong i tud de un símbolo
22 lengthSymbol = length ( input ) /nSymbols ;
23
24 % Guardamos l o s s ímbolos s a l t ándo l o s de nCar r i e r s en nCarr i e r s , primero l o s
25 % cor r e spond i en t e s a l a subportadora 1 , luego subportadora 2 . . .
26 l = 1 ;
27 k = 1 ;
28
29 f o r i = 1 : lengthSymbol : ( l ength ( input )−lengthSymbol+1)
30
31 i n t e r l i v edSymbo l s ( k : ( k+lengthSymbol−1) , l )= input ( i : i+lengthSymbol−1) ;
32
33 l = l +1;
34
35 i f l > nCar r i e r s
36
37 l = 1 ;
38






45 % Por último , l o s s ímbolos co r r e spond i en t e s a cada subportadora se guardan
46 % en su columna co r r e spond i en t e
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